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Introduction
This annual report summarizes the actions, accomplishments and progress of the Buffalo Fiscal
Stability Authority (the “BFSA”) since its inception in 2003. This is the seventeenth such annual
report. The focus of this report is the period from July 1, 2019 through June 30, 2020 and
complements the information reported in prior annual reports. Since 2003, the City of Buffalo
(the “City”) and its non-exempt Covered Organizations, including the Buffalo City School
District (the “District”), the Buffalo Urban Renewal Agency (“BURA”), the Buffalo Municipal
Housing Authority (the “BMHA”), and the Joint Schools Construction Board (the “JSCB”),
collectively, (the “Covered Organizations”), have operated under the requirements of the Buffalo
Fiscal Stability Authority Act.
The information presented within this annual report is historical in nature and is not intended to
project the BFSA’s expectations of future events. Please note that within the section titled
“BFSA Reports on the 2020-21 Budgets and 2021-2024 Financial Plans of the City of Buffalo
and the Covered Organizations,” information related to future projections over the next four
fiscal years as made by management of the City and Covered Organizations are discussed.
BFSA examined and reported on the reasonableness of these forecasts. The Joint Schools
Construction Board is no longer operational as the program has been completed; therefore, there
is no report on this Covered Organization. The results of BFSA’s analyses, reviews and
recommendations to the City and Covered Organizations are provided in the individual reports
included within the aforementioned section and should be read as part of this annual report to
fully understand the financial condition of the various organizations.
Since the BFSA was created in 2003, the cumulative financial impact of BFSA’s actions to the
City of Buffalo and its Covered Organizations has totaled approximately $458.6 million. Of this
amount, $240.4 million is attributed directly to savings achieved through the wage freeze which
was implemented on April 21, 2004 and lifted on July 1, 2007. The financial impact and related
savings were created through the exercise of extraordinary powers granted to the BFSA by New
York State (the “State” or “NYS”), and through the cooperation of the City of Buffalo and its
Covered Organizations. For details of the BFSA’s actions and related savings, please see Tables
1-3 beginning on page 40 of this report.
This report has been prepared pursuant to the requirements of New York State’s Public
Authorities Accountability Act of 2005 and the Public Authorities Reform Act of 2009.
Financial Impact and Uncertainty Related to Coronavirus COVID-19
On January 31, 2020, the United States Secretary of Health and Human Services (HHS) declared
a public health emergency related to the global spread of coronavirus COVID-19 (“COVID-19”),
and a pandemic was declared by the World Health Organization in February 2020. On March
22, 2020, the Governor of the State of New York issued the “New York State on PAUSE”
executive order which closed all non-essential business statewide. The NYS on PAUSE order
was lifted for the County of Erie in four phases, with each phase allowing different industries to
reopen and resume operations. Phase I began on May 19th, Phase II on June 2nd, Phase III on
June 16th, and Phase IV on June 30th.
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The financial impact to the State and the City has been significant and has had a negative impact
on the 2019-20 fourth quarter of the City, and such impact has continued into the 2020-21 fiscal
year. Key underlying assumptions related to the financial impact from COVID-19 have been
reflected in the budgets and financial plans of each organization and are discussed in the
individual reports on each organization included herein beginning on page 43. The final
financial impact as it relates to the 2019-20 fiscal year for the City and Covered Organizations
will be reported with the audited financial statements; the BFSA Act requires the City to submit
audited financial statements within 120 days after the close of the fiscal year.
Both the City of Buffalo and the State of New York have requested and are waiting on federal
stimulus relief; it is unknown when or if this stimulus will be provided. The City budgeted
anticipated federal stimulus funding in the amount of $65.1 million, which has not yet been
approved by the Federal government. Various stimulus bills have been proposed with no action
taken. Most recently, on October 1, 2020, the House of Representatives passed a stimulus bill
that totaled $2.2 trillion. Within the bill there is $436.0 billion of funding to state and local
governments facing revenue shortfalls due to the impact from the pandemic. Negotiations are
ongoing and both the Senate and the White House have proposed stimulus packages, with the
White House proposal valued at $1.8 trillion. The Senate Republicans recently advanced two
separate relief bills valued at $500 billion a piece and neither bill was approved. The inclusion
of this revenue is considered speculative.
The enacted New York State budget included reductions for all local aid and grants. In June
2020, the State withheld 20 percent of State Aid and Incentives to Municipalities (“State AIM")
payments to various local governments, including the City of Buffalo. Currently, the State has
indicated this payment is delayed from its original expected timing; it is unknown if it will be a
permanent reduction or if it is temporary, when payment will be received. Proposed local
assistance reductions of approximately $8 billion are included annually over the State’s four-year
financial plan. The State has not yet provided details as to how such reductions will impact local
governments. State aid represents 24.8 percent and 81.6 percent of the City and District’s 202021 adopted budgets, respectively.
Background
In May 2003, the State declared a state of fiscal crisis with respect to the City following the New
York State Comptroller’s report on the City of Buffalo’s financial condition and a subsequent
determination by the State Legislature (the “Legislature”) that the City was faced with a severe
fiscal crisis that could not be resolved without State assistance. Declaring the maintenance of a
balanced City budget a matter of “overwhelming State concern,” on July 3, 2003, the Governor
signed into law Chapter 122 of the Laws of 2003 of the State, as amended from time to time (the
“BFSA Act”), creating the BFSA. The BFSA is a corporate governmental agency and
instrumentality of the State constituting a public benefit corporation with a broad range of
financial control and oversight powers over the City and its Covered Organizations.
As per the BFSA Act, and subsequent resolution by the BFSA, the City is understood to include
certain non-exempt Covered Organizations, as defined above.
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The BFSA Act was adopted with unanimous bipartisan support in the Legislature and included
the following provisions to return the City of Buffalo to fiscal stability:
•

Established BFSA as a fiscal control agency over the City and the Covered
Organizations;

•

Required the annual development of a four-year financial plan by the City to include both
the City and each Covered Organization. The BFSA was vested with the power to ensure
compliance with the financial plans;

•

Granted the BFSA the power to provide deficit financing assistance for the City over a
four-year period beginning in 2003-04 and for the subsequent three fiscal years, provided
that recurring actions were taken to close increasing percentages of the structural budget
gap each year;

•

Established the legal basis for creation of a highly rated borrowing structure to reduce
City borrowing costs and provide short-term budgetary assistance; and

•

Empowered BFSA to impose financial control mechanisms if the City and its Covered
Organizations are unable to adopt a balanced financial plan and/or operate in accordance
therewith.

The BFSA Act provides that the BFSA shall have different financial control and oversight
powers depending upon whether the City’s financial condition causes it to be in a “control
period” or an “advisory period.” Pursuant to the BFSA Act, an advisory period may not begin
until the BFSA has determined that, “(a) for each of the three immediately preceding City fiscal
years, the City has adopted and adhered to budgets covering all expenditures, other than capital
items, the results of which did not show a deficit, without the use of any BFSA assistance as
provided for within the BFSA Act, and; (b) the City Comptroller and the State Comptroller
jointly certify that securities were sold by the City during the immediately preceding City fiscal
year in the general public market and that there is substantial likelihood that such securities can
be sold by the City in the general public market from such date through the end of the next
succeeding City fiscal year in amounts that will satisfy substantially all of the capital and cash
flow requirements of the City during that period in accordance with the four-year plan then in
existence”. On May 29, 2012, the BFSA determined that all provisions of the BFSA Act with
respect to transitioning into an advisory period had been met and resolved to enter an advisory
period effective July 1, 2012. An advisory period shall continue through June 30, 2037, unless a
control period is reimposed.
Under the BFSA Act, the BFSA began its existence during a control period, meaning that the
BFSA commenced operations with its maximum authorized complement of financial control and
oversight powers. During a control period, BFSA retains significant powers to protect the
integrity of the financial condition of the City and the Covered Organizations. Among them are
the powers to: (i) review and approve or disapprove contracts, including collective bargaining
agreements to be entered into by the City or any Covered Organizations, binding or purporting to
bind the City or any Covered Organizations; (ii) to approve or disapprove the terms of
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borrowings by the City and Covered Organizations; (iii) to approve, disapprove or modify the
City’s financial plans and take any action necessary in order to implement the financial plan
should the City or any Covered Organizations fail to comply with any material action necessary
to fulfill the plan, including issuing binding orders to the appropriate local officials; (iv) to set a
maximum level of spending for any proposed budget of the City or any Covered Organizations;
(v) to impose a wage or hiring freeze, or both, with respect to employees of the City or any
Covered Organizations; (vi) to review the operation, management, efficiency and productivity of
the City and any Covered Organizations; and (vii) upon a determination that no condition exists
which would permit imposition of a control period to terminate the control period.
During an advisory period BFSA is empowered, among other things, to: (i) review the operation,
management, efficiency and productivity of City operations and of any Covered Organization’s
operations, and to make reports and recommendations thereon; (ii) to review and comment on
the budget, financial plan and financial plan modifications of the City and any Covered
Organizations; (iii) to audit compliance with the City and any of the Covered Organization’s
financial plans; (iv) to review and comment on the terms of any proposed borrowing, including
the prudence of each proposed issuance of bonds or notes by the City; (v) to assess the impact of
any collective bargaining agreement to be entered into by the City or any Covered Organizations;
(vi) to certify revenues included in the financial plan; and (vii) to re-impose a control period if
the BFSA determines at any time that a fiscal crisis is imminent or if the City meets certain
statutorily defined conditions. Such statutorily defined conditions include the following: (a) the
City shall have failed to adopt a balanced budget, financial plan or budget modification as
required by the BFSA Act; (b) the City shall have failed to pay the principal of or interest of any
of its bonds or notes when due; (c) the City or the Buffalo City School District shall have
incurred an operating deficit of one percent or more in the aggregate results of operations of any
major fund during its fiscal year assuming all revenues and expenditures are reported in
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles, subject to the provisions of the BFSA
Act; (d) the chief fiscal officer’s certification at any time, at the request of the BFSA or on the
chief fiscal officer’s initiative, which certification shall be made from time to time as promptly as
circumstances warrant and reported to the BFSA, that on the basis of facts existing at such time
such officer could not make the certification described in subdivision one of Section 3851 of the
BFSA Act; or (e) the City shall have violated any provision of the BFSA Act. The BFSA must
also make a determination as to whether or not the financial plan is complete and compliant with
the BFSA Act and shall submit its recommendations. In the event that the BFSA disagrees with
elements of the financial plan, the BFSA shall provide notice to the City and various State
officials as required by the BFSA Act.
Mission Statement
The BFSA’s Mission Statement is as follows:
“Created by the State of New York as a public benefit corporation, it is the mission of the
Buffalo Fiscal Stability Authority (the “BFSA”) to provide financial oversight over the
budgets, financial plans and capital plans of the City of Buffalo and its covered
organizations. BFSA shall undertake such actions as afforded to it under its enabling
legislation, as necessary, to assure the financial stability of the City and its covered
organizations, to preserve the confidence of the investors and bond rating agencies, to
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uphold essential services to residents, to maintain affordable property taxes, and to
protect the economy of both the region and the State as a whole.”
BFSA Governance and Administration
The BFSA is governed by a board of nine directors, seven of whom are appointed by the New
York State Governor. Of the seven directors appointed by the Governor, one must be a resident
of the City, one is to be appointed following the recommendation of the State Comptroller, and
one is to be appointed on the joint recommendation of the Temporary President of the Senate and
the Speaker of the Assembly. The Mayor of the City and the County Executive serve as ex
officio directors. The Governor designates the Chairperson and Vice Chair from among the
directors. Five directors constitute a quorum. As of June 30, 2020, there were three vacancies
on the Board of Directors and as of the date of this report those vacancies remain. All Directors’
terms have expired; however, such Directors are continuing to serve until either reappointed or
replaced.
At June 30, 2020, the following individuals served on BFSA’s Board of Directors:
− R. Nils Olsen, Jr., J.D., Chair
Former Dean (from 1998 to 2007) and retired Professor of Law of the University at
Buffalo Law School
− Jeanette T. Jurasek, Ph.D., Interim Vice-Chair
Former President of Medaille College
− George K. Arthur, Secretary
Former President of the City of Buffalo Common Council
− Frederick G. Floss, Ph.D.
Professor of Economics and Finance and Co-Director of Center for Economic
Education, Buffalo State College, former Executive Director of the Fiscal Policy
Institute, and former Vice President for Academics with United University
Professions
− Byron W. Brown (ex officio)
Mayor, City of Buffalo
− Mark C. Poloncarz (ex officio)
County Executive, Erie County
BFSA maintains two standing committees. The first of these is the Audit, Finance and Budget
Committee which is chaired by Chair Olsen with Interim Vice-Chair Jurasek and Director Floss
constituting the remaining members. The second committee is the Governance Committee and is
chaired by Chair Olsen with Interim Vice-Chair Jurasek and Secretary Arthur constituting the
remaining members.
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At June 30, 2020, BFSA had the following staff members:
− Jeanette M. Robe, CPA (Executive Director)
Former Deputy Comptroller with the City of Buffalo and former Senior Manager with
Deloitte and Touche LLP, Buffalo, New York
− Nikita M. Fortune, B.A. (Administrative Assistant)
Former Safe Routes to School Coordinator for GoBike Buffalo and former Common
Council Deputy Chief of Staff
− Bryce E. Link, M.P.A. (Principal Analyst/Media Contact/Treasurer)
Former BFSA Analyst, Senior Analyst and former Budget Fellow with the State
Division of the Budget’s Expenditure Debt Unit
− Nathan D. Miller, B.S. (Senior Analyst II/ Manager of Technology)
Former BFSA Senior Analyst, Financial Analyst, Executive Assistant/Office Manager
− Claire A. Waldron, CPA (Comptroller)
Former Special Assistant for the City of Buffalo Comptroller and former Controller
for Weinberg Campus
Summary of Accomplishments in 2019-20
The BFSA continued to provide fiscal oversight over the City and the Covered Organizations
during 2019-20. The BFSA is operating under an advisory period and provides assistance
largely through analyses and recommendations as opposed to direct actions.
The BFSA held ten board meetings during 2019-20, with four of them being special board
meetings that were called for a specific item. It is noted that the BFSA held a special Board
meeting on July 20th to review the final City of Buffalo 2020-21 Adopted Budget and 2021-2024
financial plan. In addition, the BFSA held three Audit, Finance and Budget Committee
meetings and three Governance Committee meetings. During such meetings, the BFSA
approved several reports with recommendations for the City and Covered Organizations, which
are summarized within this section. Additionally, the BFSA held numerous discussions
concerning specifically the District and the City. Additional information related to these
discussions are summarized within this section.
This was the eighth year the BFSA operated under an advisory period; prior to July 1, 2012, the
BFSA had operated for nine consecutive years within a control period. The City and the
Covered Organizations continue to benefit from savings resulting from the actions the BFSA
took during the nine-year control period as well as the findings and recommendations issued in
the past as well as during the current advisory period. A summary of the cumulative impact of
such BFSA actions is included on page 40.
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Progress Towards Fiscal Stability and Future Challenges
The BFSA was created in 2003 as a result of the City of Buffalo facing a severe financial crisis.
The City had utilized 92% of the maximum legal real property tax levy, had bond ratings one
level above “non-investment” grade, was at risk of losing access to the credit markets, and was
facing a structural budget imbalance. The City has since made substantial progress towards
fiscal stability, although it is noted that the City and Covered Organizations continue to face
financial challenges. Both the City and District have made fiscal progress since the inception of
the BFSA, and both organizations are faced with immediate and near-term challenges regarding
the unknown and potentially significant impact on revenues from COVID-19. There is
uncertainty in regard to the amount of State Aid that will be received by both entities, with the
State already beginning to hold back approximately 20 percent of State aid; it is unknown if the
hold-back is temporary or if it will be permanent. To address the expected decrease in State Aid
and other revenues, particularly sales tax, the City budgeted for $65.1 million in federal stimulus
funding which has not been agreed upon and approved by the federal government. Additionally,
there is the inability of the City to rely on fund balance as these amounts were spent down over
the past four years. These challenges are discussed in detail within this report and are included
in the individual reports within the section titled, “BFSA Reports on the 2020-21 Budgets and
2021-2024 Financial Plans of the City of Buffalo and the Covered Organizations” beginning on
page 43.
Certain key City and District fiscal progress indicators along with challenges include the
following:
•

The City’s fund balance has increased since BFSA’s inception, although the City has
reported significant deficits over a three-year period spanning fiscal years (“FY’s”) 201516 through fiscal year 2017-18; a minor surplus was reported in fiscal year 2018-19. At
July 1, 2003, the City’s total fund balance was $36.0 million and unreserved,
undesignated fund balance was $8.3 million, which represented 3.0 percent of actual
fiscal year 2002-03 expenditures. The legislative findings that led to BFSA’s creation
indicated that this was a significant threat to the City and was symptomatic of a financial
crisis.

•

At June 30, 2019, the most recent year audited financial results are available for, the
City’s total fund balance was $92.9 million, representing an increase of $56.9 million
from 2003. Over that period of time, the City had settled all outstanding labor contracts
while maintaining a relatively flat tax levy. Total unrestricted fund balance at June 30,
2019 was $51.5 million; however, unassigned fund balance was $0 and is an indicator of
fiscal pressure.

•

From July 1, 2003 to June 30, 2010, total fund balance steadily increased. Over the next
five-year period, the City reported a combined surplus of $6.8 million with total fund
balance at June 30, 2016 of $149.5 million and unassigned fund balance of $41.9 million.
For the years ended June 30, 2017 and 2018, the City reported a deficit of $34.5 million
and $22.9 million, respectively, reducing fund balance to $92.0 million. For the year
ended June 30, 2019 the City reported a surplus of $0.9 million, for a total fund balance
of $92.9 million. Unassigned fund balance of $0 was reported for the years ended 2018
and 2019.
7

•

Due to the financial impact from COVID-19, the City enacted plans to reduce fourth
quarter expenditures. The City had projected a deficit for the year ended June 30, 2020
of $18.0 million. In late June, the State withheld 20%, or $19.7 million, of the
anticipated June State AIM payment. In response, the City issued a deficit note in the
amount of $25.0 million in June 2020. Unrestricted fund balance includes the emergency
stabilization fund (i.e., Rainy-Day Fund) and assigned fund balance of $38.5 million and
$13.0 million, respectively, at June 30, 2019.

•

In 2007, the City established an emergency stabilization fund called the Rainy Day Fund,
representing funds set aside for unanticipated revenue shortfalls or unexpected
expenditures, thus providing the City a safety net. The establishment of this fund is an
indicator of the City’s stronger financial position since the BFSA was created. The Rainy
Day Fund is established at 30 days of General Fund expenditures, excluding transfers. At
June 30, 2019, the balance of the Rainy Day Fund was $38.5 million.

•

In 2003, the City had utilized 92% of the City’s available Constitutional Tax Limit,
which was equivalent to a remaining tax levying margin of $12.5 million. This amount
was considered to be dangerously low and without intervention and relief the City could
have potentially fully utilized the remaining available balance for the maintenance of
services. Since 2003, the City has been able to decrease the proportion of the
Constitutional Tax Limit used and thereby increase the available tax margin. As included
within the 2020-21 Adopted Budget, the City is utilizing 49.2 percent of the available
Constitutional Tax Limit and has a remaining tax levying margin of $107.9 million,
representing an increase of $16.8 million when compared to the 2019-20 Constitutional
Tax Limit of $91.1 million.

•

The City’s bond ratings have increased from Baa/BBB- to A1/A+ from Moody’s
Investors Service and Standards and Poor’s (S&P) Rating Services, respectively. In April
2018, the City received outlook changes from Moody’s and S&P from a positive outlook
to a stable outlook. Fitch Ratings (“Fitch”) first rated the City in 2010. In September
2020, Fitch downgraded the City’s rating to A with a negative outlook. In 2019, Fitch
had decreased the City’s bond rating to A+ with a stable outlook in 2019 from AA- where
it had been since 2016. Additional background related to the City’s bond ratings is
located in the “Providing a More Cost-Effective Financing Framework” on page 27.

•

The City is faced with challenges related to the ability to meet various estimates.
Significant uncertain revenue estimates include federal stimulus of $65.1 million for
which there has been no federal action, and revenue pursuant to the Tribal State Compact
(i.e., casino revenue) that has not been paid to the City since fiscal year 2017 when the
City received a partial payment of $3.4 million that was due. It is noted that the State did
provide the City $7.5 million in fiscal year 2019 as an advance on the outstanding casino
revenue amount due to the City. Additionally, it is unknown to what extent State AIM
could be further reduced than the current 20% estimate. There are various other revenues
impacted by the overall economic and work conditions effected by COVID-19 and
uncertainty of the level of services that will be utilized to generate such revenues. The
availability of the Rainy Day fund in FY 2020-21 will be critical; if budgeted federal
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stimulus aid is not received and the City is unable to reduce expenditures to the level of
revenue received, it will need to rely on these funds.
•

The District’s fund balance at June 30, 2003 totaled $33.5 million. Unreserved,
undesignated fund balance totaled $4.6 million, which represented 1.1% of actual FY
2002-03 expenditures. The BFSA reported that this was a significant threat to the
District and was symptomatic of the financial crisis.

•

The District’s fund balance position has improved since 2003. Total fund balance peaked
at $235.7 million at June 30, 2011 and totaled $215.3 million at June 30, 2019. In total,
over the last five years (i.e., fiscal year end (“FYE”) 2015 through 2019) the District
reported a combined surplus of $24.3 million. The District projected a FYE 2020 surplus
of $30.0 million with a $40.0 million favorable budgetary variance as overall revenues
were forecast to be unfavorable by $4.3 million and overall expenditures were forecast to
be favorable by $44.3 million. All District schools were closed for the remainder of the
academic year beginning on March 13, 2020 as a result of COVID-19. The pandemic has
had a substantive impact on the District. While the impact to revenues has been
relatively minor with a unfavorable sales tax forecast of $1.5 million, with the schools’
closures, a significant amount of 2019-20 savings materialized from the associated
reduction in school services including $15.2 million in Transportation
expenditures. Total healthcare expenditures are forecast to be significantly less than
budget by $12.5 million, with a significant portion of these expenditures anticipated to be
deferred into FY 2020-21 and FY 2021-22.

•

The long outstanding labor contract with the Buffalo Teachers’ Federation (BTF or
teachers) was settled in 2016 and expired June 30, 2019. The labor contract with the
Buffalo Council of Supervisors and Administrators (BCSA or administrators) was settled
in 2017 and expires September 1, 2020.

•

Total fund balance was $215.3 million at June 30, 2019. Unassigned fund balance
totaled $77.8 million representing 8.8 percent % of budgeted FYE 2019-20
appropriations. The remaining $137.5 million is comprised of non-spendable/restricted
fund balance of $25.6 million and assigned fund balance of $111.9 million. Assigned
fund balance represents funds set aside for management’s intended purposes and includes
amounts for the subsequent year’s budget and capital needs ($10.0 million and $17.1
million, respectively), other postemployment benefits ($52.1 million), health insurance
($15.1 million), school equity ($5.0 million), encumbrances ($3.6 million), and prior
years’ claims ($9.0 million) which is set aside for labor negotiations.

Multi-Year Financial Planning
The multi-year financial planning process represents the core of BFSA’s financial oversight and
is one of the most critical components to the fiscal stability of the City and the Covered
Organizations. With BFSA’s assistance, the City and Covered Organizations have developed
and maintained a comprehensive financial planning process that has helped to address structural
budget gaps as well as to recognize and prepare for future fiscal challenges. The Mayor is
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required to submit the annual four-year financial plan to the BFSA by May 1 of each year; the
financial plan is to include the City and Covered Organizations.
During 2019-20, the BFSA monitored implementation of the 2020-2023 Financial Plan of the
City and its non-exempt Covered Organizations. The 2020-2023 Financial Plan included the
adopted annual budgets for the City and the Covered Organizations, as required, along with
financial projections for the subsequent three fiscal years. There was one financial plan
modification submitted to BFSA during the year by the BMHA which impacted the 2019-20
fiscal year and the remaining years of the 2020-2023 Financial Plan. No budget or financial plan
modification was submitted by the City, District or BURA during the 2019-20 fiscal year. The
City was to submit a financial plan modification attributed to the negotiated collective bargaining
agreement with the City’s white-collar union, Local 650; no such modification was submitted.
The increased labor costs for this labor agreement were provided for within the 2021-2024
Financial Plan.
It is noted that New York State’s finances have been deeply impacted by the COVID-19
pandemic and the resulting Coronavirus Recession. The negative financial impact at the State
level will impact both the City and District over their respective financial plans. The enacted
State financial plan included reductions to local aid over the four-years of the financial plan.
State aid represents 24.8 percent and 81.6 percent of the City and District’s 2020-21 adopted
budgets, respectively. Any additional reductions at the State level will have a significant
negative impact for the City and the District. Both entities developed their respective budgets
based on assumptions that very well may change based on receipt, or no receipt, of federal
stimulus or a subsequent downturn in the economy due to a flair up of the COVID-19 virus.
The NYS Director of the Budget is authorized to determine whether the NYS Enacted Budget is
balanced during three “measurement periods”: April 1 through April 30, May 1 through June 30,
and July 1 through December 31. If a general fund imbalance has occurred during any
measurement period, the Director of the Budget is empowered to “adjust or reduce any general
fund and/or NYS special revenue fund appropriation and related cash disbursement by any
amount needed to maintain a balanced budget.” “Such adjustments or reductions shall be done
uniformly across the board to the extent practicably or by specific appropriations as
needed.” Prior to making any adjustments or reduction, the NYS Director of the Budget must
notify the chairs of the NYS Legislative fiscal committees in writing. The NYS Legislature has
ten days following receipt of that notice to prepare and approve its own plan.
Per the New York State first quarter update: “The State’s updated financial plan continues to
include the $8.0 billion in recurring local aid reductions that are expected to be executed
pursuant to the budget control authority that was granted to the Budget Director in the FY 2021
Enacted Budget. If the U.S. Congress approves substantial new recovery aid to the states and
localities, the level of State-planned reductions may be reduced.” “In the absence of Federal
action since enactment of the FY 2021 budget, DOB began withholding 20 percent of most local
aid payments in June, pursuant to the withholding authority granted in the FY 2021 Enacted
Budget. Through the end of July, DOB has withheld approximately $1.9 billion of payments that
were scheduled to be made during this period in the Enacted Budget Financial Plan. All or a
portion of these withholds may be converted to permanent reductions, depending on the size and
timing of new Federal aid, if any.”
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On May 1, 2020, the City submitted the 2021-2024 Financial Plan to the BFSA which included
the financial plans of the City and Covered Organizations, as required. Subsequently, the City
was requested to submit a revised financial plan due to uncertain revenue estimates; an alternate
spending model was submitted on May 22, 2020. On June 4, 2020, Common Council approved
the budget. On June 16, 2020, BFSA review the adopted budget and alternative spending model
and recommended a revised plan be submitted to BFSA subject to various conditions as outlined
by the Board of Directors. On June 24, 2020, the BFSA further required a final submission be
made to BFSA as the financial plan was inconsistent with various actions having been or
anticipated to be taken by the City. A final financial plan was submitted June 30, 2020. On July
20, 2020, the BFSA reviewed the City’s 2020-21 Adopted Budget and 2021-2024 Financial Plan
submission and found the submission to be incomplete and non-compliant with the standards set
forth in the BFSA Act.
The City’s financial plan includes approximately $195.5 million in uncertain revenues,
consisting of $65.1 million in federal stimulus not yet been approved by the federal government,
$68.1 million in Tribal State Compact (casino revenue) that is unknown when and whether it will
be received, and $62.3 million in State AIM above what was provided for within the State’s
Enacted Budget. Additionally, sales tax is assumed to return to pre-pandemic levels by June 30,
2021. Various expenditure projections in 2021-22 have been reduced for the repayment of the
$25.0 million deficit note issued in June 2020; it is unclear if expenditures are fairly stated and
what, if any, impact would result to the provision of essential services.
The District has been relatively operationally balanced over the last several years with a
cumulative deficit and corresponding use of fund balance of $20.4 million reported from 2011 to
2019. However, a structural deficit exists in FY 2020-21 as the Adopted Budget includes a
$50.0 million deficit. The District’s 2021–2024 Financial Plan includes $3,650.5 million in
estimated revenues and $3,870.4 million in budgeted appropriations. A budget gap has been
projected for each year of the Financial Plan with a cumulative four-year deficit of $219.9
million.
The New York State (NYS) 2020-21 Enacted Budget includes a “Pandemic Adjustment”,
representing a reduction in NYS aid payments to each school district equivalent to the federal
stimulus provided to states for education under the U.S. Coronavirus Aid, Relief and Economic
Security (CARES) Act. The total level of NYS aid included in the NYS 2020-21 Enacted
Budget (NYS Enacted Budget) is $26.78 billion, $0.91 billion less than the SFY 2019-20
appropriation of $27.69 billion. A cumulative federal CARES Act Restoration of $1.13 billion
brings the total New York State aid to $27.91 billion, slightly higher than the prior fiscal year’s
(PFY’s) authorized appropriation.
The level of NYS school aid may be reduced further from that already provided for within the
NYS Enacted Budget. The NYS Director of the Budget is authorized to determine whether the
NYS Enacted Budget is balanced during three “measurement periods”. If a general fund
imbalance has occurred during any measurement period, the Director of the Budget is
empowered to “adjust or reduce any general fund and/or NYS special revenue fund appropriation
and related cash disbursement by any amount needed to maintain a balanced budget.” The
District has quantified an additional, potential reduction in NYS aid of $110.0 million. This
additional adjustment has been identified as a threat to the District’s fiscal stability but has not
been assumed within the Adopted Budget and Financial Plan.
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The Financial Plan includes deficit closing and cost savings initiatives (i.e., the Gap Closing
Plan) to address the cumulative four-year deficit. The Gap Closing Plan includes various areas
wherein the District is working to improve operations through efficiency measures, to increase
revenues, as well as to demonstrate the potential methods that the District has available to close
the projected out-year budgetary gaps in the event additional revenues and/or savings from
efficiencies are inadequate to address the budget gaps. The Gap Closing Plan was originally
developed in connection with the FY 2018-2021 Financial Plan; the FY 2021-24 Financial Plan
was developed using the original gap closing actions as revised as necessary. Several actions
have been implemented or are slated to be implemented in FY 2020-21; the cost savings
associated with these implemented actions have been integrated in the Financial Plan.
The Board of Education requires unassigned fund balance be maintained at a level equal to or
greater than 4% of total District General Fund expenditures. This policy is adhered to within this
Financial Plan. The District has budgeted the appropriation of $50.0 million of fund balance in
FY 2020-21. Projected unassigned fund balance will exceed the Board of Education’s 4%
retainage policy by an estimated $41.2 million at June 30, 2024; this amount is projected without
factoring in the use of fund balance to balance the outyears of the Financial Plan. As such, fund
balance may be significantly depleted over the Financial Plan if it is utilized to address any
revenue shortfalls.
The BMHA’s 2020-21 Adopted Budget estimates $48.8 million in total revenue and appropriates
$47.0 million for total expenses. The Adopted Budget contains budgeted net income of $1.8
million prior to the payment of principal on outstanding debt. The three out-years of the
Financial Plan include net income ranging between $2.5 million and $3.8 million before the
payment of principal on debt. After reducing net income for the impact of principal debt
payments and adding back in the non-cash accrual for OPEB, BMHA is projecting a cumulative,
four-year cash surplus of $9.1 million. All labor agreements are settled through June 30, 2023.
The BMHA Board of Commissioners modified the FY 2019-20 budget and 2020-2023 Financial
Plan on January 30, 2020. The FY 2019-20 Modified Budget increased revenues from $46.7
million to $47.6 million including $0.8 million in the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) Operating Subsidy and $0.1 million in additional Housing Choice Voucher
(HCV) income. Budgeted expenses were increased from $46.2 million to $46.3 million to reflect
one additional executive-level white-collar budgeted and filled position. The adopted staffing
plan was increased by one position from 157 full-time equivalent (FTE) employees to 158 FTEs
to include one additional executive white-collar employee. The budget modification is discussed
further in the section subtitled “Monitoring Fiscal Health.”
It is noted that BMHA’s reserves totaled $3.1 million at June 30, 2019 and are projected to be
approximately $4.0 million at June 30, 2020.
The Financial Plan for BURA projected $50.3 million in expenditures over the four years of the
Financial Plan. The Financial Plan submitted to BFSA shows expenditures increasing from
2020-21 ($12.7 million) to 2021-22 ($12.9 million), decreasing in 2022-23 ($12.3 million) and
held flat in 2023-24 ($12.3 million). Revenues are projected to fluctuate in a corresponding
manner, with the increase in out-year two funded with prior-year entitlement funds from the U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development (“HUD”). The estimated decrease in grant
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revenues in year three and four of the Financial Plan is reflective of the decrease in outside
grants that BURA has budgeted in FY 2021 and projected for FY 2022.
BURA does not expect to receive an increase in HUD entitlement funds and is continuously
looking for additional resources. BURA’s operating budget is largely financed with Community
Development grants in addition to a few other smaller federal grants. In addition to the annual
allotment approved by Congress, BURA has the option of drawing down prior year funds to fund
programs.
The BFSA’s individual reports on the budget and related financial plans of the City and Covered
Organizations are included within this report in the section titled, “BFSA Reports on the 2020-21
Budgets and 2021-2024 Financial Plans of the City of Buffalo and the Covered Organizations.”
Monitoring Fiscal Health
Regular and aggressive monitoring of spending, budgetary processes and cost-savings initiatives
is essential to ensuring that the City continues its progress towards fiscal stability. Under the
guidance of the BFSA, the City and Covered Organizations have developed a reliable reporting
process for revenues, expenditures, cash flow, workforce size and the status of gap-closing
measures. This process has yielded a more disciplined approach to fiscal monitoring and has
resulted in the identification of necessary budget transfers or modifications during the fiscal year.
During 2019-20, the BFSA monitored the 2020-2023 financial plans of the City and its Covered
Organizations. Monitoring was performed through various activities including but not limited
to: analysis and reporting on the financial plans, analysis and reporting on quarterly reports,
monitoring of actions by entities (e.g., revenue collection monitoring, overtime monitoring,
etc...), reviewing proposed collective bargaining agreements and determination of whether such
agreements were consistent with the financial plan, and reviewing any proposed budget and
financial plan modifications. The BFSA’s final evaluation of the City’s compliance with its
budget for the year ended June 30, 2020 is expected to occur in or around December 2020 after
the City Comptroller releases the audited financial statements.
The BFSA reviewed the City and its Covered Organizations’ quarterly report projections to
evaluate if revenues had been overestimated and/or expenditures/expenses had been
underestimated to determine if a budget modification was needed.
On January 30, 2020, the BMHA amended its FY 2019-20 Adopted Budget and FY 20202023 Financial Plan. The FY 2019-20 Modified Budget increased revenues from $46.7
million to $47.6 million by $0.8 million in the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) Operating Subsidy and $0.1 million in additional Housing Choice
Voucher (HCV) income. Budgeted expenses were increased from $46.2 million to $46.3
million to reflect one additional executive-level white-collar budgeted and filled
position. The adopted staffing plan was increased by one position from 157 full-time
equivalent (FTE) employees to 158 FTEs to include one additional executive white-collar
employee.
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Reports and Recommendations Issued by the BFSA during 2019-20
The BFSA issues reports during the year on various matters during fulfillment of its statutory
responsibilities involving the fiscal oversight of the City and the Covered Organizations. The
following summary provides a description of the reports issued, recommendations provided to
the City or Covered Organization as applicable, and the response from the City or Covered
Organization as provided to such recommendations as appropriate.
City of Buffalo
-

On July 29, 2019, the BFSA staff provided a report discussing the previous recession and
the impact that it had on selected revenues and expenditures for the City of Buffalo,
focusing on the impact of those metrics during and after the Great Recession. It was
stated the City of Buffalo weathered the previous recession well by budgeting
conservatively during a period of not raising taxes.

-

At the September 23, 2019 meeting, the BFSA reviewed a proposed memorandum of
agreement (“MOA”) between the City and the American Federation of State, County and
Municipal Employees, Local 650, representing white collar employees. Due to City
Charter provisions, similar benefits are extended to the City’s exempt employees. The
agreement covers a five-year period from July 1, 2019 through June 30, 2024. Local 650
and exempt employees are funded through the City’s General Fund, the Water Enterprise
Fund and the Solid Waste and Recycling Enterprise Fund. In conjunction with the
review of the labor agreement, the related incremental costs to the City were calculated
and reviewed. The total net cost of the MOA over the five-years was estimated at $15.6
million in the general fund and $939,500 on a combined basis in the enterprise funds. It
was recommended that a financial plan modification be submitted for review and
comment concurrently with the submission of the anticipated blue-collar union contract.
It is noted that the City did not submit a modified 2020-2023 Financial Plan identifying
additional resources to fund the prospective costs associated with the MOA in the outyears of the financial plan.
The BFSA noted the estimated costs of the labor agreement increase over the term of the
contract as salary raises compound. The City has included uncertain revenues over the
Financial Plan which must be recognized to be operationally balanced; additionally, there
are no reserves available for budgeting purposes. The generic mandate, which is a key
underlying assumption for savings in the labor contract, is difficult to predict and
therefore an estimate.
Actual labor expenses associated with this labor contract that exceed the estimate will
result in additional fiscal pressure to the City. All employees hired prior to July 1, 2008
continue to contribute $0 towards health insurance, as long as they chose one of the lower
cost plans.
The BFSA recommended the City consider reviewing required contributions from
exempt employees for health insurance and consider matching the terms as provided for
within the Local 650 labor agreement.
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-

At the September 23, 2019 board meeting, the BFSA provided a written and verbal report
on the City’s property tax exemptions. The scope of the report focused on the changes in
property tax assessments and total property tax exemptions for the City of Buffalo over a
ten-year period, highlighting significant trends. The presentation also provided a year-toyear summary of changes for the City of Buffalo and a comparison of property exemption
rates and equalization rates with four other major cities in New York State.

-

At the December 12, 2019 board meeting, the Commissioner of Assessment and Taxation
provided a report on the Citywide property tax reassessment process. It was noted that it
had been over twenty years since the last full citywide reassessment had been completed.
He stated the purpose of the reassessment was to redistribute the tax base in a more
equitable manner.

-

On December 12, 2019, the BFSA provided a report on the City’s 2019 audited financial
statements. The presentation on the City’s financial statements provided an analysis on
revenues, expenditures and other year-end operational metrics, as well as historical trends
and analyses. The actual budgetary expenditures, including encumbrances, totaled
$498.0 million resulting in a positive variance of $11.6 million. Actual revenues totaled
$491.6 million resulting in a negative budget variance of $18.0 million.
Total expenditures reported without encumbrances were $490.7 million. The final
surplus for the year ended June 30, 2019 was $0.9 million, which correspondingly
increased fund balance.
The BFSA noted that the charges for services were enhanced in the Solid Waste and
Recycling Fund which ended the year with an operating surplus of $5.3 million and an
accumulated debt to the City of $18.4 million which the City has set-aside in General
Fund fund balance as a receivable from the Solid Waste and Recycling fund.

-

On December 12, 2019, the BFSA reported on the City’s first quarter operations. At the
end of the first quarter, the City was projecting a year-end surplus of $1.4 million. The
BFSA recommended that the City continue to closely monitor revenues and expenditures,
including traffic fines, parking meter collections, the sale of capital assets and fire
department overtime. It was also noted that the past due amount of $9.5 million in Tribal
State Compact revenue was not included in the year-end estimate.
In addition, it was noted that three unions were out of contract and were expected to
negotiate successor agreements by the end of fiscal year 2019-20 including the Police
Benevolent Association, Local 264 “Blue Collar”, and the Crossing Guards.

-

On December 12, 2019, the BFSA provided a written and oral report on the City’s 2020
Recommended Capital Budget and 2020-2024 Capital Improvement Plan. The 2020
Recommended Capital Budget contained 38 projects that cumulatively totaled $37.2
million. The proposed borrowing, separate and distinct from the Capital Budget,
recommended total borrowing of $19.9 million of projects from the 2020 Recommended
Capital Budget with the remaining balance to be financed in the future. In addition to the
new project borrowing, the Mayor’s proposal included eight projects that were previously
authorized but unissued in the amount of $4.0 million, and $1.4 million in previously
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budgeted but unauthorized projects; a total request of $25.3 million was made for the
borrowing.
The 2020 Capital Budget included only City capital projects and did not include any
amount for the District. The District’s management determined that a capital borrowing
in 2020 was unnecessary and that the District has approximately $8.2 million available
for projects from savings achieved through a previous refunding for the Joint School
Construction Board debt. The 2020-2024 Capital Improvement Plan met the
requirements of the BFSA that the City develop a full five-year capital improvement
program.
The BFSA has counseled the City in prior years and made note in the 2020 Capital
Budget review, that the City exclude general maintenance functions from the Capital
Budget. The City included such functions in the 2020 Recommended Capital Budget
notably building demolitions and tree trimmings/maintenance at a total of approximately
$1.7 million, or 7.0 percent of the proposed capital budget. Over the five-year Capital
Improvement Plan, such general maintenance functions comprise 6.2 percent, or $8.4
million, of the total plan. It was noted that additional fiscal pressures are placed on the
City’s general fund if these projects were funded on a pay-as-you-go basis. Authorized
and unissued projects have increased to $24.0 million. Approximately $15.6 million of
authorized and unissued projects are included in the out-years of the Capital
Improvements Plan, leaving $8.4 million to be provide for beyond the current plan.
There remains $6.3 million in budgeted and unauthorized projects.
-

On March 23, 2020, the BFSA provided a written and verbal report on the City’s second
quarter operations. At the end of the second quarter, the City was projecting a year-end
favorable variance of $1.1 million. It was noted that the year-end estimates were pre
COVID-19 and did not reflect the impact of the pandemic on the City’s budget at that
time. The BFSA noted that expenditures for the fire department continued to increase
and led to a $6.2 million unfavorable budgetary variance. The unfavorable budget
variance was attributed to departmental overtime ($4.0 million), the onboarding of an
additional fire recruit class ($1.2 million), and increased payouts for retiring firefighters
($1.0 million). All other remaining expenditures appeared to be reasonable; however,
there was a concern with specific revenues. The BFSA continued to recommend
revenues be closely monitored for unusual or large fluctuations, particularly in light of
the current environment, and that the City modify the financial plan as necessary.
Due to the uncertainty in the third and fourth quarter of the economic impact due to the
coronavirus pandemic, unfavorable budget results were expected which would result in a
reduction to the unrestricted fund balance. The BFSA recommended the City assess
projected expenditures in the current financial plan and adjust the upcoming May 2020
Financial Plan as appropriate. BFSA furthermore recommended the City take immediate
steps to manage the fiscal impact from the coronavirus pandemic. Additionally, it was
recommended the City work with its banking partners to secure a form of liquidity, such
as a line of credit or other type of borrowing vehicle, to assist in possible future liquidity
needs in a tightening market.
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-

The BFSA discussed a report on the New York State 2020-21 Executive Budget noting
that State Aid and Incentive to Municipalities (“AIM”) is budgeted at the same level over
the State’s next and subsequent fiscal years.

-

On April 14, 2020, the BFSA held a special meeting to review and comment on the
City’s proposed borrowing for the 2020 capital program. The Common Council
approved the 2020 Capital Budget on December 10, 2019 for $42.6 million which was
further amended on February 4, 2020 by an additional $4.1 million. The District did not
budget an amount in the 2020 Capital Budget and is utilizing savings from prior year
bond refundings to finance its current fiscal year capital needs.
Initially, the City intended to sell a bond in late April 2020. The 2020 stock market crash
began on March 9, 2020; this event resulted in significant volatility in the bond market.
Due to the volatility, there was uncertainty as to whether a bond sale could be successful.
The City Comptroller’s Office reassessed and determined that it was prudent to change
its strategy and to issue a short-term borrowing, through a bond anticipation note (BAN),
to provide time for the markets to settle.
The change from a long-term borrowing to a one-year note involved resizing the overall
transaction. The City’s BAN was for $35.7 million, consisting of $20.5 million of
rollover from the 2019 BAN that matured April 2020 and the remainder was new money
for projects. Such new money projects included $13.9 million authorized in 2020 and
$1.3 million authorized in prior years.
Last year, the City’s Acting Comptroller solidified a BAN/bond program intended to
provide for additional time for project costs to be solidified to address other issues the
City was encountering related to financing projects. The BFSA recommended that the
City Comptroller develop a strategy for future debt issuances that addresses the needs of
the City as identified and the changes in the overall bond market. Additionally, a
previous recommendation by the BFSA was proposed as an amendment to the City
Charter by the Citizens Planning Council. The proposal would move the calendar for
capital planning up three months from January 1st to October 1st, with the goal to improve
the likelihood of a prompt start of the construction season. The BFSA reiterated the same
recommendation.

-

On May 20, 2020, the BFSA provided an oral and written report on the City’s third
quarter operations. The City projected a year-end deficit of $15.6 million at the end of
the third quarter. Year-end revenues were projected to have a $29.9 million negative
variance when compared to the adopted budget and expenditures were projected to be
favorable by $14.3 million. Considering the pandemic and the resulting fiscal
uncertainties, the BFSA recommended the City continue to monitor the financial impact
and take steps as appropriate to manage the financial impact from the coronavirus
pandemic. It was further recommended the City assess the projected expenditures in the
current financial plan and adjust the upcoming May 2020 financial plan as appropriate.
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-

On May 20, 2020, the BFSA determined that the City’s Financial Plan as submitted to the
BFSA on May 1, 2020 was incomplete, and the BFSA accepted the Mayor’s commitment
to submit a revised Financial Plan by May 22.
o Resolution No. 20-04, “Declaration of Incomplete Financial Plan”, was passed
that declared the budgets and financial plans of the District, BURA, and BMHA
were compliant with the BFSA Act; however, the overall plan is deemed
incomplete due to the planned submission of a revised Financial Plan.

-

On June 16, 2020, the BFSA held a special meeting for the sole and specific purpose of
reviewing the City of Buffalo’s 2020-21 Adopted Budget and 2021-2024 Financial Plan,
as modified. The budget was approved by the Buffalo City Common Council on June 4,
2020. The Mayor submitted his alternative spending model to BFSA on May 22, 2020.
Pursuant to this review, the BFSA passed a resolution declaring the Financial Plan as
revised on May 22, 2020 and the budget as adopted on June 4, 2020 as incomplete and
recommended the Mayor and Council consider submitting a financial plan and budget
modification to BFSA no later than June 24, 2020 providing for the following
recommendations:
o Omission of the revenue estimate for federal disaster relief;
o Omission of the revenue estimate for monies pursuant to the Tribal State
Compact Agreement (i.e., casino revenue);
o Reductions in the alternate spending plan be disaggregated to show the fulltime equivalent positions reductions for each department;
o Consider increasing its tax levy in annual phases each year of the plan while
sustaining home ownership in order to maintain essential services and to
support a request for state legislation to authorize deficit bonding.

-

On June 24, 2020, the BFSA reviewed the proposed deficit note transaction for the City
of Buffalo. The proposed deficit financing totaled $18.0 million and was intended to
close prior to June 30, 2020 to address the estimated deficit created in the General Fund
from the impact of COVID-19. The predicted favorable variance for a BFSA issue
compared to a City issue was 15 basis points (bps); however, the pricing target noted by
BFSA for the City was 1.04% as opposed to the negotiated rate of 1.22%. The BFSA’s
Executive Director recommended the City Comptroller’s Office consider contacting other
financial institutions to determine the feasibility of a transaction at a more favorable rate,
and/or further negotiating with the financial institution for a more favorable rate.

-

On June 24, 2020, the Board approved Resolution No. 20-07, “Requirement for
Submission of City of Buffalo Final 2020-21 Budget and 2021-2024 Financial Plan”,
requiring the City submit a final financial plan reflecting Common Council’s final
changes to the budget as adopted June 4, 2020, the financial impact of the thenanticipated deficit note, and any other modifications as needed. A final submission be
made to the BFSA by June 30, 2020.
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-

On July 20, 2020, the BFSA held a special meeting to review and comment on the City’s
final 2021-2024 Financial Plan as submitted on June 30, 2020. The BFSA issued a
thorough report on its analysis and findings and recommendations. The Board approved
a resolution authorizing the Executive Director to submit to the Mayor and various State
officials the conclusions reached pursuant to the review along with a request that BFSA
receive special legislation authorizing the ability to issue bonds to finance operating
deficits of the City of Buffalo for fiscal years 2020-21 and 2021-22 in a total amount not
to exceed $121 million. The conclusions were as follows:
In the BFSA’s judgment, the Financial Plan does not comply with the standards set forth
in BFSA Act §3857 in that it does not contain actions sufficient to ensure with respect to
the major operating funds for each fiscal year of the Plan that annual aggregate operating
expenses for such fiscal year shall not exceed annual aggregate operating revenues for
such fiscal year (BFSA Act §3857. subd. 1); it does not provide that the major operating
funds of the City will be balanced in accordance with generally accepted accounting
principles (BFSA Act §3857, subd. 2); it fails to contain projections of revenues and
expenditures that are based on reasonable and appropriate assumptions and methods of
estimations (BFSA Act, subd. 2 (e)(ii); and it fails to provide that operations of the City
will be conducted within such cash resources available (BFSA Act §3857, §3857, subd. 2
(e)(iii).
In particular:
•

In the 2020-21 budget, the revenue estimate “Federal Revenue – Stimulus” in the
amount of $65,082,589 is based on a bill passed by House of Representatives but
not by the Senate. It is uncertain whether that bill or a similar bill providing
federal assistance to the City in that or some other substantial amount will be
enacted.

•

The revenue estimate “Special State Aid GNYRCTY” in the amounts of
$129,028,186 for 2020-21, $139,028,188 for 2021-22, $149,028,186 for 2022-23,
and $161,285,233 for 2023-24 are based on the assumption that the State’s
reduction of approximately $8 billion in aid to localities in the State’s current
budget for the State’s fiscal year (April 1, 2020 to March 31, 2021) will be phased
out in the following three years. The State’s own four-year plan provides that the
$8 billion reduction will recur in each year of the Plan.

•

The revenue estimate “Tribal Compact Agreement” in the amounts of
$11,000,000 for 2020-21, $35,000,000 for 2021-22, $11,000,000 for 2022-23, and
$11,055,000 for 2023-24, are based on the result of the arbitration ruling in
December 2018 in favor of the State and since upheld by the U.S. District Court
of Western New York in November 2019 and the expectation that payment will
be made to the State by the Seneca Gaming Commission. There is no indication
as to when such payments will recommence.
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•

The revenue estimate “Erie County Sales Tax GNRC”, in the amount of
$71,440,000 for 2020-21, $90,201,000 for 2021-22, $92,000,056 for 2022-23 and
$93,845,120 for 2023-24, are based on the assumption that retail sales will have
returned to pre-pandemic levels by June 30, 2021. The weight of forecasts by
recognized economists indicates that full recovery of retail sales is not likely
within that time.

•

Various expenditure projections in fiscal year 2021-22 have been reduced in
response to the maturity and repayment of a $25 million deficit note issued in
June 2020; it is unclear if projected expenditures for fiscal year 2021-22 are
reasonably stated and what, if any, impact would result to the provision of
essential services.

Therefore, in order to avert a severe disruption of essential services that would result in a
destructive long-term impact upon the economy and welfare of the City and its people,
BFSA requested State legislation to authorize it to issue bonds to finance operating
deficits of the City in fiscal years 2020-21 and 2021-22, in a total amount not to exceed
$121 million. In the event deficit financing should be required beyond fiscal years 2021
and 2022, the BFSA would request additional authority at that time.
A copy of the BFSA’s final report is included in the section titled “BFSA Reports on the
2020-21 Budgets and 2021-2024 Financial Plans of the City of Buffalo and the Covered
Organizations”.
Buffalo City School District
-

On July 29, 2019, the BFSA Board entered into Executive Session for the sole purpose of
discussing the status of collective bargaining negotiations with representatives of the
Buffalo City School District.

-

At the July 29, 2019 board meeting, the BFSA Board reviewed a proposed collective
bargaining agreement between the District and the Professional, Clerical, and Technical
Employees Association (“PCTEA”). The BFSA provided both a written and oral report
quantifying the proposed labor agreement’s impact on the 2019-20 Adopted Budget and
the 2020-2023 Financial Plan. The labor agreement’s net financial plan impact was
estimated at $9.5 million, and the District opted not to modify the 2020-2023 Financial
Plan, as sufficient funding sources were identified to absorb the incremental cost
increases of the CBA.

-

On October 29, 2019, the BFSA held a special meeting with the single item being the
review of a collective bargaining agreement (“CBA”) between the District and the
American Federation of State, County and Local Municipal Employees, Local 264-CIO
Cook Managers (“Cook Managers”). The CBA became effective from July 1, 2017
through June 30, 2022. There were no retroactive increases included for fiscal years
2018 and 2019; however, increases would be retroactive to July 1, 2019. There was an
estimated net increase of $602,000 over the Financial Plan. A significant concession was
included that any employee hired on or after July 1, 2020 would not be eligible for health
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insurance at retirement. There is no cost to the general fund as all of these employees are
funded through the Food Service fund.
-

At the December 12, 2019 board meeting, the BFSA reported on the District’s FY 201819 Audited Financial Statements. The District’s 2018-19 Adopted Budget included the
use of $19.0 million in fund balance to balance the budget. The fiscal year closed with a
surplus of $28.9 million for the year ended June 30, 2019. Actual revenues of $911.5
million were favorable compared to the budget by $14.1 million, while actual
expenditures of $882.6 million were $36.3 million less than the adopted budget amount.
Fund balance increased by $28.9 million to $223.7 million. The total assigned fund
balance increased by $20.5 million, and included the addition of two new categories:
o Designated for health insurance: this funding helps to support the new selfinsured model, and is equal to $15.1 million;
o Designated for school budget equity: this funding is provided as a resource to
address issues identified with respect to inequitable individual school funding and
is equal to $5.0 million.
A total of $6.0 million of fund balance was assigned and designated by management for
expired contracts.

-

At the December 12, 2019 meeting, the BFSA provided a written and oral report on the
District’s first quarter operations. The District was projecting a fiscal year-end $0.6
million budgetary surplus and a year-end operating deficit of $9.4 million as of
September 30, 2019.

-

A special meeting was called on February 25, 2020 for the sole purpose of reviewing a
tentative labor agreement between the District and the Substitutes United/Buffalo –
NYSUT (Substitutes) union. The successor agreement covered the period of July 1, 2019
through June 30, 2021. The All Funds net cost of the successor agreement was estimated
at $2.2 million over the four-year financial plan, with a net cost of $282,000 in fiscal year
2019-20. The BFSA recommended:
o That the District provide fill-rates for schools identified as low-filled be tracked
and evaluated to determine the effectiveness of the incentive program; and
o That future labor agreement submissions be made to the BFSA as soon as
possible to avoid future delays in the implementation of provisions that are
dependent upon the ratification of the Board of Education.
o At the March 23, 2020 board meeting, the BFSA provided a written and oral
report on the District’s second quarter operations. The District projected a fiscal
year-end $7.4 million budgetary surplus and a $2.6 million operating deficit at
December 31, 2019. Due to the negative impact from the pandemic, quarter three
and quarter four operations are unknown. BFSA recommended immediate steps
be taken as appropriate to manage the potential financial impact from the current
crisis.
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-

At the March 23, 2020 board meeting, the BFSA provided a report summarizing the
potential impact of the State Fiscal Year (“SFY”) 2020-21 Executive Budget as it related
to the Buffalo City School District, specifically in regard to formula changes in State Aid.

-

At the March 23, 2020 board meeting, the BFSA provided a written and oral update on
the District’s 2020-2023 Financial Plan with a specific focus on the various deficitclosing measures. The report was in response to a request by the BFSA Board of
Directors for a quarterly update on the status of the proposed gap-closing measures in
order to track the District’s ability to close projected budgetary gaps and avoid sweeping
cost reductions through layoffs and reductions to services. The BFSA reported that the
FY 2019 surplus provided the District with a safety-net against the potential cost
reductions such as reducing positions, reducing or eliminating nonmandated programs
and reducing or eliminating amounts set-aside for settling labor contracts. BFSA
reported that several of the cost-savings initiatives have been implemented, whereas
others either have not resulted in savings as originally estimated or haven’t progressed
enough to estimate the impact. The District continues to indicate the intent is to be
operationally balanced beginning in 2020-21. The impact of the coronavirus is not
reflected in this review; however, State aid and other revenues will be closely monitored.

-

At the May 20, 2020 meeting, the BFSA provided a written and oral report of the
District’s third quarter operations. The District projected a fiscal year-end $40.0 million
budgetary surplus at March 31, 2020.
o It was noted that all District schools closed on March 13, 2020 as a result of the
COVID-19 Pandemic, and on May 1, 2020, the Governor extended the order for
schools to stay closed for the remainder of the academic year.
o All employee groups except for the Substitute Teachers received regular
compensation and benefits during that period; the Substitute Teachers received
unemployment insurance.

-

On May 20, 2020, the BFSA reviewed the District’s 2020-21 Proposed Budget and 20212024 Financial Plan. A deficit of $50.0 million is reflected in the 2020-21 proposed
budget and the Financial Plan included deficits in each year for a cumulative deficit of
$219.9 million. The Financial Plan included a Gap Closing Plan that addressed the
budgetary gaps projected over the outyears. It demonstrated potential methods available
to close the projected out-year budgetary gaps in the event additional revenues and/or
savings from efficiencies are inadequate to address the budget gaps. The District’s use of
fund balance in addition to proposed gap-closing measures appear to be sufficient to
address out-year budgetary gaps. See further actions below on June 24, 2020.

-

On June 24, 2020, the BFSA provided a summary of the changes between the District’s
proposed and adopted 2020-21 budget. The BFSA found the District’s 2021-2024
Financial Plan to be compliant with the BFSA Act. The Board of Education adopted the
2020-21 budget on May 16, 2020. A copy of the final report issued by the BFSA begins
on page 77. The District’s 2021-2024 Financial Plan has not been adjusted to reflect the
changes in the 2020-21 Adopted Budget. The adopted budget includes new expenditures
the District will incur to reopen the schools due to COVID-19. The BFSA recommends
the formal adoption of the 2021-2024 Financial Plan.
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Buffalo Municipal Housing Authority (“BMHA”)
-

On March 23, 2020, the BFSA provided a written and oral report on the BMHA’s second
quarter operations. As of December 31, 2019, revenues exceeded expenses by
$800,000. After adjusting net income by $600,000 for actual debt service payments
made and $500,000 for non-cash expenses for other postemployment benefits (“OPEB”),
BMHA had an estimated positive cash flow of $500,000. The modified budget included
a deficit of $0.7 million funded by reserves. Reserves totaled $4.6 million as of June 30,
2019. The BFSA recommended immediate steps be taken as appropriate to manage the
potential financial impact from the current crisis.

-

At the March 23, 2020 meeting, the BFSA reviewed BMHA’s 2019-20 Capital Plan. The
Capital Plan includes BMHA planned commitments for infrastructure improvements,
modernization and other systemic upgrades and repairs. It is used to demonstrate to the
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development how BMHA can utilize the capital
fund allocation that they received.

-

On May 20, 2020, the BFSA reported on the BMHA’s third quarter operations. BMHA
had budgeted a net loss of $0.2 million. At March 31, 2020 revenues exceeded expenses
by $2.2 million.
o CARES Act provided an operating subsidy of $2.8 million to BMHA.

-

On May 20, 2020, the BFSA reported on BMHA’s 2020-21 Budget and 2021-2024
Financial Plan. The Financial Plan is balanced with a projected cumulative net income of
$2.2 million. The plan identified new opportunities which will allow BMHA to access
new resources, including the Capital Fund Financing Program, the Rental Assistance
Demonstration Program, and the Low-Income Housing Tax Credit Program. A copy of
the final report issued by the BFSA begins on page 112.

-

On May 20, 2020, the BFSA found the BMHA’s 2021-2024 Financial Plan to be
complete and compliant with the BFSA Act.

Buffalo Urban Renewal Agency (“BURA”)
-

On March 23, 2020, the BFSA provided a report on BURA’s 2019 Audited Financial
Statements and single audit findings, and reported on key revenues, expenditures,
personnel service costs and internal control findings. At June 30, 2019, total fund
balance was $6.3 million. All prior year findings have been resolved and there are no
new findings with the single audit for the fourth consecutive year.

-

On March 23, 2020, the BFSA provided a written and oral report on BURA’s second
quarter operations. At the end of the second quarter, BURA was not projecting any
significant variance in either revenues or expenditures. BURA continues to maximize
additional revenue streams and has been successful in identifying additional amounts
outside of the HUD entitlement funds, including resources from Evans Bancorp, Inc., the
Local Initiatives Support Corporation, and the Enterprise New York’s Cities for
Responsible Investment and Strategic Enforcement (the RISE program).
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-

On May 20, 2020, the BFSA provided a written and oral report on BURA’s third quarter
operations. BURA continues to maximize additional revenue streams and has been
successful in identifying additional amounts outside of the HUD entitlement funds,
including resources from Evans Bancorp, Inc., the Local Initiatives Support Corporation,
and Enterprise New York Cities RISE.
o BURA was able to maintain operations during the pandemic as affordable
housing is deemed essential.

-

Additionally, on May 20, 2020, the BFSA received a written and oral report on BURA’s
2021-2024 Financial Plan. The BFSA found the 2021-2024 Financial Plan to be
complete and compliant with the BFSA Act.

Workforce Summary and Trends
Workforce costs represent the single largest expenditure category for the City and its Covered
Organizations. The City’s 2019-20 employee salaries, pension, health insurance (for active and
retired employees) and other benefits accounted for 84.7 percent of total budgeted General Fund
appropriations. These costs represented 55.4 percent of total District budgeted General Fund
appropriations. Both the City and the District’s long-term fiscal stability remains directly tied to
its ability to manage the size and cost of its workforce. Workforce costs continue to be the
primary growing budget category due to increases in both wages and fringe benefits, including
health insurance, vacation and sick leave cash out and employer payroll taxes. Several labor
agreements expired on June 30, 2019 including those with the crossing guards, the Police
Benevolent Association and the blue-collar union. In addition, labor agreements with Operating
Engineers and Building Inspectors Local 2651 expired on June 30, 2020. The City settled one
labor contract during 2019-20 with the white-collar union, Local 650. The City has current labor
agreements with Buffalo Firefighters Local 282 and Water Caulkers Local 264T.
The District’s contract with the administrators expires September 1, 2020. The labor agreements
with transportation aides and substitutes expire June 30, 2021, and white-collar employees expire
June 30, 2022. The District is out-of-contract with the teachers effective June 30, 2019. All
other employee groups funded through the General Fund are operating under expired labor
agreements.
BURA negotiated a Memorandum of Agreement (“MOA”) with the Civil Service Employees
Association, Local 1000, AFSCME, AFL-CIO, Local 815 during 2017-18. The MOA expired
June 30, 2020. Exempt employees received comparable salary increases and receive comparable
health insurance benefits as well.
BMHA has settled all labor contracts with their employees with labor agreements set to expire
on June 30, 2023. BMHA ratified a labor contract with Local 264 (including white collar, blue
collar and managers) in September of 2018 and Local 17 (Operating Engineers) in May 2019.
The City’s liability for OPEB was first required to be reported under generally accepted
accounting principles (“GAAP”) for the year ended June 30, 2008. This estimate is required to
be revalued by an actuary every two years; the City’s last full valuation is dated July 1, 2018.
The City’s total OPEB liability for governmental and business-type activities was $1.07 billion
and $54.0 million, respectively, as reported for fiscal year-end June 30, 2019. The District’s
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total OPEB liability at June 30, 2019 was estimated at $2.36 billion at June 30, 2019; the last full
valuation was dated June 30, 2018. The BMHA’s total OPEB liability was estimated at $111.4
million as of March 31, 2019 and was determined by an actuarial valuation as of June 30, 2017,
rolled forward through an interim valuation to June 30, 2019. BURA’s total OPEB liability of
$25.0 million was measured as of June 30, 2019 and was determined by an actuarial valuation as
of that date.
The City increased its budgeted workforce by 31 positions from FY 2019 to FY 2020. Actual
filled positions at June 30, 2019 increased by 27 to 2,487 as compared to 2,460 at fiscal year-end
2019. The increase in actual employee levels on a year-to-year basis is attributed primarily to
new police and fire recruit classes in FY 2020 to address recent retirements.
The following chart shows the City’s actual number of filled positions from 2003 to 2020:
City Workforce Size
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The City has reduced filled positions by 331 and reduced its workforce by 11.7 percent since
BFSA’s inception. The reduction in the workforce was achieved initially through a collaborative
effort resulting in the consolidation of certain functions with Erie County, including the
maintenance of City parks and prisoner detention services. Additionally, the City utilized layoffs
as well as not filling vacant positions to reduce overall employee levels. Beginning in 2009, the
City took back maintenance of City parks and the respective workforce when Erie County
returned park services to the City. Erie County returned prisoner detention services back to the
City of Buffalo in 2012 for male detainees and in 2015 for female detainees. These positions are
reflected in the City’s General Fund.
The District has included a staffing plan which increases the number of net FY 2020-21 General
Fund budgeted FTEs by 19 including 28 additional teachers, 2 additional administrators, 10
fewer teacher aides/teaching assistants, and 1 white-collar employee. Budgeted staffing at 4,852
FTEs represents the highest level of budgeted FTEs on a General Fund basis, since BFSA’s
inception.
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The District’s staffing plan includes the reduction of 48 teacher FTEs over the four-years of the
Financial Plan. The Financial Plan assumes a flat population of the City publicly enrolled
students with District students declining from 32,550 in FY 2020-21 to an estimated 31,359 by
FY 2023-24. Charter school pupils are projected to increase 1,191 to 9,950 pupils by FY 202324. The overall number of public-school students is projected to be flat at 42,500 in each year of
the Financial Plan as the number of Buffalo resident pupils enrolled in area charter schools is
projected to increase in an amount equal to the decline in District students.
The Financial Plan incorporates the reduction of 6.5 FTE teaching positions for every 100
students that leave the District. This projection assumes that District enrollment will decline as
charter school enrollment increases. In recent years District enrollment has been relatively flat
while charter school enrollment has grown. The growth projection for charter school enrollment
assumes that existing charter schools will continue to expand seating capacity. There are
currently nineteen area charter schools. Three new charter schools are scheduled to open in FY
2020-21 including the Buffalo Academy of Science Charter School II, the Buffalo Creek
Academy Charter School, and the Primary Hall Preparatory Charter School.
This change in District policy was implemented in FY 2018-19 and differs from prior years
where a reduction of teachers was not contemplated as part of the fiscal planning process. It was
argued that the student population entering charter schools was too diffuse across the District to
allow for an adjustment in teaching positions. The impact on the Financial Plan is a reduction of
48 positions over the Financial Plan at an annual savings ranging from $1.5 million to $2.2
million, for a cumulative impact of $5.7 million over the Financial Plan.
On a District-wide basis, total budgeted FTEs in the 2019-20 Adopted Budget are equivalent to
the FTEs in the FY 2019-20 Adopted Budget with a minor reduction of 6 FTEs.
The following chart shows the District’s actual number of filled positions from 2003 to 2020 for
both the General Fund and on a District-wide basis:
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The BMHA’s 2020-21 Adopted Budget includes 159 positions of which 149 were filled at
March 31, 2020. BMHA has reduced its workforce gradually in recent years: there were 236
filled positions in 2012. BMHA intends to fill all budgeted positions. BMHA has historically
had a level of vacancy between 10-25% at any period during a fiscal year but has decreased the
vacancy rate significantly in the 2019-20 fiscal year to 6% at March 31, 2020.
BURA had 39 positions budgeted and 29 filled at the conclusion of the 2019-20 fiscal year.
BURA’s workforce was reduced from 60 budgeted FTE’s at FYE 2012 down to the current 39
positions budgeted in 2020-21, a decrease of 21 positions over seven years. Employment levels
remain significantly below 2003-04 levels when BFSA was created. BURA has adopted a
budget and financial plan that maintains 39 positions in each year of the Financial Plan, with 29
classified employees and 10 exempt employees. The significant decrease in BURA positions has
been driven by several factors, including reductions in federal grant funding, the elimination of
programs, and corresponding positions that were determined not to be an appropriate use of
federal grant funds. The reduction of BURA positions was largely through the elimination of
vacant positions and, to a lesser extent, through layoffs. BURA has stated that if there are further
reductions in grant funding, they will need to continue to reduce staff.
Projected workforce trends are discussed in the individual entity reports within the section titled
“BFSA Reports on the 2020-21 Budgets and 2020-2023 Financial Plans of the City of Buffalo
and the Covered Organizations.”
Providing a More Cost-Effective Financing Framework
Background and Bond Ratings
The BFSA issued debt from 2004 through 2007 on the behalf of the City for both its capital and
cash flow needs, refunded existing City debt at more beneficial interest rates, and provided shortterm budgetary relief through deficit financing. The statutory power to undertake deficit
financing expired at the end of the 2006-07 fiscal year. These actions were possible due to
BFSA’s higher-rated credit as compared to the City’s bond ratings, which enabled savings for
the City upon issuance of its Declaration of Need. The BFSA permitted the City to begin to
borrow on its own behalf beginning in 2008.
The BFSA’s credit rating from Fitch Ratings (“Fitch”) is currently AAA with a stable outlook.
This rating was last reaffirmed in September 2020. Moody’s Investor Service (“Moody’s”) has
rated BFSA at Aa1 with a stable outlook. Fitch’s rating represents the highest investment grade
with minimal risk; Moody’s rating reflects a high investment grade and very low risk. Both
credit ratings are consistent in that they represent a better credit rating then the City.
All City State aid including both the City and District’s portions of the local sales tax are legally
revenues of BFSA per the BFSA Act. The first call on revenues is to pay debt service. This
intercept and first call provision allows BFSA to maintain a credit rating superior to the City’s.
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The City received a bond rating downgrade in September 2020 from Fitch to A with a negative
outlook; in 2019 Fitch also downgraded the City to A+ from AA- with a stable outlook.
Standards and Poor’s Rating Services (“S&P”) increased the City’s rating in 2013-14 to A+ from
A. In April 2018, both Moody’s and S&P downgraded the outlook from positive to stable citing
“the City’s recent and resulting draw on reserves, as well as the expected year-end deficit.”
The City has made significant strides in improving its bond ratings since 2003. BFSA’s financial
oversight over the City has been consistently included as a key rationale to determine that rating
upgrades were appropriate. The rating agencies have commented on the financial success of the
City particularly with respect to multi-year financial planning and the adequacy of the City’s
reserves but have cautioned that the overall high debt burden, below average socioeconomic
indicators, and the near full use of fund balance to fund general operations are factors that could
potentially negatively impact the ratings.
The City’s credit rating has improved from BBB- with negative outlook from S&P, and from
Baa with negative outlook from Moody’s, since BFSA was created. The City contracted with
Fitch in 2010 to also rate the City’s debt. The City’s credit ratings were perilously close to the
“non-investment grade” by the rating agencies in 2003. The current rating outlook from all three
rating agencies is stable.
The historical overview of bond ratings from 2003 to present is as follows:
•

Moody’s affirmed the City’s A1 rating as it had similarly done in the previous seven
years. The outlook was revised from a positive outlook to a stable outlook on the
City’s 2018 general obligation debt and maintains that current outlook. Moody’s last
upgraded the City in 2012 from A2 citing significant improvements in the City’s
financial operations and liquidity following the augmentation of reserves in each of
the last nine years and a trend of structurally balanced operations despite near-term
declines. The A1 rating pointed to the following factors: (1) the improving local
economy and expected continued growth in tax base; (2) a solid reserve and liquidity
position; (3) the oversight of City operations by the Buffalo Fiscal Stability Authority
which had approved the City's four-year financial plan; (4) the use of reserves to
balance budgets; (5) the City's improved revenue raising flexibility given modest
growth in assessed valuation and improved taxing margin, and (6) additional
bondholder security provided by the City's legally required and trustee-held bi-annual
set-aside of debt service payments from first property taxes collected. The stable
outlook reflects Moody's belief that the City's liquidity and reserve position will
remain adequate as evidenced by elimination of the need for seasonal, cash flow
borrowing in the last nine fiscal years.
Prior to the 2012 bond rating upgrade, Moody’s upgraded the City’s general
obligation debt from Baa2 to an A2 rating with a stable outlook in the 2010-11 fiscal
year. In 2007, Moody’s upgraded the City credit rating from Baa3 to Baa2,
reflecting, “significant improvement to the city’s financial reserve and liquidity
positions reflecting augmentation of reserves in each of the last four years and a trend
of structurally balanced operating performance...”.
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•

S&P reaffirmed the City’s A+ bond rating and revised the City’s 2018 rating outlook
from positive to stable. S&P last upgraded the City’s rating from A to A+ in 2014.
This rating represents a high investment grade with low risk. S&P has assigned a
higher credit rating for the City compared to Moody’s and Fitch. The rational
provided to support the A+ rating included: (1) very strong management conditions,
with strong financial management policies and practices and oversight provided by
the BFSA; (2) a weak economy; (3) weak budgetary performance in 2017 with
operating deficits in the general fund and at the total governmental fund level; (4)
weak budgetary flexibility, with decreasing fund balance; (5) limited revenue and
expenditure flexibility; (6) adequate debt and contingent liability profile when
pension and other postemployment benefits were considered; (7) and very strong
liquidity.
Prior to the bond rating upgrade in 2014, S&P last upgraded the City from A- to an A
rating with a stable outlook on the City’s general obligation long-term debt in the
2010-11 fiscal year. S&P upgraded the City credit rating from BBB+ to A- in 2009
reflecting “the [City’s] improved financial profile, stronger financial management
controls, and continued advisement provided by the Buffalo Fiscal Stability
Authority.”

•

Fitch Ratings downgraded the City’s credit rating in 2019 from AA- to A+ with a
stable outlook. The stated rating rationale included: (1) the City’s weak operating
performance in recent years driven by overly optimistic assumptions, and from
shortfalls in gaming revenues associated with a contract dispute between New York
State and the Seneca Nation; (2) revenue growth prospects have slowed in recent
years; (3) the use of reserves has diminished the City’s fiscal resources and its
capacity to respond to cyclical economic stress; (4) long-term liability burden is low;
and (4) the City’s economic base is diverse and continues to experience commercial
and residential development. As noted above, Fitch was first contracted by the City
to begin rating the City’s debt beginning in 2010 when they issued an A+ stable
outlook. The rating was subsequently upgraded to an AA- stable outlook in March of
2017, and then subsequently downgraded to A+ in September 2019.
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The following table illustrates FY 2020 credit rating comparisons between BFSA and the City of
Buffalo:

Moody’s

BFSA's
Rating
BFSA's
Rating

Fitch

Aaa

AAA

AAA

Highest Investment Grade /
Minimal Risk

Highest Investment Grade /
Minimal Risk

Highest Investment Grade /
Minimal Risk

Aa1
High Investment Grade / Very
Low Risk

City’s Rating –
S&P
City’s Rating Moody's &
Fitch

S&P

AA+

AA+

Very High Investment Grade

Very High Investment Grade

A+

AA-

High Investment Grade /
Low Risk

Very High Investment Grade /
Low Risk

A1

A+

Upper Medium Grade / Low
Risk

High Investment Grade / Low
Risk

Baa

BBB

BBB

Moderate Risk

Moderate Risk

Moderate Risk

Ba

BB

BB

Speculative / Substantial
Risk

Speculative

Speculative

The BFSA’s bond ratings are three steps higher for Moody’s and four steps higher for Fitch
based on current ratings.
Forward Delivery Agreements and Related Investment Earnings
The BFSA previously entered into forward delivery agreements (“FDAs”) in conjunction with
issuing debt on behalf of the City to invest the debt-service set asides that are withheld monthly
from sales tax receipts as required for annual principal and interest payments. The BFSA
reported a total of $154,450 in investment earnings for the year ended June 30, 2020 from funds
held in various bond related accounts, and from funds in its own operating accounts. The FDA’s
provide the City a guaranteed rate of return between 4.48 percent and 5.13 percent which far
exceeded the rate of return the City earned during 2020 of approximately 0.89 percent. The
BFSA earned $153,844 from the FDAs during the year ended June 30, 2020. The remaining
amount of $606 was earned on the operating funds.
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Review of 2020 Capital Budget and Related Capital Borrowing
The BFSA reviewed and reported on the City’s 2020 Capital Budget of $25.8 million during the
2019-20 fiscal year. The 2020 stock market crash began on March 9, 2020 and created
significant volatility in the bond market. The City ultimately resized the original program and
sold a bond anticipation note (BAN) in the amount of $34.8 million consisting of $20.5 million
rolled forward from the 2019 BAN and $14.3 million of new money projects. It is noted that the
City has not required a cash flow borrowing since 2006.
Review of 2020 Deficit Note
The BFSA reviewed and commented on a proposed deficit note to be issued by the City of
Buffalo prior to the conclusion of the 2019-20 fiscal year. Due to the financial impact from
COVID-19, the City projected a deficit for the year ended June 30, 2020 of $18.0 million. In late
June 2020, the State withheld 20%, or $19.7 million, from the City’s anticipated June State AIM
payment. In response, the City issued a deficit note in the amount of $25.0 million in June 2020.
The note is an 18-month note, due in December 2021.
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BFSA Debt Issuances and Refundings
In December 2015, the BFSA issued a refunding bond for the outstanding 2005A and 2006A
bond series. This refunding provided a net present value savings of $1.35 million over the next
ten years, which will ultimately be passed along to the City.
The following table contains a listing of all BFSA debt transactions since the BFSA was created,
and amounts outstanding at June 30, 2020:
BFSA Debt Table at June 30, 2020

($ in thousands)
Sales Tax and State Aid
Secured Bonds
(Series 2004A)
Bond Anticipation Notes
(Series 2004A-1)
Sales Tax and State Aid
Secured Bonds
(Series 2005A)
Sales Tax and State Aid
Secured Bonds –
Refunding (Series
2005B&C)
Bond Anticipation Notes
(Series 2005A-1)
Sales Tax and State Aid
Secured Bonds
(Series 2006A)
Bond Anticipation Notes
(Series 2006A-1)
Sales Tax and State Aid
Secured Bonds
(Series 2007A)

Issue
Date

Bond Par
Issued

Jun-04

$25,745

Sep-04

Note
(BAN)
Par
Issued

Bond Par
Outstanding

$0
$84,000

$0

Jun-05

$28,030

$0

Jul-05

$47,065

$0

Jul-05

Apr-06

$90,000

$27,270

Apr-07

$0

$0
$60,000

$0

$28,470

$7,445

Sales Tax and State Aid
Secured Refunding Bonds
Dec-15 $14,170
(Series 2015A)

$3,685

Total

Apr-07

$170,750 $234,000
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Note Par
Outstanding

$11,130

$0

Structural Reform and Savings Opportunities
Both the City and District are faced with a tremendous threat to each organization’s fiscal
stability due to the possible financial impact from COVID-19. BURA and BMHA are more
insulated at this time from a similar threat due to federal funding that has been provided to each
organization.
The City has included in the 2020-21 adopted budget $65.1 million of federal stimulus to
account for the estimated decrease in State aid and sales tax revenue. It continues to be unclear
if such stimulus will be approved and if it is in fact approved, if it would be sufficient to meet the
revenue estimate. The identification and implementation of cost-savings initiatives in addition to
the ability to generate additional revenue is critical to the long-term fiscal stability of the City.
The City did not budget for a deficit over the 2021-2024 Financial Plan; however, there are
uncertain revenues and new and untested revenues included in the budget. Uncertain revenue
sources have largely not met budget estimates over the last few years. This has resulted in
deficits reported over the last few years and a diminishment of unassigned fund balance to $0 at
June 30, 2018 and 2019. Future structural savings need to continue to focus on employee
compensation and benefits, in particular with respect to healthcare costs and employee and
retiree contributions towards health insurance.
The fiscal impact of these issues was examined in detail in BFSA’s analysis of the City’s 20212024 Financial Plan which is included herein and begins on page 44.
The District’s 2020-21 Adopted Budget was developed on the premise of a normal school year
with no extraordinary changes due to COVID-19. It was also developed on the premise that the
State would not reduce aid beyond what was included in the State’s enacted budget. The District
has started the academic year with a full remote model for students; a reopening plan is not yet
developed, and the financial impact of these decisions is also not yet known. Future decreases to
State aid beyond what was provided for within the Adopted Budget could be devastating to the
provision of educational services.
The District’s FY 2020-21 Adopted Budget included year seven of a school-based budgeting
process. Each school is provided three types of operating funds: departmental allocations,
principal and special area allocations, and grant allocations. Grant allocations were added to the
individual school-based budgets beginning FY 2019-20. Departmental allocations include the
recommended baseline staff allocations and resources that are provided to schools through
District-adopted formulas, centrally-assigned staff, and resources by specific departments. These
allocations are not typically changed by the individual schools and incorporate the individual
school’s specific pupil enrollment (i.e., general education and special education, English
language learners and English-proficient, elementary or high schools, et. al.). The Adopted
Budget continues the full implementation of the Superintendent’s Education Bargain,
representing year five of the District’s comprehensive educational program. The program has
included a rigorous elementary education program, strong community schools, new innovative
high schools, extended learning time, additional services and supports for students and their
families.
A deficit of $50.0 million is reflected in the District’s Adopted Budget. A budget gap has been
projected for each year of the Financial Plan with a cumulative four-year deficit of $219.9
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million and is reduced to $169.9 million following the appropriation of fund balance. The Gap
Closing Plan included within the Financial Plan demonstrates the District’s strategic plan to
address these outyear deficits through various deficit closing and cost savings initiatives. The
Gap Closing Plan includes various areas wherein the District is working to improve operations
through efficiency measures, to increase revenues, as well as to demonstrate potential methods
that the District has available to close the projected out-year budgetary gaps in the event
additional revenues and/or savings from efficiencies are inadequate to address the budget
gaps. The Gap Closing Plan was originally developed in connection with the 2018-2021
Financial Plan; the 2020-2023 Financial Plan was developed using the original gap closing
actions revised as necessary. Several actions have been implemented the cost savings associated
with these implemented actions have been integrated in the Financial Plan.
The fiscal impact of these issues was examined in detail in BFSA’s analysis of the District’s
2021-2024 Financial Plan included herein on page 77.
Collective Bargaining Agreements
The BFSA is required to review any proposed collective bargaining agreement before the
agreement is adopted by the governing body of the City or the Covered Organization. The
BFSA issues reports on all proposed labor agreements. Such reports and related
recommendations have been discussed in the section, “Reports and Recommendations Issued by
the BFSA during 2019-20,” beginning on page 14.
Additional BFSA Operational Information:
Legal Matters
The adoption of the wage freeze by BFSA in April 2004 was the basis for a number of lawsuits
as was the subsequent lifting of the wage freeze effective 2007. The wage freeze was effective
April 2004 and prevented any increase in wages, including increased payments for salary
adjustments according to "plan and step-ups or increments.” BFSA has successfully defended
each case. Currently there are no pending cases involving the BFSA.
The New York State Court of Appeals heard the series of wage freeze challenges on February 9,
2011 and rendered a unanimous decision in favor of BFSA on March 29, 2011. It was a key
decision in that it overturned earlier decisions made by the NYS Supreme Court and Appellate
Court which had both ruled against the BFSA and covered entities. The Court of Appeals found,
“Thus, the entire purpose of the statute was to place the City of Buffalo on sound financial
ground over the long term. In order to accomplish such purpose, BFSA was empowered to
freeze wages and salary increments until the City's growth and stability were renewed. The intent
of the statute supports the City's position.”
Annual Internal Controls Review/Governance
The purpose of the internal control structure is to ensure that BFSA has a system of
accountability for and oversight of its operations and to assist BFSA in achieving its goals and
objectives with minimal risk to the organization’s operations. BFSA’s Principal Analyst served
as the BFSA’s Internal Controls Officer for 2019-20. The Internal Controls Officer is
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responsible for the review of internal control policies and procedures on an annual basis, or more
if necessary, and regularly meets with BFSA staff to ensure internal control performance
standards are being met and recommendations are being executed. The Internal Controls Officer
meets a minimum of once a year with the Audit, Finance and Budget Committee to report on the
procedures performed and findings made in conjunction with the internal controls review.
An internal management committee consisting of the Executive Director, Comptroller and
Principal Analyst/Internal Controls Officer provides accountability for the internal control
processes. The Executive Director and Comptroller additionally work closely with BFSA’s
independent auditor who also reviews the internal control structure and performs tests to
determine if it is operating effectively, as well as determining if any identified deficiencies have
been addressed as necessary and in a timely manner.
BFSA follows the guidelines established in the Internal Controls Manual which describes
internal control standards and contains various policies and procedures for areas such as
procurement, investments, financial transactions, travel, purchase card reimbursement, general
reimbursement policies, and the office technology and facilities management handbook. BFSA
is satisfied that the internal control structure and the related policies and procedures provides an
adequate system of controls so that errors do not occur without being detected in a timely manner
and that assets are adequately safeguarded.
BFSA took a series of steps in 2019-20 to reinforce its system of internal controls as listed
below:
•

In July 2019, the Board of the BFSA reviewed, affirmed or adopted the following
policies and procedures of the BFSA:
•

The BFSA Bylaws, which provides guidelines and procedures for the
operations of BFSA, including formation of committees, board meetings, and
other general operations;

•

The BFSA Code of Ethics, which each Director and staff member, excluding
the ex-officio members, are required to receive, review and sign in affirmation
that they have received a copy of the BFSA Code of Ethics and will abide by
it. The Code Ethics states the BFSA’s position on conflicts of interest,
personal integrity, honesty, ethical conduct and public trust;

•

The BFSA Mission Statement which identifies BFSA’s mission;

•

The BFSA Investment Guidelines, which establish a set of basic procedures to
meet investment objectives and other specific criteria;

•

The Property Disposal Guidelines detailing the BFSA’s operative policy on
the disposal of personal property;
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•

The Use of Discretionary Funds Policy, which delineates the proper use of the
BFSA’s discretionary funds, addressing what constitutes a proper discretionary
expenditure related to the mission of the BFSA;

•

The Whistleblower Policy, which provides guidelines and a process for
whistleblowers to report illegal or unethical practices by the BFSA, staff members
or Directors;

•

The Lobbying Contact Policy, which provides a procedure for documenting
contact between lobbyist and Directors or staff. The appointment of the Lobbying
Contact Officer provides a contact person to oversee the implementation of the
Lobbying Contact Policy;

•

The Procurement Guidelines, which provides guidelines regarding the use,
awarding, monitoring, and reporting of procurement contracts during the course
of BFSA business;

•

The Procurement Report, which provides a summary of all procurement contracts
that BFSA was engaged with in excess of $5,000;

•

The Prompt Payment Policy, which provides guidelines and timing requirements
concerning the payment of vendors for goods and/or services; and

•

The Prompt Payment Report, which provides a listing of new contracts entered
into during the 2019-20 fiscal year as well as any interest paid to vendors
including the reason the payment was late.

Additional governance related BFSA actions included:
•

In July 2019, the BFSA Board of Directors received an organizational overview that
provided details on the BFSA, as well as employee levels of the City of Buffalo,
Buffalo City School District, Buffalo Urban Renewal Agency and the Buffalo
Municipal Housing Authority.

•

In July 2019, the BFSA Board of Directors adopted a resolution revising the
information required to be submitted to the BFSA from the City of Buffalo, Buffalo
City School District, Buffalo Urban Renewal Agency and the Buffalo Municipal
Housing Authority.

•

In September 2019, the Governance Committee met and tallied the results of the
Board of Directors self-evaluation.

•

In September 2019, the Audit, Finance and Budget Committee received a
presentation on the BFSA’s 2018-19 Independent Auditor’s Report and received the
BFSA Annual Report for fiscal year 2018-19, which the committee recommended for
approval to the full board.
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•

In September 2019, the Audit, Finance and Budget Committee received the BFSA’s
Annual Investment Report, which provides an annual summary on the investments
held by the BFSA, investment earnings and fees paid to financial institutions.

•

In September 2019, the Audit, Finance and Budget Committee approved a one-year
contract extension with Public Financial Management as Financial Advisors to the
BFSA.

•

At the September 2019 Board Meeting, the BFSA adopted a resolution recognizing
the resignation of Director Gallagher and the contributions she made to the Board.

•

In December 2019, the BFSA approved the 2020-21 Minority and Women-Owned
Business Enterprise Goal Plan. The goal includes an overall 30 percent participation
goal with 15 percent participation equally by both Minority and Women Business
Enterprises, same in total as compared to the prior year goals. The BFSA will
continue to seek procurement opportunities with qualified MWBE’s.

•

In December 2019, the BFSA approved the 2020-21 Service-Disabled VeteranOwned Business Enterprise (“SDVOB”) Goal Plan. The goal includes an overall 6
percent participation goal and The BFSA will continue to seek procurement
opportunities with qualified SDVOB’s.

•

In December 2019, the BFSA Board of Directors received a copy of the BFSA’s first
quarter operation results for FY 2020.

•

In December 2019, the Board adopted a 2020 Public Meeting Calendar and publicly
posted the scheduled meeting dates on the BFSA website.

•

In December 2019, the BFSA Board of Directors requested a statement be read for
the record succinctly explaining the budget process of the City and the role of the
BFSA in the process.

•

In March 2020, the Audit, Finance and Budget Committee reviewed the BFSA’s
2020-21 Preliminary Budget and 2021-2024 Financial Plan and approved the posting
of the budget for public review and comment.

•

In March 2020, the Audit, Finance and Budget Committee reviewed and approved the
proposed audit engagement between the BFSA and Lumsden & McCormick, LLP as
auditors for the BFSA for fiscal year ending June 30, 2020.

•

In March 2020, the Internal Controls Officer met with the Audit, Finance and Budget
Committee to report on the results of the internal audits in regard to:
o Document retention and storage; and
o Budget preparation and approval process.

•

On March 13, 2020, the Board received a copy of the BFSA’s second quarter
operating results.
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•

On March 23, 2020, the Board passed AFB Resolution 20-04 “Concerning the
authorization, sale and issuance of sales tax and state aid secured bonds” and AFB
Resolution 20-05 “Concerning state environmental quality review act matters in
connection with the authorization, sale and issuance of sales tax and state aid secured
bonds, series 2020 bonds,” which authorized the BFSA to issue sales tax and state aid
secured bonds.

•

At the March 2020 Board Meeting, the BFSA adopted a resolution recognizing James
L. Magavern, Esq. and the contributions he made to the Board, and the greater
Western New York Community.

•

At the March 2020 Board meeting, the Board of Directors discussed the pricing
difference of a City bond issue compared to a BFSA bond issue, as conveyed the
BFSA’s Financial Advisor, PFM Financial Advisors LLC.

•

In April 2020, the BFSA received copies of the City’s 2020 bond rating reports from
Moody’s Investor Services, Standard and Poor’s Rating Services, and Fitch Ratings.

•

Additionally, on April 14, 2020, the Board received a copy of the Citizens Planning
Council’s Recommendation Letter.

•

On May 20, 2020, the Board approved Resolution 20-04, “Declaration of Incomplete
Financial Plan.” The Financial Plan was deemed incomplete due to untested revenue
included in the Financial Plan, the City’s Financial Plan needed to be revised and
resubmitted.

•

In May 2020, the BFSA Board received the BFSA’s third quarter operating results.

•

At the June 24, 2020 Board meeting, the BFSA Board had a dialogue with City
Common Council Members Wyatt and Bollman concerning the COVID-19 Pandemic
and the impact it has had on the City budget. Focus of the conversation was how all
the vested parties, including the Administration, the City Comptroller, the Common
Council and the BFSA can work together through this pandemic.

•

On June 24, 2020 the BFSA Board received a correspondence from the City
Comptroller in regard to the proposed deficit note to be issued by the City.
Discussion concerning the note focused on cost of issuance and if BFSA could
provide an advantage in issuing the note vs. the City.

•

At the June 24, 2020 meeting the Board approved Resolution 20-08, “Adoption of the
2020-21 Buffalo Fiscal Stability Authority Budget and 2021-2024 Four Year
Financial Plan.”

•

The BFSA provides an opportunity at the end of each public meeting a privilege of
the floor, for members of the public to provide comments. The BFSA received public
comments at the following meeting:
o September 23, 2019
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Financial Statements
BFSA received a clean, unqualified opinion on its 2019-20 Audited Financial Statements from
its independent outside auditor, Lumsden & McCormick LLP. That audit report was reviewed,
accepted and approved by the Board at its November 23, 2020 meeting. The 2019-20 audit
report along with all previous independent audit reports of BFSA’s finances, are available on the
BFSA’s website.
Budget
BFSA took several actions regarding its budget during the 2019-20 fiscal year:
•

In March 2020, the BFSA’s Audit, Finance and Budget Committee authorized by
resolution the posting of BFSA’s proposed 2020-21 budget and 2021-2024 Financial
Plan on the BFSA website. This action complied with regulations of the Office of the
State Comptroller that BFSA make available the proposed budget and financial plan
for public inspection for at least 30 days before Board approval, and not less than 60
days before the commencement of the next fiscal year, and for a period of not less
than 45 days. The BFSA historically has also submitted the budget and financial plan
documents to the Buffalo and Erie County Public Library System as part of making
the material available to the public; libraries were shut down during this time period
due to COVID-19.

•

In June 2020, after the public review period had been completed, the BFSA adopted
the 2020-21 budget and 2021-2024 Financial Plan. The adopted budget reflected
changes as compared to the proposed budget that was released in March; those
changes included revenue reductions and additional expense adjustments as a result
of the pandemic.

Health Insurance Plans
In 2019-20, BFSA offered the following employee benefit plan options through the New York
State Health Insurance Program: Empire Plan, Independent Health, and Blue Cross Blue Shield.
Additionally, dental and vision plans are offered.
Leases
BFSA is a current party to a lease with the Sinatra and Company Real Estate for its offices in the
Market Arcade Building located at 617 Main Street, Suite 400, Buffalo, New York, 14203. The
monthly amount is currently $3,662; the BFSA expended $43,944 for the fiscal year ended June
30, 2020.
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Cumulative Financial Impact of Actions Taken by the BFSA
As discussed within this Annual Report, there are various powers provided to the BFSA that,
upon action by the BFSA, have resulted in financial impact to the City and Covered
Organizations. A cumulative summary of such actions is as follows:
Cumulative Financial Impact of BFSA and the BFSA Act
(Table 1)
BFSA Actions
Deficit Borrowing
Wage Freeze Savings
District Subsequent Wage Freeze Savings - through June 30, 2017
Drawdown of Efficiency Grants
Subsequent Wage Freeze Impact on Firefighters' Arbitration Award
Reduction in Cosmetic Surgery Expenditures City-wide
Savings on Debt Issuance Costs
Interest Earnings over what the City could have earned
Disapproval of BMHA Labor Contracts
Refinancing of City Debt
2015A Refunding of outstanding 2005A & 2006A series
Participation in JSCB Phase II Bond Pricing
Deputy Superintendent's Separation Agreement

$26.9
$57.8
$168.1
$20.1
$14.5
$10.6
$5.0
$4.0
$2.4
$1.8
$1.4
$1.0
$0.2

million
million
million
million
million
million
million
million
million
million
million
million
million

$313.8 million

Subtotal
City and Covered Organization Financial Plan Actions
Fiscal Year 2003-04
City Financial Plan Actions in 2003-04
District Financial Plan Actions in 2003-04
BURA Financial Plan Actions in 2003-04

$2.9 million
$37.4 million
$2.4 million

Fiscal Year 2004-05
City Financial Plan Actions in 2004-05
District Financial Plan Actions in 2004-05
BMHA Financial Plan Actions in 2004-05
Reduction of Proposed Capital Bond Sale

$22.9
$19.7
$1.0
$6.7

Fiscal Year 2005-06
City Financial Plan Actions in 2005-06
District Financial Plan Actions in 2005-06
BMHA Financial Plan Actions in 2005-06

$4.9 million
$21.6 million
$4.0 million

Fiscal Year 2006-07
City Financial Plan Actions in 2006-07
District Financial Plan Actions in 2006-07

$5.1 million
$16.2 million

million
million
million
million

Subtotal

$144.8 million

Total Impact to Date

$458.6 million
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Cumulative Financial Impact of BFSA and the BFSA Act
(Table 2)
Other Actions
Credit Related:
Improved City credit rating to AA- stable from Fitch (2017)
Improved BFSA credit rating to AAA stable from Fitch (2015)
Improved City credit rating at A+ stable from S&P (2014)
Received rating on BAN from Moody's at MIG I Stable (2013)
Improved City credit rating at A1 stable from Moody's (2012)
Improved City credit rating at A stable from S&P (2011)
Recalibrated BFSA credit rating to Aa1 stable from Moody’s (2010)
Recalibrated BFSA credit rating to AA+ stable from Fitch (2010)
Rated City credit rating at A+ stable level from Fitch (2010)
Recalibrated City credit rating to A2 stable from Moody’s (2010)
Improved City credit rating to A- stable from S&P (2009)
Improved City credit rating to BBB+ stable from S&P (2008)
Improved BFSA credit rating to AA stable from Fitch (2007)
Improved City credit rating to Baa2 stable from Moody’s (2007)
Improved City credit rating to BBB-stable from S&P (2006)
Improved BFSA credit rating to Aa2 stable from Moody’s (2006)
Improved outlook on City debt from Moody’s (2006)
Improved outlook on City debt from Standard & Poor’s (2003)

Debt Related
Reduced authorized-unissued City debt by $27.7 million (2005)
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Cumulative Financial Impact of BFSA and the BFSA Act
(Table 3)
Other Actions
Labor Related:
Reviewed a City of Buffalo labor agreement with the White Collar Union "Local 650" (2020)
Reviewed a Buffalo School District labor agreement for Cafeteria Cook Managers Local - 264 (2020)
Reviewed a Buffalo School District labor agreement with the Substitute United/Buffalo ("NYSUT") (2020)
Reviewed a City of Buffalo labor agreement with the Buffalo Professional Firefighters Association, Inc. "Local
282" (2019)
Reviewed a Buffalo School District labor agreement with the Transportation Aides of Buffalo ("TAB") (2019)
Reviewed two Buffalo Municipal Housing Authority labor agreements including Local 264 - Blue, White and
Managerial employees and Local 17 - "Operationg Engineers" (2019)
Reviewed three Buffalo School District labor agreements including the Buffalo Council of Supervisors and
Administrators ("BCSA"), Substitutes United/Buffalo - NYSUT and Local 264 - Food Service Workers (2018)
Reviewed a City of Buffalo labor agreement with Water Caulkers Local 264T (2018)
Reviewed a BURA labor agreement with AFSCME Local 815 (2018)
Reviewed a labor agreement between the Buffalo Teachers Federation ("BTF") and the Buffalo School District
(2017)
Reviewed impact negotiations for BMHA employees of Local 264 (2017)
Reviewed two City of Buffalo labor agreements including Crossing Guards and Local 17 "Operating Engineers"
(2017)
Reviewed three City of Buffalo labor agreements including Police Benevolent Association ("PBA"), Local 264
"Blue Collar" and Local 2651 "Building Inspectors (2016)
Reviewed a City of Buffalo labor agreement with Local 650 "White Collar" (2015)
Reviewed a BURA labor agreement with AFSCME Local 815 (2015)
Reviewed three District labor agreements including Local 264 - Food Service Workers and Summer Food
Service Workers, Transportation Aides of Buffalo, and a Retirement Incentive with BCSA (2015)
Reviewed two City of Buffalo labor issues including an Arbitration Award with the PBA (2013) and a CBA with
the Water Caulkers Local 264T (2014)
Reviewed a District labor agreement including a retirement incentive for Cafeteria Cook Managers Local - 264
(2014)
Reviewed three District labor agreements including a retirement incentive for Cafeteria Managers (2012), a
CBA for Blue Collar employees (2012), and a MOU with the BTF (2013)
Reviewed two City of Buffalo labor agreements including a CBA with the Crossing Guards (2012) and the
Buffalo Firefighters - Local 282 (2013)
Reviewed a CBA between BMHA and Local 17 - Operating Engineers (2013)
Approved a new wage and benefit package with City's Local 17 - Operating Engineers (2012)
Implemented new wage and benefit package with BURA's employees (2011)
Disapproved a new wage and benefit package with BMHA's Local 17 - Operating Engineers (2011)
Implemented new wage and benefit package with BMHA’s Exempt Non-Represented employees (2010)
Implemented new labor contract with the District’s Summer Food Service Workers (2012, 2010 and 2008)
Implemented new labor contract with the Districts Substitutes United/Buffalo - NYSUT (2009)
Implemented new labor contract with BMHA’s Blue, White and Managerial class employees, Local 264 (2009)
Implemented new labor contract with the City’s Building Inspectors (2009)
Implemented new labor contract with Transportation Aides of Buffalo and the District (2009)
Implemented new labor contract with the City’s Blue-Collar workers (2009)
Implemented new labor contract with cooks and food service workers and the District (2008)
Implemented new labor contract with the Buffalo Educational Support Team and the District (2008)
Implemented new labor agreement with the City’s White-Collar workers (2008)
Implemented new labor contract with Buffalo Crossing Guards, Inc. (2008)
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BFSA Reports on the 2020-21 Budgets and 2021-2024 Financial Plans of the City of Buffalo
and the Covered Organizations
Overview
This section summarizes the financial plans of the City of Buffalo and the Covered
Organizations which include the Buffalo City School District, the Buffalo Urban Renewal
Agency, and the Buffalo Municipal Housing Authority.
The initial 2021-2024 Financial Plan was submitted by the Mayor to BFSA on May 1, 2020 in
accordance with the timing requirements of the BFSA Act. The BFSA declared the preliminary
2021-2024 Financial Plan to be incomplete due to the City’s financial plan. The Mayor
committed to resubmit a revised City financial plan to the BFSA by May 22nd.
The revised City financial plan that was submitted on May 22, 2020 was reviewed at the June 16,
2020 Board meeting and BFSA determined that the Revised Plan and the budget adopted on June
4, 2020 are incomplete and not compliant with the BFSA Act in that they fail to contain
projections of revenues that are based on reasonable and appropriate assumptions and methods of
estimations and are not balanced.
At the June 24, 2020 BFSA board meeting the BFSA Board determined that the City of Buffalo
is required to submit a final budget and financial plan to the BFSA reflecting 1) Common
Council’s final changes to the 2020-21 budget as approved on June 4, 2020, 2) the financial
impact of the anticipated deficit note financing as necessary, and 3) any other modifications to
the budget and financial plan pursuant to BFSA Resolution No. 20-05. The final budget and
financial plan was submitted by the Mayor on June 30, 2020.
The Mayor’s June 30, 2020 submission was reviewed at a special BFSA meeting on July 20,
2020. The BFSA reviewed the final 2021-2024 Financial Plan and determined that it was
incomplete and did not comply with the standards set forth in the BFSA Act. That the City’s
financial plan included uncertain revenues in excess of $195.4 million and significant
expenditure reductions in fiscal year 2021-22 in response to the maturity and repayment of a
$25.0 million deficit note issued in June 2020. It is unclear what impact, if any, such reductions
to operations will have on the provision of services. Additionally, insufficient information was
submitted to determine if such reductions are reasonable and if expenditures overall are
reasonably projected.
The City Common Council approved the City budget on June 4, 2020, and the Mayor submitted
the adopted budget and final four-year financial plan to the BFSA on June 30, 2020. The District
approved the budget on May 27, 2020; a final financial plan was not submitted. The BMHA’s
Board of Commissioners approved the annual budget and four-year financial plan on April 16,
2020. The BURA Board of Directors approved both the annual budget and four-year financial
plan on May 28, 2020.
The BFSA’s detailed analyses of the City and the Covered Organization’s financial plans follow
in this section.
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Review and Analysis of the City of Buffalo’s 2020-21 Adopted Budget and 2021-2024 Financial Plan
Overview
The 2020-21 Adopted Budget for the City of Buffalo (the “City”) provides General Fund
estimated revenues and budgeted appropriations of $519.6 million, representing an increase of
$10.9 million, or 2.1 percent, over last year’s adopted budget of $508.7 million. The City’s
fiscal year is from July 1 to June 30. The City Common Council approved the 2020-21 budget
on June 4, 2020 at which point it was also adopted.
The 2021-2024 Financial Plan (“Financial Plan”) contains budget actions related to the current
ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. The pandemic had a negative impact on City revenue in 2019-20
which began at the end of the third quarter. In response to the revenue shortfall in 2019-20, the
City issued an 18-month deficit note in June 2020 in the amount of $25.0 million, due to mature
in December 2022. The negative impact on financial operations is anticipated to continue
throughout the 2020-21 fiscal year and into future years, the extent to which is unknown and
requires estimation for appropriate fiscal planning.
This report provides a high-level overview of the components of the City’s 2020-21 Adopted
Budget and Financial Plan and provides additional detail on key changes and differences from
the prior year.
2020-21 Adopted Budget Summary
The 2020-21 Adopted Budget (“Adopted Budget”) totals $519.6 million. The following
schedule provides historical context by providing revenues and expenditures for fiscal year-end
June 30, 2019, both the adopted budget and year-end projection for fiscal year 2019-20, and the
adopted budget for fiscal year 2020-21.
Fiscal Year
Ended June 30, 2019
Actual

2019-20
Year-End Estimate
as of March 31, 2020

2019-20
Adopted Budget

2020-21
Adopted Budget

Increase/(Decrease)
Budget to Budget

Increase/(Decrease)
over Year-End Estimate

($ in millions)
Revenue
Total Revenue

$

Transfers In

477.8 $
13.9

495.4 $

465.4 $

13.3

13.3

505.3 $
14.3

9.9 $
1.0

39.9
1.0

Total Revenue & Resources $

491.7 $

508.7 $

478.7 $

519.6 $

10.9 $

40.9

Expenditures
Total Departmental Costs
Total General Charges
Transfers Out

$

231.1 $
160.6
99.1

234.6 $
173.9
100.2

226.8 $
167.4
100.2

237.6 $
181.1
100.9

3.0 $
7.2
0.7

10.8
13.7
0.7

Total Expenditures

$

490.8 $

508.7 $

494.4 $

519.6 $

10.9 $

25.2

Surplus / (Deficit)

$

0.9 $

-

(15.7) $

-

$

0.0

The Adopted Budget of $519.6 million for both estimated revenues and budgeted appropriations
reflects an increase of $10.9 million, or 2.1 percent, over the prior year budget. Budgeted
appropriations are $25.2 million, or 5.1 percent, over the 2019-20 year-end projection of $494.4
million. Estimated revenue for 2020-21 represents a $40.9 million, or 8.5 percent, increase
compared to current year-end projected revenue of $478.7 million. The City reported a surplus
of $0.9 million for fiscal year ended June 30, 2019 and projected a deficit for current fiscal year
of $15.7 million as of March 31, 2020. Subsequently on June 24, 2020, New York State (the
“State”) withheld 20% of the June State Aid and Incentives to Municipalities (“State AIM”)
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15.7

scheduled payment; the reduction amounted to $19.7 million. A determination as to the extent of
amount to be restored, if any, and timing of such restoration has not yet been made as to this
withholding.
Total budgeted appropriations of $519.6 million includes other financing uses (i.e., transfers out)
of $100.9 million. This balance consists of four separate transfers: the annual transfer to the
Buffalo City School District (the “District”) ($70.8 million), the transfer to the Debt Service
Fund for the payment of principal and interest due in 2020-21 on outstanding debt ($29.4
million), a transfer to the Capital Projects Fund ($0.4 million), and a transfer for the payment of
interest on the deficit note issued in fiscal year 2019-20 ($0.3 million). Total budgeted
appropriations for transfers out on a year-to-year basis represent an increase of $0.7 million and
is attributed to an increase in the transfer to the Debt Service Fund for principal and interest on
debt in the amount of $0.4 million and interest on the deficit note in the amount of $0.3 million
as no such note existed prior to 2019-20.
The largest transfer out is to the District in the amount of $70.8 million. The District is a
dependent school district, as established by New York State (the “State”), and cannot levy taxes;
as such, it relies on an annual contribution from the City to partially fund operations. The City’s
tax levy for 2020-21 is held flat at $147.9 million year-to-year, with the City retaining $77.1
million and the balance of $70.8 million being transferred to the District.
The remaining operating budget, excluding transfers, provides a clearer picture of the amounts
budgeted by the City for general operations and the provision of City-wide services. This
remaining amount is $418.7 million, compared to $408.5 million in fiscal year (“FY”) 2020, and
has increased $10.2 million, or 2.5 percent, on a year-to-year basis.
The following chart provides a summary of the budget with respect to categorizing the specific
areas of spending:
The largest components of the budget
are as follows: fringe benefits (31
percent), which includes health
insurance for both active employees and
retirees, pension contributions, employer
payroll taxes, injured-on-duty payments,
and other similar commitments;
transfers out (19 percent); police
department (17 percent); and fire
department (12 percent). These four
areas combined constitute 79 percent of
the total budget. Public works comprises an additional 6 percent of total budgeted appropriations
and utilities represents another 3 percent. All remaining departments and General Charges
comprise the remaining 12 percent of expenditures. On a year-to-year basis, the expenditure
categories remain relatively stable with changes ranging from 0.3 percent to 1.1 percent.
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The following two charts provide a summary of the Adopted Budget with respect to total
revenues and sources of those revenues:
The chart illustrates the main sources of
estimated revenue of $519.6 million by
summarizing the various revenues
according to the originating source. The
impact from the COVID-19 pandemic is
demonstrated through the significant
fluctuations within categories. The total
source of County revenue decreases from
17.7 percent of total estimated 2019-20
revenue and State revenue provided 37.7
percent of total estimated revenue in the prior year. The substantial offset is in Federal sources
in anticipation of federal stimulus funding; Federal sources provided a minor 0.8% of estimated
revenues in the prior year.
The largest contributor of revenue to the City is the City itself, 38.6 percent, at $200.6 million,
which is a decrease of $4.3 million from last year’s budgeted amount of $204.9 million. City
revenue includes taxes (including property taxes), fines, licenses and permits, sale of land/assets,
and various other miscellaneous revenue categories.
The second largest revenue source to the City is the State, which is budgeted to provide $160.1
million, or 30.8 percent, of total estimated revenue to the City. This represents a decrease of
$31.6 million, or 16.5 percent, from the prior year amount of $191.7 million. Total State Aid
includes State Aid and Incentives to Municipalities (“State AIM”), Tribal State Compact
(“TSC”) revenue or casino revenue, School Tax Relief (“STAR”) program revenue, traffic
violation fines, grants and program specific funding. Estimated State AIM has been reduced by
$32.3 million and STAR has been reduced by $0.5 million; this is offset by an increase of $1.2
million in estimated traffic violation fines.
The third largest revenue contributor is Erie County (the “County”) at 13.8 percent, with the
most significant revenue source being sales tax, providing for $71.4 million. Other revenues to
the City bring the total contributed amount from the County to $71.9 million. Total County
revenue is estimated to decrease $18.4 million, or 20.5 percent, in the 2020-21 Adopted Budget
as compared to the prior year amount of $89.8 million. The significant decrease in sales tax is
attributed to the economic recession due to COVID-19.
The fourth largest revenue category is Federal revenue which is budgeted at $68.4 million, an
increase of $64.4 million when compared to FY 2019-20 budgeted amount of $4.0 million. The
significant increase year-to-year is attributed to the City budgeting $65.1 million in federal
stimulus aid yet-to-be-approved by the federal government to address the decrease in revenue
due to the COVID-19 pandemic. As of July 15, 2020, there was no indication that additional
federal stimulus will be provided to the City of Buffalo as budgeted.
Transfers in from the Enterprise Funds of $14.3 million, or 2.8 percent of total estimated
revenues, includes transfers from the Water Fund ($7.6 million), the Parking Fund ($6.0 million)
and the Solid Waste and Recycling Fund ($0.7 million). Transfers in are budgeted to increase by
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$1.0 million, or 7.7 percent, over the prior year. There are two items that result in the year-toyear increase: $0.7 million increase in the transfer from the Parking Fund which and a $0.3
million is increase in the transfer from the Water Fund. Other revenue of $4.3 million represents
0.8 percent of total estimated revenue for fiscal year 2020-21 and represents service charges
from other government entities. There were no significant categorical percentage changes from
the prior year in either the transfers in or other categories.
The next chart demonstrates the main categories of total estimated revenue of $519.6 million.
The largest categories are State
AIM, the real property tax levy and
the School Tax Relief (“STAR”)
program revenue, County sales tax
and Federal stimulus. The City’s
real property tax levy and STAR
revenue accounts for 28 percent of
total estimated revenues, State AIM
accounts for 25 percent, sales tax
provided by the County accounts
for 14 percent and Federal stimulus
accounts for 12 percent of total
estimated revenues. These four
revenue sources compose 79
percent of the City’s estimated
revenues and in total remains unchanged although variances are noted within the categories. As
compared to last year, State AIM as a percentage of total estimated revenue has decreased 6.7
percent, sales tax has decreased 3.7 percent, the property tax levy and STAR category has
decreased 1.1%, and the all other category has decreased 1.0 percent; the decreases are offset by
an increase of 12 percent for federal dollars largely consisting of federal stimulus related to
COVID-19.
The Adopted Budget maintains the City’s property tax levy, including STAR, at $147.9 million
in 2020-21. The City’s available property tax margin is $107.9 million, representing an increase
from the prior year’s available tax margin of $91.1 million of $16.8 million, or 18.4 percent. The
City provides 47.9 percent of the tax levy to the District. The District’s debt service is
equivalent to 6.1 percent of the tax levy, while 19.9 percent of the tax levy is assessed for the
City’s debt service. From an operational standpoint, the City utilizes 32.2 percent of the levy
while the District uses 41.8 percent of the tax levy for operations. The Adopted Budget utilizes
57.8 percent of the City’s constitutional taxing capacity, a decrease from the 61.9 percent utilized
last year.
For the year ended June 30, 2019, the City reported an increase in fund balance of $0.9 million.
At June 30, 2019 the balance of the emergency stabilization fund (i.e., “Rainy Day Fund”) was
$38.5 million, assigned fund balance was $13.0 million and unassigned fund balance was $0.
The City issued a deficit note in the amount of $25.0 million in June 2020 in response to an
expected deficit for 2019-20 largely related to the financial impact from COVID-19. In the event
the deficit exceeds $25.0 million, the City will need to draw upon remaining unrestricted fund
balance of $51.5 million. It is unknown if the State’s withholding of $19.7 million in State AIM
payments is temporary or if it will be a permanent reduction for 2019-20. It is noted that a
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formal Rainy Day Fund policy related to the use of, and subsequent replenishment of these
funds, has not been adopted.
Estimated Revenues
The Adopted Budget includes total estimated revenues and other financing sources of $519.6
million, representing an increase of $10.9 million, or 2.1 percent, over the 2019-20 budget. The
following schedule summarizes revenue by category and includes actual revenue for the fiscal
year ended June 30, 2019, the adopted 2019-20 budget, the year-end projection for fiscal year
2019-20 as of March 31, 2020, and the 2020-21 Adopted Budget along with year-to-year
variances. The 2019-20 year-end estimate does not reflect the withholding of approximately
$19.7 million in State AIM; it is unknown when or if the City will receive the amount that was
withheld from the June AIM payment.
Fiscal Year
Ended June 30, 2019
Actual

2019-20
Adopted Budget

2019-20
Year-End Estimate
as of March 31, 2020

2020-21
Adopted Budget

Increase/(Decrease)
Budget to Budget

Increase/(Decrease)
over Year-End Estimate

($ in millions)
Revenue
Taxes
Non-Property Taxes
Licenses and Permits
Intergovernmental
Service Charges
Fines
Interest
Miscellaneous
Total Revenue

$

Resources
Transfers In
Total Other Resources
Total Revenue & Resources

$

156.7 $
13.3
5.7
262.7
15.2
11.0
1.9
11.3
477.8

158.7 $
11.6
6.2
269.0
20.0
13.7
1.2
15.0
495.4

157.8 $
11.6
5.4
250.4
14.0
10.8
1.7
13.7
465.4

157.2 $
11.6
5.4
285.3
15.3
15.5
1.0
14.0
505.3

13.9
13.9

13.3
13.3

13.3
13.3

14.3
14.3

491.7 $

508.7 $

478.7 $

519.6 $

(1.5) $
(0.8)
16.3
(4.7)
1.8
(0.2)
(1.0)
9.9
1.0
1.0
10.9 $

Revenues, excluding transfers in, are budgeted to increase $9.9 million, or 2.0 percent, and
transfers in are projected to increase by $1.0 million, or 7.5 percent, for an increase of $10.9
million, or 2.1 percent, year-to-year. Total revenue in 2018-19 was $491.7 million consisting of
$477.8 million of departmental revenue and $13.9 million from transfers in. Significant
fluctuations noted in the revenue categories, as demonstrated in the table above, are discussed in
further detail below as part of the 2021-2024 Financial Plan discussion.
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(0.6)
34.9
1.3
4.7
(0.7)
0.3
39.9
1.0
1.0
40.9

The following schedule is a summary by major revenue category of total projected revenue over
the 2021-2024 Financial Plan. Total revenues over the Financial Plan are estimated to increase
$10.5 million, or 2.0 percent, from $519.6 million to $530.1 million. Total projected revenue
decreases $1.9 million (0.4 percent) in 2021-22 and increases $5.5 million (1.1 percent) and $6.9
million (1.3 percent) in 2022-23 and 2023-24, respectively.
2020-21

2021-22

2022-23

2023-24

Adopted Budget

Projection

Projection

Projection

REVENUE
Taxes
$
157,190,897
Non Property Taxes
11,630,000
Licenses and Permits
5,434,464
Intergovernmental
285,278,968
Service Charges
15,243,848
Fines
15,481,925
Interest
1,000,000
Miscellaneous
14,006,882
Subtotal
505,266,984
Transfers In
TOTAL

$

Financial Plan
162,789,548 $
165,700,951
11,630,000
11,630,000
5,488,809
5,543,697
274,036,014
261,890,218
15,501,339
15,755,607
18,383,675
18,486,333
1,000,000
1,000,000
14,111,636
28,052,386
502,941,021
508,059,192

$

168,670,582
11,630,000
5,571,415
276,093,256
15,966,948
18,589,906
1,000,000
17,012,669
514,534,776

Four-Year
Increase/(Decrease)

$

$
11,479,685
136,951
(9,185,712)
723,100
3,107,981
3,005,787
9,267,792

%
7.3%
0.0%
2.5%
-3.2%
4.7%
20.1%
0.0%
21.5%
1.8%

14,283,560

14,664,084

15,063,634

15,515,543

1,231,983

8.6%

$ 519,550,544

$ 517,605,105

$ 523,122,826

$ 530,050,319

$ 10,499,775

2.0%

The following discussion addresses each individual revenue category and provides information
regarding key revenue assumptions.
Taxes – Taxes consist of the real property tax levy, mortgage tax, the School Tax Relief
(“STAR”) program, payment-in-lieu-of-taxes (“PILOTs”) and interest and penalties. On a yearto-year basis taxes are decreasing by $1.5 million, or 0.9 percent, from $158.7 million in 2019-20
to $157.2 million in the 2020-21 Adopted Budget. Revenue for the Taxes category over the
Financial Plan is estimated to increase $11.5 million, or 7.3 percent, from $157.2 million to
$168.7 million. Taxes represent 30.3 percent of total revenues in fiscal year 2020-21 and
increase to 31.8 percent by 2023-24.

Taxes
Real Property Tax
STAR
Mortgage Tax
PILOTs
All Other Taxes
Total Taxes

2019-20

2020-21

2021-22

2022-23

2023-24

Adopted
Budget

Adopted
Budget

Projection

Projection

Projection

Four-Year
Increase/(Decrease)

Financial Plan
$
$ 139,465,000 $ 139,971,280 $ 145,570,131 $ 148,481,534 $ 151,451,165 $ 11,479,885
8,400,000
7,893,720
7,893,720
7,893,720
7,893,720
3,900,000
3,900,000
3,900,000
3,900,000
3,900,000
3,112,403
3,223,897
3,233,897
3,233,897
3,233,897
10,000
3,774,000
2,202,000
2,191,800
2,191,800
2,191,800
(10,200)
158,651,403

157,190,897

162,789,548

165,700,951

168,670,582

11,479,685

%
8.2%
0.0%
0.0%
0.3%
-0.5%
7.3%

The reduction of taxes by $1.5 million, or 0.9 percent, between 2019-20 and 2020-21 is
attributed to a decrease of $1.6 million in interest and penalties on taxes and a decrease of $0.4
million in revenues from the STAR program. The reduction of $2.0 million is offset by an
increase of $0.5 million in the real property tax.
The City completed a full reassessment of City property values in fiscal year 2018 and the
revised assessments are effective beginning with the 2020-21 budget. The maximum
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constitutional taxing power increased from $239.0 million in 2019-20 to $255.8 million, an
increase of $16.8 million, or 7.0 percent while the available tax levying margin increased from
$91.1 million to $107.9 million. The City maintained the real property tax levy at $147.9 million
year-to-year; this amount includes both the real property tax and the STAR program combined.
The City is currently utilizing 57.8 percent of the total available taxing levy. Both the homestead
and non-homestead rates were reduced by the city-wide reassessment. The homestead rate was
$18.47 per $1,000 of assessed value in 2019-20 and is $9.99 in the 2020-21 Adopted Budget.
The non-homestead rate was $29.49 per $1,000 of assessed value in 2019-20 and is reduced to
$16.75 per $1,000 of assessed valuation.
Taxes increase from $157.2 million in 2020-21 to $168.7 million in 2023-24, an increase of
$11.5 million, or 7.3 percent. The increase is attributed to an annual increase of real property
taxes, which are budgeted to increase by $5.6 million, or 4.0 percent, to $145.6 million in 202122. An increase of 2 percent is projected in years three and four, increasing real property taxes to
$148.5 million in 2022-23 and $151.5 million in 2023-24. Total real property taxes are projected
to increase by $11.5 million, or 8.2 percent over the Financial Plan. The remaining tax revenues
are held flat over the Financial Plan and include the STAR program at $7.9 million, mortgage tax
at $3.9 million and PILOTs at $3.2 million.
Intergovernmental – Intergovernmental revenue consists of State AIM, sales tax, Tribal State
Compact (i.e., casino) revenue and federal aid. This revenue category fluctuates annually,
decreasing by $11.3 million (4.0 percent) in 2021-22, decreasing further by an additional $12.2
million (4.5 percent) in 2022-23, and increasing $14.2 million (5.4%) in 2023-24.
Intergovernmental revenues represent 54.9 percent of total revenue in fiscal year 2020-21 and
decrease to 52.1 percent of the budget by fiscal year 2023-24.
The following schedule summarizes the budgeted and projected individual revenues comprising
the Intergovernmental revenue category.
2019-20
Adopted
Budget
Intergovernmental
State AIM
Sales Tax
TSC - Casino Revenue
Federal Stimulus
FEMA Reimbursement
All Other
Total Intergovernmental

2020-21
Adopted
Budget

2021-22

2022-23

2023-24

Projection

Projection

Projection

Four-Year
Increase/(Decrease)

Financial Plan
$
%
$ 161,285,233 $ 129,028,186 $ 139,028,186 $ 149,028,186 $ 161,285,233 $ 32,257,047
25.0%
89,800,000
71,440,000
91,226,000
93,050,520
94,911,530
23,471,530
32.9%
11,000,000
11,000,000
35,000,000
11,000,000
11,055,000
55,000
0.5%
65,082,569
(65,082,569) -100.0%
10,000
1,500,000
1,500,000
1,500,000
1,500,000
0.0%
6,915,062
7,228,213
7,281,828
7,311,512
7,341,493
113,280
1.6%
269,010,295

285,278,968

274,036,014

261,890,218

276,093,256

(9,185,712)

-3.2%

The City budgeted $269.0 million in Intergovernmental revenue in 2019-20 and budgeted an
increase of $16.3 million, or 6.0 percent, to $285.3 million in 2020-21. Both State AIM and
sales tax have been reduced to reflect the estimated financial impact from the COVID-19
pandemic. State AIM is reduced by $32.3 million, or 20 percent; sales tax is reduced by $18.4
million, or 20.4 percent. The budget includes $65.1 million of federal stimulus funding that has
yet to be approved by the U.S. Senate. In addition to those revenue sources, the City has
increased reimbursements from the Federal Emergency Management Agency by $1.5 million.
The City included $65.1 million in federal stimulus aid in fiscal year 2020-21 as a non-recurring
revenue. At this time the U.S. House of Representatives has passed the HEROES Act, which
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would provide additional aid to state and local governments that have been negatively impacted
by the COVID-19 pandemic and the resulting shut-down of businesses. Members of the local
federal delegation have cited support for the City of Buffalo; however, it is unknown when or if
the legislation will be passed and if it is passed, the amount to be provided and the timing is
unknown, although it would be anticipated during 2020-21. The budgeted amount of federal
stimulus includes the assumed reduction of $32.3 million of State AIM, the estimated reduction
of sales tax of $18.4 million, and a remaining amount of $14.4 million.
The City estimated a decrease in State AIM of $32.3 million in fiscal year 2020-21 and projects
increases in each subsequent year of the Financial Plan, increasing from $129.0 million in year
one to $139.0 million in year two, $149.0 million in year three and a return to the current AIM
allocation of $161.3 million in year four. State AIM was reduced by the State in fiscal year
2012 and has been held flat at $161.3 million through 2019-20. The City did not receive the full
appropriation of $161.3 million for fiscal year 2019-20 as the State withheld 20 percent, or $19.7
million, of the scheduled State AIM payment for June 2020; it is currently unknown if these
funds will be remitted and/or to what extent. Due to the far-reaching financial impact of the
COVID-19 pandemic, it is unknown what the impact on State aid to localities will be over the
next several years. The State’s FY 2020 Enacted Budget Financial Plan provides for an $8.2
billion recurring reduction to aid to localities over the next four State fiscal years; furthermore,
the State has indicated additional reductions to aid to localities may be necessary depending on
the extent of the financial impact from the pandemic. The City’s Financial Plan is inconsistent
with the State’s financial plan. Over the Financial Plan, State AIM is budgeted to increase $32.3
million, or 25.0 percent.
The TSC casino revenue is included in each year of the Financial Plan, increasing from $11.0
million in year one to $35.0 million in year two, and then returning to an annual revenue amount
of $11.0 to $11.1 million in the final two years of the Financial Plan. The City included all
outstanding casino revenue due to the City in year two of the Financial Plan, which totals
approximately $24.0 million. The $7.5 million received by the City in fiscal year 2018-19 was
advanced by the State as the Seneca Gaming Corporation has not remitted casino revenue to the
State since December 2016. The timing of receipt of these funds is unknown as the dispute
between the State and the Seneca Gaming Corporation continues.
Sales Tax is estimated to increase $23.5 million, or 32.9 percent over the Financial Plan. The
budget amount was reduced by $18.4 million in the first year of the Financial Plan to $71.4
million as compared to the 2019-20 budget amount of $89.8 million. The City estimates that
sales tax will rebound in year two of the Financial Plan to pre-pandemic levels and has increased
this revenue by $19.8 million, or 27.7 percent. The City included moderate increases of 2
percent in years three and four of the Financial Plan. It is unknown when, or if, sales tax will
resume to pre-pandemic levels in the near-term; the assumption of a return to normal in year two
is not in alignment with current projections by economists; this assumption is carried forward
into years three and four.
All other intergovernmental revenue is increasing from $7.2 million to $7.3 million, an increase
of $0.1 million, or 1.6 percent. Over the course of the Financial Plan intergovernmental revenue
decreases from $285.3 million to $276.1 million, a decrease of $9.2 million or 3.2 percent.
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Fines – Fines include parking tags fines and penalties, traffic violations fines, school zone
camera fines, court fines and several other fines. Over the Financial Plan Fines increase $3.1
million, or 20.1 percent, from $15.5 million in 2020-21 to $18.6 million in 2023-24. Fines
represent 3.0 to 3.5 percent of total revenues over the Financial Plan.
2019-20
Adopted
Budget
Fines
Parking Tags Fines &
Penalties
Traffic Violations Fines
School Zone Cameras
Court Fines
All Other Fines
Total Fines

2020-21
Adopted
Budget

2021-22

2022-23

2023-24

Projection

Projection

Projection

Four-Year
Increase/(Decrease)

Financial Plan
$

7,900,000
3,300,000
400,000
740,000
1,398,200
13,738,200

$

7,900,000
4,500,000
2,300,000
275,000
506,925
15,481,925

$

7,979,000
4,522,500
5,100,000
275,000
507,175
18,383,675

$

8,058,790
4,545,113
5,100,000
275,000
507,430
18,486,333

$
$

8,139,378
4,567,838
5,100,000
275,000
507,690
18,589,906

$

%

239,378
67,838
2,800,000
765

3.0%
1.5%
121.7%
0.0%
0.2%

3,107,981

20.1%

Fines represent approximately 3.0 percent of budgeted revenue in 2020-21 and are increasing
$1.7 million, or 12.7 percent, to $15.5 million, over the 2019-20 budget amount of $13.7 million.
The year-to-year increase is attributed to an increase of $1.2 million for traffic violations fines
and an increase of $1.9 million for the school zone cameras. The increase for traffic violations is
attributed to the implementation of the new school bus cameras installed on the crossing arm of
Buffalo City School District buses. The company that was awarded the contract guaranteed a
$2.5 million payment to the City in the first year of the program, with a revenue sharing
agreement over the remaining years of the Financial Plan. All other traffic violations are
decreasing on a net basis of $0.3 million. As a reference, traffic violations were averaging
$255,000 per month in 2019-20 prior to the pandemic, which would be equivalent to a year-end
total of $3.1 million, which is $0.2 million less than what was budgeted for in 2019-20.
There is a concern with the revenue estimate of $2.3 million for the school zone cameras fines in
2020-21 and $5.1 million in the remaining years, since Common Council did modify the local
law governing the use of speed zone cameras to the first two hours of the school day and the last
two hours of the school day, and not for a full 8 to 10 hours as initially implemented this past
spring. Additionally, it is unknown what the school year will be with respect to reopening in
September. Based on limited implementation during the spring of 2020, the City has provided
an estimate that supports an increase to the $2.3 million amount as long as the school zone is
enforced throughout the entire school day.
Over the Financial Plan Fines are increasing from $15.5 million to $18.6 million, an increase of
$3.1 million, or 20.1 percent. The increase is primarily related to the inclusion of the school bus
crossing cameras that will be added to school buses to monitor and ticket drivers that illegally
pass stopped school buses. The company that was awarded the contract for the installation of the
cameras and administering the program guaranteed $2.5 million in year one of the
implementation, which is fiscal year 2020-21. There is no guarantee from the company beyond
year one, however the assumption is that there will be enough violators to garner the same
amount of revenue over the remaining three years of the Financial Plan. All other fines are
consistent over the Financial Plan, with an increase of $0.2 million, or 3.0 percent for parking
tags fines and penalties.
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Miscellaneous – Miscellaneous revenue includes grant reimbursements, sale of land, property
and other capital assets, settlements of legal claims, and a myriad of other revenue sources. The
Miscellaneous revenue category fluctuates annually over the Financial Plan and represents 2.7
percent of total budgeted revenues in 2020-21 and 2021-22, 5.4 percent in 2022-23 and 3.2
percent in 2023-24.
2019-20
Adopted
Budget
Miscellaneous
Grant Reimbursement
$
Sale of Capital Assets
Settlement of Legal Claims
All Other Misc.
Total Miscellaneous

1,117,795
6,900,000
300,000
6,685,378
15,003,173

2020-21
Adopted
Budget
$

4,510,595
3,515,000
300,000
5,681,287

14,006,882

$

2021-22

2022-23

2023-24

Projection

Projection

Projection

Financial Plan
4,510,595 $
4,510,595
3,515,000
17,345,000
300,000
300,000
5,786,041
5,896,790
14,111,636

28,052,385

Four-Year
Increase/(Decrease)
$

$

4,510,595
3,515,000
3,000,000
5,987,104
17,012,699

$

2,700,000
305,817

%
0.0%
0.0%
900.0%
5.4%

3,005,817

21.5%

On a year-to-year basis Miscellaneous revenues are decreasing by $1.0 million, or 6.7 percent.
There is a budgeted decrease of $3.4 million for the sale of capital assets. The sale of capital
assets is a one-time resource, and the decrease year-to-year is attributed to the sale of two Cityowned properties in 2019-20. The amount of $3.5 million included in the 2020-21 Adopted
Budget is reflective of what the City expects to receive for the tax foreclosure sale. During
2019-20, the City implemented a new tax foreclosure process resulting in approximately $3.4
million in revenue in fiscal year 2019-20. The decrease in the sale of capital assets is offset by
an increase of $3.4 million in grant reimbursement. The increase over the first three years of the
Financial Plan is driven by the Staffing for Adequate Fire & Emergency Response (“SAFER”)
grant that was awarded to the City. The initial SAFER grant was in the amount of $9.0 million
over three-years. The City utilized $1.2 million in 2019-20, and budgeted $3.0 million in fiscal
years 2021 and 2022, and the balance of $1.8 million in 2024. In addition to the SAFER grant
the City has received notice that it has been awarded an additional $0.8 to $1.0 million in fiscal
years 2023 and 2024 for personal safety/protection equipment for the fire department. This
amount of $4.5 million is held flat over the Financial Plan. Gifts and donations are being
reduced by $1.0 million year-to-year to more accurately reflect actual commitments that will be
received in fiscal year 2020-21.
Over the course of the Financial Plan Miscellaneous revenue is consistent between fiscal years
2021 and 2022 at $14.0 to $14.1 million annually, increases to $28.1 million in fiscal year 2023
and decreases to $17.0 million in 2024. The aforementioned miscellaneous revenues are
constant across the Financial Plan, except for the sale of capital assets and settlement of legal
claims. In fiscal year 2022-23 the City included $13.9 million for the sale of properties with the
expectation that the sales will be completed during that year. As demonstrated in recent years it
is difficult to accurately predict from a revenue timing perspective when a marketed property
will be sold and closed on. The City included $3.0 million in legal settlement claims for a
settlement regarding litigation involving the opioid crisis in 2023-24. All other miscellaneous
revenue is consistent over the Financial Plan.
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All Other Remaining Revenue Categories – The following schedule includes the remaining
revenue categories including non-property taxes, licenses and permits, service charges and
earned interest. There are minimal variances in these revenue lines in the Financial Plan and in
total those revenues comprise $33.3 to $34.2 million annually and comprise approximately 6.4
percent of total projected revenue over the course of the Financial Plan.
2019-20
Adopted
Budget
Remaining Revenues
Service Charges
Non-property Taxes
Licenses & Permits
Interest
Total

$

2020-21
Adopted
Budget

20,012,575 $ 15,243,848 $
11,610,000
11,630,000
6,189,545
5,434,464
1,200,000
1,000,000
39,012,120

33,308,312

2021-22

2022-23

2023-24

Projection

Projection

Projection

Financial Plan
15,501,339 $ 15,755,607 $
11,630,000
11,630,000
5,488,809
5,543,697
1,000,000
1,000,000
33,620,148

33,929,304

15,966,948
11,630,000
5,571,415
1,000,000
34,168,363

Four-Year
Increase/(Decrease)

$

$
723,100
136,951
-

%
4.7%
0.0%
2.5%
0.0%

860,051

2.6%

On a year-to-year basis Service Charges are decreasing from $20.0 million in 2019-20 to $15.2
million in 2020-21, a reduction of $4.8 million, or 23.5 percent. Of this amount, a decrease of
$1.9 million is attributed to the rental dwelling unit registry, specifically the default mortgage
fee. The City has revised estimated revenue from $2.4 million to $0.5 million for this program.
The City has eliminated the entertainment surcharge fee that was included in both the 2019 and
2020 budgets resulting in a reduction of $0.7 million. In addition, estimates for parking meter
fees were adjusted downward by $0.5 million and the public utility inspection fee was reduced
by $0.4 million. All other service fees are decreasing by $1.3 million on a net basis year-to-year.
These reductions in service charges adjust the 2020-21 Adopted Budget to be more in line with
actual 2019 revenue receipts.
Over the Financial Plan Service Charges increase from $15.2 million to $16.0 million in 202324, an increase of $0.7 million, or 4.7 percent. Increases over the Financial Plan are attributed to
an increase of $0.4 million for parking meter fees and an increase of $0.1 million for indirect
services to the Buffalo Sewer Authority with all other service charges increasing by $0.2 million.
Non-property taxes represent 2.2 percent of total revenues and are held flat at $11.6 million
between 2019-20 and 2020-21, as well as across the Financial Plan. This revenue stream is
comprised of class I utility taxes of $8.0 million, cable franchise tax of $2.9 million and the
foreign fire insurance tax of $0.7 million. These amounts are budgeted consistent to prior years
and there is no variance in these revenues over the Financial Plan.
Licenses and permits are decreasing by $0.8 million, or 12.9 percent, from $6.2 million to $5.4
million, when comparing the 2019-20 and the 2020-21 adopted budgets. The decrease is
attributed to a decrease of $0.4 million in building permits due to a lower volume of building
permits being requested and a decrease of $0.2 million for street permits attributed to a new
loading zone fee the City planned to implement in 2019-20 that was not enacted. All other
licenses and permits are decreasing by $0.2 million on a net basis and there are no other
significant revenue changes year-to-year. Permits represent 1.0 to 1.1 percent of total revenue
across the Financial Plan. They are projected to increase $0.1 million over the Financial Plan.
Earned Interest income is budgeted to decrease by $0.2 million from $1.2 million in 2019-20 to
$1.0 million in 2020-21. Interest income is budgeted at $1.0 million over the Financial Plan and
represents 0.2 percent of budgeted revenue.
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Operating Transfers In – Operating Transfers In include transfers in from three of the City’s
enterprise funds including the water, parking and the solid waste and recycling enterprise funds.
Operating Transfers In increase $1.0 million from $13.3 million in 2019-20 to $14.3 million
2020-21 due to an increase of approximately $350,000 from the water enterprise fund and
$650,000 from the parking enterprise fund. Over the Financial Plan Transfers In increase from
$14.3 million in fiscal year 2020-21 to $15.5 million in 2023-24, an increase of $1.2 million, or
8.6 percent. Transfers in represent 2.7 to 2.9 percent of total revenue and resources over the
Financial Plan.
2019-20
Adopted
Budget
Transfers In
Water Board
Parking Fund
Solid Waste Fund
Total Transfers In

$

2020-21
Adopted
Budget

7,248,078 $
5,346,490
673,078
13,267,646

7,610,482 $
6,000,000
673,078

14,283,560

2021-22

2022-23

2023-24

Projection

Projection

Projection

Financial Plan
7,991,006 $
8,390,556 $
6,000,000
6,000,000
673,078
673,078
14,664,084

15,063,634

Four-Year
Increase/(Decrease)

$
8,642,273 $ 1,031,791
6,180,000
180,000
693,270
20,192
15,515,543

1,231,983

%
13.6%
3.0%
3.0%
8.6%

Transfers in from the water enterprise fund are projected to increase from $7.6 million in 202021 to $8.6 million in fiscal year 2023-24, an increase of $1.0 million or 13.6 percent. The
transfers in from the parking enterprise fund are increasing from $6.0 million in 2020-21 to $6.2
million in 2023-24, an increase of $0.2 million or 3 percent. The solid waste fund transfer in is
minor over the Financial Plan, increasing by $20,000, or 3 percent.
Over the Financial Plan, the City has included certain revenue estimates that are either untested
and/or difficult to estimate, require action at the federal or state level, or are based on
assumptions that are inconsistent with available external information. With respect to the
untested revenues, particularly the new traffic violation revenue from the school bus crossing
cameras and fines from school zone cameras, it is recommended the City closely monitor these
revenues and revise the Financial Plan if necessary. The following schedule summarizes the
speculative revenue as discussed over the Financial Plan:
City of Buffalo
2021-2024 Financial Plan
Summary of Uncertain Revenue Estimates
2020-21
2021-22
2022-23
2023-24
Total
Federal Aid
65,082,569
65,082,569
Tribal State Compact (i.e., Casino) Revenue 11,000,000 35,000,000 11,000,000 11,055,000
68,055,000
State AIM Increase
- 10,000,000 20,000,000 32,257,047
62,257,047
Sales Tax Increase *
Total Uncertain Revenue
76,082,569 45,000,000 31,000,000 43,312,047 195,394,616
Percent of Total Estimated Revenues
14.6%
8.7%
5.9%
8.2%

* Impact on sales tax is unknown/unable to be predicted
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Expenditures
The City adopted a budget that totals $519.6 million in total General Fund expenditures. The
following table identifies expenditures by department and various General Charges that are
budgeted centrally for the City, such as utilities and fringe benefits.
Fiscal Year
Ended June 30, 2019
Actual
Departments
Common Council
City Clerk
Mayor & Executive
Audit & Control
Law
Assessment
MIS
Administration & Finance
Parking
Police
Fire
Human Resources
Public Works
Community Services
Permits & Inspections
TOTAL DEPARTMENTS

$

GENERAL CHARGES
Grants In Aid
Utilities
Services
Other
Fringe Personal Services
Fringe Benefits:
Active Employee Health Insurance
Retiree Health Insurance
FICA & Medicare Payroll Taxes
Employment Retirement System
Police & Fire Retirement System
All Other Fringe Benefits
Debt Service
Subtotal General Charges
Interfund Transfers Out - Education
Interfund Transfers Out - Other
Subtotal Transfers Out
TOTAL GENERAL CHARGES
AND TRANSFERS OUT
TOTAL BUDGET

$

2.3 $
2.3
4.7
2.8
3.2
2.4
4.1
8.9
2.8
89.8
61.4
5.0
31.8
4.1
5.5
231.1

2019-20
Year-End Estimate
2020-21
as of March 31, 2020
Adopted Budget
($ in millions)

2019-20
Adopted Budget

2.5 $
2.9
5.5
3.6
3.3
2.7
5.6
10.0
3.2
89.6
58.5
5.6
31.0
4.8
5.8
234.6

2.4 $
2.7
5.2
3.2
3.1
2.5
5.3
9.2
2.8
84.8
61.8
4.4
29.3
4.6
5.5
226.8

2.8 $
2.8
5.7
3.9
3.1
2.5
5.8
12.5
3.4
86.1
63.1
5.1
30.6
4.4
5.8
237.6

0.4
15.9
1.3
3.3
5.5

1.1
17.1
1.4
2.7
6.2

0.4
15.6
1.4
6.9
5.7

0.3
16.6
1.4
2.7
6.0

40.0
36.6
14.2
7.8
28.3
7.2
0.1
160.6
70.8
28.3
99.1

38.5
38.5
14.9
10.3
31.3
11.5
0.4
173.9
70.8
29.4
100.2

35.7
38.6
14.4
9.0
29.5
10.1
0.1
167.4
70.8
29.4
100.2

39.0
45.7
14.3
10.3
31.5
13.1
0.2
181.1
70.8
30.1
100.9

259.7

274.1

267.6

282.0

490.8 $

508.7 $

494.4 $

519.6 $

Increase/(Decrease)
Budget to Budget

Increase/(Decrease)
over Year-End Estimate

0.3 $
(0.1)
0.2
0.3
(0.2)
(0.2)
0.2
2.5
0.2
(3.5)
4.6
(0.5)
(0.4)
(0.4)
3.0

0.4
0.1
0.5
0.7
0.5
3.3
0.6
1.3
1.3
0.7
1.3
(0.2)
0.3
10.8

(0.8)
(0.5)
(0.2)
0.5
7.2
(0.6)
0.2
1.6
(0.2)
7.2
0.7
0.7

(0.1)
1.0
(4.2)
0.3
3.3
7.1
(0.1)
1.3
2.0
3.0
0.1
13.7
0.7
0.7

7.9

14.4

10.9 $

The expenditures included in the Adopted Budget appear reasonable. The 2020-21 Adopted
Budget increases expenditures by $25.2 million when compared to the third quarter year-end
estimate of $494.4 million. Departmental costs are increasing by $10.8 million; General Charges
are increasing by $13.7 million and Transfers Out are increasing $0.7 million.
The Adopted Budget amount of $519.6 million is an increase of $10.9 million compared to the
2019-20 Adopted Budget amount of $508.7 million. Departmental expenditures are budgeted to
increase $3.0 million, or 1.3 percent. Departmental increases are attributed to personal service
costs. General Charges are increasing $7.2 million, or 4.1 percent, and transfers out are
increasing $0.7 million, or 0.7 percent.
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25.2

Departmental Costs
At the departmental level, total budgeted appropriations are $237.6 million, an increase of $3.0
million over last year’s adopted budget of $234.6 million, representing an increase of 1.3
percent. Total actual departmental spending for 2018-19 was $231.1 million; the adopted 202021 budget amount of $237.6 million reflects an increase of $6.5 million, or 2.8 percent. Of the
increase in departmental costs of $3.0 million, $2.1 million, or 70.8 percent, is attributed to
personal service costs. Supplies are increasing $1.7 million, or 15.4 percent. Capital outlay is
decreasing $0.5 million, or 18.9 percent and services are decreasing $0.4 million, or 1.4 percent.
The budget reflects the additional labor costs associated with the various collective bargaining
agreements (“CBAs”) settled over the past several years. These increased costs associated with
salary increases are offset with lower starting salaries for new employees. Currently there are
three contracts that are settled through the end of 2020-21, including Local 282 (firefighters),
Local 650 (white-collar), and Local 264T (pipe caulkers). The remaining five collective
bargaining groups are all out contract at this time with two expiring on June 30, 2019 including
the Police Benevolent Association (police officers), and Local 264 (blue-collar); the contract
with the Crossing Guards expired August 31, 2019. Two CBAs expired on June 30, 2020,
including Local 2651 (building inspectors) and Local 17 (operating engineers).
The City has incorporated various management tools into the CBA’s to improve efficiencies and
to control expenditures. Some examples of these management tools include a residency
requirement for all new police and fire personnel, elimination of health insurance in retirement
for new hires, a 24-hour shift schedule for the fire department and requiring employee
contributions for health insurance. It is noted, that the residency requirement for police officers
lapsed when the CBA with the PBA expired on June 30, 2019. In addition, all contracts have
moved beyond the previously typical five step salary schedule before an employee reaches the
top salary step with all new hires now on an extended schedule that requires at least seven years
of service prior to an employee reaching the top step, resulting in lower initial salaries for new
hires.
The police department on a year-to-year basis is decreasing by $3.5 million, or 3.9 percent, in
2020-21 for a total departmental cost of $86.1 million. The decrease in the police department is
attributed to the increased number of patrol officers at lower steps compared to the positions that
were included in the 2019-20 budget. The City has experienced attrition in the police department
and had over 100 vacancies in the department during 2019-20. The fire department is increasing
by $4.6 million, or 7.9 percent; this increase is related to the negotiated 4.0 percent salary
increase for Local 282. Police expenditures total 16.6 percent of the total budget amount of
$519.6 million, and the fire department expenditures total 12.1 percent of total expenditures. On
a combined basis both departments total $149.2 million, or 28.7 percent, of total budgeted
expenditures for the City in 2020-21. The Police Benevolent Association, (the “PBA”) has been
out of contract since June 30, 2019. The firefighter’s union, Local 282, is currently under
contract through June 30, 2025.
Budgeted appropriations in the administration and finance department are increasing by $2.5
million, or 25.0 percent, and is attributed to increased costs associated with purchasing of
supplies of $2.5 million when compared to fiscal year 2019-20. Part of the increase is related to
the COVID-19 pandemic and the City has budgeted for the costs associated with purchasing
additional cleaning/disinfecting supplies and personal protection equipment for the City’s
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workforce. All other administration and finance department costs are decreasing by less than
$0.1 million on a net basis. The remaining 12 departments are budgeted to decrease by $0.6
million, or 0.3 percent. There are no other significant departmental variances noted.
General Charges
The City’s General Charges, excluding transfers out, are budgeted to increase $7.2 million, or
4.1 percent year-to-year. Fringe benefits are increasing by $8.9 million, or 6.1 percent, and all
other General Charges are reduced by $1.7 million, or 1 percent on a net basis. In regard to
fringe benefits the largest cost escalator is the retiree health insurance, which is budgeted to
increase $7.2 million, or 18.7 percent, in 2020-21. The City utilized a rate increase of 6.6
percent for health insurance, which is approximately $2.5 million. In addition, the City
Administration lost in arbitration with the fire department concerning the payment of Medicare
Part B rates; the arbiter found in favor of Local 282 and the City is required to pay the costs for
retirees’ Medicare Part B rates with the resulting increase to the City estimated to be between
$1.5 and $2.0 million. In addition, there were deferrals of elective surgeries in fiscal year 201920 that will be performed in 2020-21 and are estimated to be approximately $2.0 million. The
remaining increase of $0.7 million is attributed to increased utilization as more City employees
retire.
Active employee health insurance is projected to increase $0.5 million, contributions to the
police and fire retirement system (pension contributions) are projected to increase by $0.2
million, and employer payroll taxes are budgeted to decrease by $0.6 million. The salary
adjustment line is budgeted to increase by $1.6 million to $4.9 million in 2020-21 and reflects
resources to be utilized for negotiating with unions out of contract.
The remaining General Charges are budgeted to decrease by $1.7 million on a net basis. Grants
in aid are being reduced from $1.1 million to $0.3 million, a reduction of $0.8 million. Utilities
are being reduced by $0.5 million. Both duty-disability payments and debt service are budgeted
to decrease by $0.2 million each.
Transfers Out are budgeted to increase by $0.7 million, for a total of $100.9 million, which is
attributed to the increase for the transfer to the capital debt service fund of $0.4 million and the
interest cost associated with the City’s issuance of a deficit note in fiscal year 2019-20. There
are four components to Transfers Out including $29.4 million for capital debt service fund, $70.8
million for the transfer to the Buffalo City School District, $0.4 million for the capital projects
fund, and $0.3 million for the interest on the deficit note. Both the transfer to the District and
capital projects fund are maintained at previous year levels.
Employee-Related Costs
The vast majority of expenditures in the City budget are employee-related costs. Direct
employee salaries and wages, coupled with fringe benefits such as health insurance, dental
insurance, life insurance and pension, represent 85.2 percent of the City’s General Fund
expenditures exclusive of transfers. The City’s historic employee-related costs average between
84-87% of total operational costs annually. The 2020-21 Adopted Budget includes $356.6
million in direct salary and fringe benefit costs, which are in total increasing by $10.7 million, or
3.1 percent, over the amount budgeted in 2019-20 of $345.9 million. The increase is reflective
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of several items leading to the overall net increase. As previously discussed, the budget for both
the fire and police departments personal service costs are increasing on a year-to-year basis by a
combined $2.3 million. Additionally, the salary adjustment line for negotiating labor contracts is
increasing $1.7 million; budgeted pension expenditures are increasing by $0.2 million due to
increased filling of budgeted positions in the fire and police departments and health insurance in
total is budgeted to increase by $7.6 million. These increases are offset by decreases totaling
$1.0 million in remaining budgeted departmental costs and fringe benefits, all of which are
moderate, and no unusual fluctuations are noted.
Personal services, representing salaries and wages and includes injured-on-duty salary payments,
are increased by 0.9 percent, or $1.9 million, from the 2019-20 budget amount of $200.9 million
for a total of $202.8 million in the 2020-21 Adopted Budget. The City has included increases in
the departments that have employees under contract. The increases average 2.0 percent annually,
except for the fire department which increases by 4.0 percent annually based on contractuallybased salary increases.
The following chart demonstrates the percentage of the total budget, less transfers out, that is
comprised of employee costs:
The Adopted Budget includes a decrease of eight
full-time equivalent positions (“FTEs”) as
compared to the 2020 adopted budget, which
will be further discussed in detail in the staffing
section of this report.
Personal service (“PS”) costs for the police
department are budgeted for $3.1 million (3.7
percent) less than the prior year; it is noted these
costs are primarily for the uniformed officers but
also include the civilians that work within the
department. Annual salary is budgeted to
decrease by $3.4 million, of which holiday pay
and longevity are reduced by a combined $0.3 million. These reductions are reflective of senior
officers retiring and being replaced by new officers and are offset by a $0.5 million increase for
overtime and $0.2 million for court time. In addition, the field training officer line is decreased
$63,000 and is funded at $86,400. All other salary lines within the police department are
decreasing by $10,200 on a net basis. The labor contract with police officers expired on June 30,
2019 and current negotiations are before a mediator.
The City has approximately fifty police recruits that began their academy training in January
2020 which was paused due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The recruits resumed their academy
training in July and are slated to complete their classroom training by the end of August, at
which point they will begin their field training with a senior officer. The City intends to begin an
additional police recruit class, but the details of that class have not been finalized at this time.
The earliest a class could begin would be in January 2021, and the number of recruits would be
dependent on the number of available slots through the Erie Community College academy
program.
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The City has budgeted $10.0 million for police overtime for 2020-21. Overtime was budgeted at
$9.5 million for the 2019-20 fiscal year and is projected to be consistent with the budget.
Overtime was initially projecting to be over budget for 2019-20 through the first half of the year,
but due to hiring of new, additional police officers and management’s focus on community
policing as opposed to special operations, a decrease in overtime has occurred. The COVID-19
pandemic significantly reduced overtime between March and April, with an increase in overtime
in May and June in response to the social unrest and community protesting occurring in the City
of Buffalo. Overtime has historically been under budgeted and has been funded largely through
departmental vacancies and fund balance.
The fire department’s budgeted personal service costs, including both firefighters and the civilian
workforce, is budgeted at $61.1 million, which is increasing by $5.4 million. The fire
department currently has four vacant positions as of June 30, 2020 with no plans to run a new
fire recruit class during 2020-21.
Annual salaries are budgeted to increase by $6.1 million and overtime is decreased by $0.2
million. All other costs for the fire department are decreasing on a net basis by $475,000. The
increase in annual salaries is reflective of nearly a 100 percent fill rate for the budgeted
firefighters and the annual four percent increase per the negotiated labor contract.
Historically, policies for controlling overtime and sick leave use have proven insufficient in
reducing related expenditures. Under the most recent labor agreement with the firefighter’s
union, firefighters have moved to a 24-hour shift schedule as well as agreed to an enhanced
home confinement policy, and also agreed to a maximum number of firefighters that can be
granted paid-time off per shift. In addition, the City still has the option of closing a fire house
and reassigning those firefighters to other firehouses if call-ins are excessive. With the influx of
new firefighters and the transition to a 24-hour schedule, the average overtime expenditure per
pay period has continued to decrease, with the average decreasing from $316,243 to $281,091
year-to-year. Overtime was budgeted at $4.4 million for 2018-19 of which $8.2 million was
expended, reflecting an overage of $3.8 million in firefighter overtime. The 2019-20 year-end
estimate is between $7.3 million and $7.6 million, which is $2.8 to $3.1 million over the
budgeted amount of $4.6 million.
Similar to the police department, in prior years the City would use vacancy savings to cover
overages in overtime; due to the increase in fire trainees, vacancy savings are not projected to be
available to cover the budget gap in 2019-20.
From 2019-20 to 2020-21, the City has increased budgeted overtime for police by $530,000 and
has decreased fire overtime by $250,000 for a total of $10.0 million and $4.9 million,
respectively. Overtime continues to be an area of concern as it historically has been underbudgeted. The City did not achieve the estimated savings it had projected with the most recent
Firefighters contract. It is recommended that the City closely monitor overtime and revise the
Financial Plan if necessary. All other expenditures including services, supplies, capital outlay
and travel comprise the remaining 14.8 percent of the budget, or $62.0 million.
The following chart provides historical context in regard to the City’s personnel costs over the
past nine years. Employee costs for active employees have increased annually with total
personnel service costs increasing by $24.8 million (13.9%) and fringe benefits for active
employees increasing by $21.5 million (17.6%). Personnel service costs have increased as a
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result of the settlement of employee contracts over the past decade. Fringe benefit costs
increases are largely a result of health insurance costs and to a lesser extent pension contributions
and employer payroll taxes. In FY 2012, actual employee costs totaled $270.9 million;
compared to the adopted 2020-21 budget of $306.0 million, this represents an increase of $35.1
million (13.0 percent) over the ten-year period. More specifically, employees’ salaries and
compensation have increased from $178.0 million to $202.8 million, or $24.8 million (13.9
percent) over this period, while fringe benefits have increased from $86.8 million to $108.1
million or $21.5 million (17.6 percent). On a year-to-year basis, budgeted employee
compensation is increasing by $2.1 million and fringe benefits are increasing by $8.9 million of
which the largest increase in in retiree health insurance at $7.1 million. Additional increases
include the salary adjustment line of $1.7 million, active employee health insurance of $0.6
million, and NYSPFRS pension contributions of $0.2 million. These increases are offset by
decreases for employer payroll taxes of $0.6 million. All other fringe benefits are consistent
year-to-year, with a net decrease of less than $0.1 million.

*Eliminates retiree health insurance from total PS costs.
In 2011-12, the average actual cost per employee for salary and fringe benefits was $111,929.
For the upcoming 2020-21 fiscal year, the average budgeted cost per City employee is $116,268,
an increase of $4,339, or 3.9 percent as compared to 2011-12. The moderate employee cost
increases over the last ten- year period is attributed to lower overall salaries resulting from
turnover and the resulting lower salary structure and lower pension costs due to the State’s
implementation of Tiers 5 and 6 within the retirement systems which require lower employer
contributions. The figures above exclude retiree health insurance costs to reflect the total cost
per active employee.
The amount budgeted for health insurance for retirees for 2020-21 is increased by $7.1 million
(2.0 percent) from the prior year; the total amount budgeted is $45.7 million. Health insurance
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for active employees is budgeted at $39.0 million in 2020-21, an increase of $0.6 million (1.6
percent) compared to the 2018-19 budget amount of $38.4 million.
The chart below provides a ten-year schedule of health insurance costs, with actual amounts
provided for 2012 to 2019 and budgeted amounts for 2020 and 2021. Health insurance is
budgeted to increase by $18.3 million (27.5 percent) over the actual amounts incurred in 201112. The actual increase from 2012 to 2019 was $10.2 million, or 13.2 percent. It is noted the
City became self-insured for health insurance on January 1, 2016 and self-insured for
prescription drug coverage on September 1, 2011. The City has purchased a stop-loss insurance
policy to mitigate the exposure to the City for unpredictable and high cost claims.
Health Insurance
FYE
Active
Retiree
Total

2012
$ 29.7
$ 36.7
$ 66.4

2013
$ 28.4
$ 38.0
$ 66.4

ACTUAL
2014
2015
2016
$ 28.6 $ 28.8 $ 29.7
$ 41.2 $ 42.1 $ 38.4
$ 69.8 $ 70.9 $ 68.1

2017
$ 35.6
$ 33.0
$ 68.6

2018
$ 36.7
$ 35.6
$ 72.3

2019
$ 36.5
$ 40.0
$ 76.5

Projected
2020
2021
$ 38.5 $ 45.7
$ 38.6 $ 39.0
$ 77.1 $ 84.7

Financial Plan
The City’s Financial Plan includes surpluses in each of the three out-years totaling $13.3 million.
The surplus is attributed to the City’s planned reduction in spending for supplies and services
while maintaining full-time equivalent (“FTE”) positions at 2,674 budgeted FTE’s across the
Financial Plan. The following chart summarizes the Financial Plan:
2020-21

2021-22

2022-23

2023-24

Adopted Budget

Projection

Projection

Projection

Revenues and Other Sources:
Revenues

Financial Plan
$ 505,266,984 $ 502,921,021 $ 508,023,716 $ 515,223,441

Transfers In
Total Revenues and Other Sources

14,283,560
14,664,084
15,063,634
15,515,543
$ 519,550,544 $ 517,585,105 $ 523,087,350 $ 530,738,984

Expenditures and Other Uses
Departmental Charges
$ 237,583,934 $ 225,132,095 $ 243,608,025 $ 246,895,938
General Charges
181,051,450 169,307,592 174,793,417 179,680,134
Interfund Transfers Out
100,915,160 123,085,160
97,816,536
97,789,942
TOTAL Expenditures and Other Uses $ 519,550,544 $ 517,524,847 $ 516,217,978 $ 524,366,014
Surplus / (Deficit)
$
$
60,258 $ 6,869,372 $ 6,372,970

Four-Year
Increase/(Decrease)
$
9,956,457

%
2.0%

1,231,983 8.6%
$ 11,188,440 2.2%
$ 9,312,004
(1,371,316)
(3,125,218)
$ 4,815,470

3.9%
-0.8%
-3.1%
0.9%

Expenditures over the 2021-2024 Financial Plan are budgeted to increase from $519.6 million to
$524.4 million, an increase of $4.8 million or 0.9 percent. Departmental Costs are budgeted to
increase $9.3 million, or 3.9 percent, General Charges are budgeted to decrease $1.4 million, or
0.8 percent and Transfers Out are budgeted to decrease $3.1 million, or 3.1 percent. Negotiated
salary increases for the unions under contract including Local 282 and Local 650 (white collar)
are included in the respective departments. Resources for negotiating with the unions out of
contract are carried in the salary adjustment line under General Charges and total approximately
$15.1 million over the Financial Plan.
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It is noted that the City is scheduled to repay the $25.0 million deficit note principal and
corresponding interest of $0.5 million in fiscal year 2021-22, the second out-year of the Financial
Plan, and has budgeted for the repayment by reducing expenditure projections in other areas. It
is unclear what impact, if any, such reductions will result on the provision of services.
Significant budget changes include a reduction in Department Charges services and supplies of
$6.9 million and $2.5 million, respectively, and fringe benefits of $6.5 million; it is unclear how
such expenditures will be reduced. Such amounts are restored in the subsequent year’s
projections. Fringe personal services for payments to those on injured-on-duty status have been
reduced in year 2021-22 by $2.4 million and is not restored in subsequent years.
The following chart summarizes departmental costs, general charges and transfers out over the
2021-2024 Financial Plan. As discussed above, there are substantial variances in fiscal year
2021-2022 as compared to the other three years of the Financial Plan. Departmental
expenditures are reduced by $12.5 million, or 5.3 percent between year one and year two of the
Financial Plan, and then are increased by $18.5 million, or 7.8 percent, to $243.6 million in year
three, and then increased by an additional $3.3 million, or 1.4 percent in year four of the
Financial Plan.
General charges are handled in a similar fashion, decreasing by $11.8 million, or 6.5 percent in
year two to $169.3 million, and then increasing by $5.5 million, or 3.2 percent, to $174.8 million
in year 3, and increasing $4.9 million, or 2.8 percent to $179.9 million in year four.
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Departments
Common Council
City Clerk
Mayor & Executive
Audit & Control
Law
Assessment
MIS
Administration & Finance
Parking
Police
Fire
Human Resources
Public Works
Community Services
Permits & Inspections
Total Departmental

2019-20
Adopted
Budget
$
2,536,152
2,895,526
5,492,327
3,628,905
3,263,310
2,719,166
5,617,457
10,037,899
3,198,691
89,621,930
58,475,038
5,561,043
31,021,593
4,773,764
5,798,348
234,641,149

2020-21
Adopted
Budget
$
2,813,325
2,837,427
5,712,334
3,871,988
3,095,392
2,479,232
5,839,137
12,462,042
3,402,455
86,053,364
63,079,032
5,119,010
30,653,472
4,373,384
5,792,340
237,583,934

General Charges
Grants In Aid
Utilities
Services
Other
Fringe Personal Services
Fringe Benefits
Debt Service
Total General Charges
Interfund Transfers Out

1,110,000
17,142,800
1,391,500
2,650,000
6,200,000
144,979,419
390,000
173,863,719
100,177,969

Total Budget

508,682,837

2021-22

2022-23
Projection

2023-24

$
2,765,141
2,275,932
5,244,301
3,944,216
2,942,225
2,373,882
4,256,003
9,844,282
3,267,546
84,406,090
62,579,611
4,972,435
28,237,877
2,413,011
5,609,543
225,132,095

$
2,812,836
2,884,898
5,794,879
4,017,868
3,141,291
2,534,263
5,975,562
12,688,101
3,473,332
87,231,787
65,813,652
5,228,651
31,617,139
4,496,308
5,897,458
243,608,025

$
2,812,836
2,886,070
5,821,060
4,021,310
3,164,595
2,557,327
6,050,427
12,799,772
3,509,816
87,988,817
67,327,090
5,284,673
32,162,054
4,559,248
5,950,843
246,895,938

280,000
16,644,947
1,376,500
2,703,000
6,000,000
153,864,003
183,000
181,051,450
100,915,160

280,000
15,657,968
1,376,500
2,428,000
3,620,000
145,862,124
83,000
169,307,592
123,085,160

280,000
15,671,120
1,376,500
2,428,000
3,692,400
151,262,397
83,000
174,793,417
97,816,536

280,000
15,684,403
1,376,500
2,428,000
3,766,248
156,061,984
83,000
179,680,135
97,789,942

(960,544)
(275,000)
(2,233,752)
2,197,981
(100,000)
(1,371,315)
(3,125,218)

0.0%
-5.8%
0.0%
-10.2%
-37.2%
1.4%
-54.6%
-0.8%
-3.1%

519,550,544

517,524,847

516,217,978

524,366,015

4,815,471

0.9%

Increase/(Decrease)
Four-Year
$
%
(489) 0.0%
48,643 1.7%
108,726 1.9%
149,322 3.9%
69,203 2.2%
78,095 3.1%
211,290 3.6%
337,730 2.7%
107,361 3.2%
1,935,453 2.2%
4,248,058 6.7%
165,663 3.2%
1,508,582 4.9%
185,864 4.2%
158,503 2.7%
9,312,004 3.9%

Departmental costs increase from $237.6 million to $246.9 million, an increase of $9.3 million,
or 3.9 percent over the Financial Plan. The most significant increases include an increase of $4.2
million (6.7 percent) for the fire department, $1.9 million (2.2 percent) for the police department,
and $1.5 million (4.9 percent) for public works. The remaining 12 departments are increasing by
$1.8 million, or 2.8 percent, over the Financial Plan.
General Charges are decreasing by $1.4 million, or 0.8 percent over the Financial Plan.
Significant changes include and a decrease in budgeted injured-on-duty salary costs of $2.2
million, representing a 37.2 percent reduction, a reduction of utilities of $1.0 million, or 5.8
percent, and the other expense category is reduced by $0.3 million, or 10.2 percent. Fringe
benefits are budgeted to increase $2.2 million, or 1.4 percent over the Financial Plan.
Fringe benefits are budgeted to increase from $153.9 million in 2020-21 to $156.1 million in
2023-24, an increase of $2.2 million, or 1.4 percent. Retiree health insurance is budgeted at
$45.7 million in 2020-21 and is increased 1.4 percent annually, for a total increase of $1.9
million, or 4.2 percent, to $47.6 million in 2023-24. Active employee health insurance is
increased 3.0 percent annually over the Financial Plan, increasing from $39.0 million to $42.6
million over the Financial Plan, a total increase of $3.6 million or 9.2 percent. Total health
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insurance for both retirees and active employees is budgeted to increase $5.5 million over the
Financial Plan.
Included within fringe benefits are contributions to the New York State and Local Retirement
System which are increasing between 1 to 2 percent over the Financial Plan, increasing from
$10.3 million to $10.8 million, an increase of $0.5 million. Contributions to the police and fire
retirement system are increasing 1.5 percent annually, increasing from $31.5 million to $32.2
million, a total increase of $0.7 million. The City uses a blended pension rate calculation based
on the employees’ pension tier, and as more employees retire they are replaced by new
employees who are in tier 6 compared to employees that are predominately in tiers 2, 3, and 4.
Increased costs to the pension system attributed to the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic will
most likely materialize in fiscal years 2022-23 and 2023-24, based on how the rates are
calculated by the New York State Comptroller.
Also included within fringe benefits is a salary adjustment line budgeted at $4.9 million in 202021 and decreasing to $3.4 million in 2023-24, representing a decrease of $1.5 million, or 30.6
percent, over the Financial Plan.
The Administration included a new hiring freeze line budgeted at $6.0 million in the second outyear of the Financial Plan that is reduced to $4.5 million in years three and four. This reflects the
Administration’s need to control expenditures in the outyears of the plan by not filling vacant
positions and this budget mechanism reduces total fringe benefits by $6.0 million in FY 2022
and $4.5 million in FY 2023 and 2024. All other fringe benefits are static or have minimal
increases budgeted over the Financial Plan.
Transfers Out are budgeted to decrease $3.1 million from $100.9 million in 2020-21 to $97.8
million in 2023-24. The reduction of $3.1 million is attributed to the decrease for the transfer to
the capital debt service fund, which is projected to decrease by $2.8 million from $29.4 million
to $26.6 million, and the elimination of interest associated with the deficit note in the amount of
$0.3 million. Both the transfer to the School District of $70.8 million and the transfer to the
capital projects fund of $0.4 million are held flat across the Financial Plan. The reduction in
appropriations in Department and General Charges between fiscal year 2021-22 and 2022-23 is
reflective of the need to identify repayment sources for the $25.0 million deficit note due to be
repaid in December 2021.
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The following schedule summarizes budgeted and projected departmental costs by purpose to
provide a different view of the changes to projected expenditures over the Financial Plan.

Departmental Costs
Personal Services
Utilities
Travel
Supplies
Services
Capital Outlay
Subtotal

2019-20
Adopted
Budget
$
194,678,336
207,186
291,225
10,824,994
26,241,634
2,397,775
234,641,149

2020-21
2021-22
Adopted
Budget
$
$
196,762,743
194,821,680
211,996
223,996
212,904
213,976
12,487,196
9,948,128
25,964,227
19,038,505
1,944,868
885,812
237,583,934 225,132,097

2022-23
Projection

2023-24

$
$
202,114,718
204,994,921
226,426
228,886
215,069
216,184
12,855,850
13,065,730
26,240,998
26,430,050
1,954,968
1,960,170
243,608,028 246,895,941

Increase/(Decrease)
Four-Year
$
%
8,232,177
4.2%
16,890
8.0%
3,280
1.5%
578,534
4.6%
465,823
1.8%
15,302
0.8%
9,312,007
3.9%

Personal services costs are increasing from $196.8 million to $205.0 million, or an increase of
$8.2 million, or 4.2 percent. As previously noted, this increase is attributed to negotiated
employee salary steps and compensation increases in addition to estimated compensation
increases for future settlement of labor contracts. Additional resources for future labor costs
associated with new labor contracts have been budgeted within General Charges as the salary
adjustment line.
Expenditures for supplies are increased by $0.6 million, or 4.6 percent, over the Financial Plan,
increasing from $12.5 million to $13.1 million. Expenditures for services are projected to
increase by $0.5 million, or 1.8 percent, over the Financial Plan. Services are outside contracts
with private companies that provide the City with technical, engineering, and other services that
the City does not have the capacity or expertise to provide. Departmental utilities, capital outlay
and travel are each held relatively flat over the Financial Plan with minor changes reflected.
Staffing Levels
Budgeted positions are to be reduced by 8 full time equivalents (“FTEs”) compared to the prior
budget; total positions are budgeted at 2,674 FTEs for 2020-21 compared to 2,682 FTEs for
2019-20. The Financial Plan maintains budgeted positions at 2,674 FTEs throughout the
Financial Plan. Both the police and fire departments are maintained at the 2019-20 levels which
are 798 sworn police personnel and 742 firefighters, with the remaining City workforce totaling
1,134 FTEs.
2019-20
2020-21
Adopted Projected

2021-22
Projected

2022-23
2023-24
Projected Projected

Police (uniform)

798

798

798

798

798

Fire (uniform)

742

742

742

742

742

1,142

1,134

1,134

1,134

1,134

2,682

2,674

2,674

2,674

2,674

-

(8)

0

0

0

Other
Citywide
Net Increase/(Decrease)
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The following table shows budgeted staff changes within the various departments from the
adopted 2019-20 budget to the adopted 2020-21 spending plan, there are no variances in the outyears of the staffing plan:

Animal Control & Shelter
Assessment & Taxation
Audit & Control
Budget & Urban Affairs
City Clerk
City Council
Community Services
Division of Buildings
Engineering
Fire (Non-Uniform)
Fire (Uniform)**
Forestry
Human Resources
Law
Mayor & Executive
MIS
Parking
Parks
Parks Admin.
Permits & Inspections
Police (Non-Uniform)
Police (Uniform)*
Public Works (Gen Office)
Purchase
Recreation
Sanitation & Streets
Telecommunications
Treasury & Collections
Total

2019-20
Adopted

2020-21
Adopted

Change

15
34
50
13
22
40
31
61
67
48
742
6
20
33
80
31
39
35
4
95
205
798
10
27
20
135
5
16
2,682

15
34
51
12
24
41
30
64
68
48
742
6
20
29
81
29
42
32
4
87
206
798
6
26
20
138
5
16
2,674

0
0
1
(1)
2
1
(1)
3
1
0
0
0
0
(4)
1
(2)
3
(3)
0
(8)
1
0
(4)
(1)
0
3
0
0
(8)

2019-20
3rd
Quarter
Filled
13
31
40
9
18
40
26
53
61
44
741
6
17
28
69
24
38
30
3
87
175
762
6
24
19
127
5
16
2,512

Variance to
Adopted
2020-21
Budget
(2)
(3)
(11)
(3)
(6)
(1)
(4)
(11)
(7)
(4)
(1)
0
(3)
(1)
(12)
(5)
(4)
(2)
(1)
0
(31)
(36)
0
(2)
(1)
(11)
0
0
(162)

* Uniformed Police positions are budgeted at 798 and are held flat compared to the 2019-20
budget; as of March 31, 2020, the City had filled 762 positions which is an increase of 4 FTE’s
compared to the third quarter count of 758 FTE’s at March 31, 2019. The City expects this
number to decline further through the remainder of the current year due to retirements. The City
has included an attrition rate of 60 sworn police officers due to retirement next fiscal year. There
are currently 25 sworn police officers that are at least 55 years old and have 30 years of service
and are eligible to retire, representing 3.3 percent of the current force. Taken together, it is
therefore improbable the City will staff 798 uniformed Police positions in 2020-21 with a more
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realistic expectation of 750 to 775 uniformed police officers on the force by the end of FY 202021.
** Uniformed Fire positions were budgeted at 742 in the 2019-20 fiscal year and are budgeted
to remain flat in 2020-21. The addition of new hires in the current year offset the number of
retirements, resulting in an increase in the size of the force to 741 at March 31, 2020, as
compared to 719 at March 31, 2019, representing an increase of 22 FTE’s. The City is
estimating fifteen retirements during the 2020-21 fiscal year and does not anticipates hiring any
new firefighter recruits during the fiscal year. The City expanded the number of budgeted
positions in the 2018-19 budget to accommodate the hiring of larger recruit classes to offset
retirements; the City uses the increased count to assist in hiring larger recruit classes but does not
intend to maintain permanent positions at that level. It is most likely the City will have
approximately 690 to 710 uniformed firefighters depending on the final number of retirements
and recruits. There are currently 33 firefighters that are at least 55 years old and have at least 30
years of service and are currently eligible to retire, which is approximately 4.5 percent of the
current workforce.
On a year-to-year basis, the total number of budgeted positions decreased by eight FTEs, or 0.3
percent over last year. There are moderate changes across most departments, including an
increase of three (3) FTE’s in sanitation and streets, parking and division of buildings. Two
additional positions were added to the City Clerk’s office and one position in the departments of
audit and control, city council, engineering, mayor and executive department, and police
department civilians.
Departments with decreases in FTE’s include eight (8) positions in permits and inspections, four
(4) positions in both the law department and public works general office, three (3) positions in
parks, two (2) positions in management and information systems, and one position in the
departments of budget and urban affairs, community services, and the division of purchase.
There are no staffing changes in the remaining three departments. All eliminated positions are
currently vacant.
The following schedule provides a summary of the composition of the fire and police forces as of
June 30, 2020, summarized by membership in pension tier and including the average age,
average years of service, median age and median years of service by tier. In previous years Tier
2 would normally be the largest tier on a membership basis, however this year the largest tier is
Tier 6. There are 660 FTE’s in Tier 2 compared to 730 FTE’s last year, which is a decrease of 70
employees. As a reference, 2015-16 had 1,005 FTEs in Tier 2, which is a decrease of 345 Tier 2
FTEs over the last four years. Tier 6 has a combined 723 FTEs compared to 615 FTEs a year
ago, an increase of 108 employees. On average, most protective service employees retire after
25 to 30 years of service.
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Fire # FTE's
Tier 1
Tier 2
335
Tier 3
2
Tier 4
Tier 5
53
Tier 6
348
Total
Count 738

Average
Median
Average Median
Tier as
Years of
Years of
Age
Age
Percent
Service
Service
21.7
50.4
51.2
22.8 45.4%
10.8
37.4
37.4
10.8
0.3%
8.9
39.2
37.5
9.2
7.2%
3.6
33.5
32.9
3.8 47.2%
13.0

42.3

42.4

13.4

100.0%

Police # FTE's
Tier 1
Tier 2
325
Tier 3
0
Tier 4
Tier 5
48
Tier 6
375
Total
Count 748

Average
Median
Average Median
Tier as
Years of
Years of
Age
Age
Percent
Service
Service
19.3
47.4
48.6
19.9
43.4%
0.0%
7.9
35.8
35.3
8.5
6.4%
3.4
31.1
30.5
3.4
50.1%
13.4

41.2

41.7

13.4

Fund Balance
The City’s adopted 2020-21 budget does not rely on unassigned fund balance. Based on the final
2019 results of operations, total unassigned fund balance of $0 was reported at June 30, 2019,
assigned fund balance was $13.0 million and the Rainy Day Fund of $38.5 million remained
intact, for a total $51.5 million of unrestricted fund balance. The City borrowed the maximum
amount allowed for deficit notes in June 2020 of $25.0 million to address the projected 2019-20
deficit; however, a deficit could further result if the June State AIM payment as withheld by the
State of $19.7 million is not restored timely.
The City is no longer able to budget unassigned fund balance to fund budget gaps. Fund balance
can only be replenished with surpluses. The City’s Financial Plan includes a combined total of
$12.7 million in surplus over the three out-years; however, those same out-years have included a
combined amount of $15.0 million in freeze accounts. In the event a deficit is reported in 201920 in excess of the $25.0 million that was borrowed for, assigned fund balance would first be
reduced and after that was depleted, the Rainy Day Fund would be used. It is imperative the City
remain structurally balanced as further draws on fund balance would significantly weaken the
City’s financial position, and at this time there is no budget mechanism for the City to replenish
fund balance.
Enterprise Funds
In addition to the general fund revenues and expenditures that were discussed, it is important to
include the City’s Enterprise Funds when discussing the health of the City’s finances. An
Enterprise Fund by definition is a fund that provides services to the public for which fees are
collected and are intended to fund a significant portion of operations. The City has three major
enterprise funds which include the Parking Fund, Solid Waste and Recycling Fund and the Water
Fund.
The Solid Waste and Recycling Fund has historically incurred an annual operating deficit that
the City’s General Fund was ultimately liable for. Up until the 2018-19 budget, the City
budgeted a transfer of $3.2 million to the Solid Waste and Recycling Fund to assist in the support
of its operations. The cumulative deficit in the fund is $61.7 million, which is a year-to-year
reduction of $5.3 million compared to the previous deficit amount of $67.0 million. Of this
amount, $18.4 million represents a long-term loan from the General Fund and is reported as
nonspendable fund balance within the General Fund. Effective July 1, 2019, the Administration
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100.0%

increased fees on all trash totes to generate additional revenue for the fund to be self-sustaining.
In the event the fee increase is insufficient, and deficits continue to be reported, the General Fund
will be required to fund such deficits either through a transfer or a cash loan. The intent is for
any surplus generated by the Solid Waste and Recycling Fund be used towards repaying the
General Fund.
The Parking Fund is in good fiscal standing and continues to subsidize General Fund operations.
The budgeted transfer for 2020-21 is $6.0 million which is an increase of $0.7 million compared
to 2019-20 amount of $5.3 million. The Water Fund is budgeted to increase its transfer from
$7.2 million to $7.6 million, an increase of $0.4 million.
To provide a more accurate review of the Enterprise Funds, it is recommended that the City
include an FTE schedule similar to the one that is prepared for the General Fund. The City has
included additional detail for the current year in regards to assumptions such as staff count
including titles and steps and has discretely broken out payroll and fringe benefits but does not
provide the details for subsequent projected years.
Review and Analysis of 2020-21 Adopted Budget and 2021-2024 Financial Plan: Conclusions
and Summary
The Financial Plan is not operationally balanced as it relies on speculative revenue to support
annual operating expenditures. The Financial Plan further is not compliant with the BFSA Act
as we are unable to conclude that the projections of expenditures in year 2021-22 are reasonable
and appropriate. Specifically, the following are noted:
•

Due to the widespread economic impact resulting from the COVID-19 pandemic, the
City reduced State AIM estimated receipts for 2020-21 by 20%, or $32.3 million, and
sales tax receipts by 20%, or $18.4. Partially in response to these reductions, the City
budgeted anticipated federal stimulus funding in the amount of $65.1 million, which has
not yet been approved by the Federal government. The House of Representatives passed
the Health and Economic Recovery Omnibus Emergency Solutions (HEROES) Act on
May 15, 2020. Within the HEROES Act is $1.0 trillion of funding to state and local
governments facing revenue shortfalls due to the impact from the pandemic. There has
been no action yet taken by the Senate as to this matter. The inclusion of this revenue is
considered speculative.

•

The Financial Plan includes $68.1 million of Tribal State Compact revenue, or casino
revenue. The Seneca Gaming Commission halted payments to the State after its
December 2016 payment. The dispute went before a three-member arbitration panel in
December 2018, with a decision in favor of the State. The Seneca Gaming Corporation
appealed the decision to the U.S. Department of Interior requesting the decision be
vacated; the Department of Interior declined to review the case. In June 2019, the Seneca
Gaming Corporation requested the U.S. District Court of Western New York to vacate
the arbitration panel’s decision and in November 2019, the U.S. District Court of Western
New York upheld the decision that the Seneca Gaming Corporation wrongly withheld
$255 million in casino payments to the State. It is unknown when the Seneca Gaming
Corporation will make payment. The State advanced $7.5 million to the City for 201819, representing a portion of the then-estimated amount due of $17.0 million. The total
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amount the City has estimated is due from casino payments including the amount not
received in 2019-20 is $24.0 million. It is unknown when such payments will
recommence and as such these revenues are considered speculative.
•

The City projected annual increases to State AIM with a return to pre-pandemic levels in
year 2023-24; the cumulative amount of estimated increases in State AIM are $62.3
million. The State has included in its Enacted 2020-21 Budget Financial Plan a recurring
reduction of $8.2 billion in aid to localities; the extent of impact to the City of Buffalo is
unknown. The City’s increase in State AIM is contradictory to the State’s projections
and is therefore deemed speculative.

•

The City reduced estimates for sales tax in 2020-21 by $18.4 million and resumes sales
tax at pre-pandemic levels beginning in 2021-22. This assumption is inconsistent with
economic forecasts by recognized economists. Assuming a 5% to 10% annual recovery,
sales tax is estimated to be over-projected over the Financial Plan by $19.3 to $40.7
million, with the average estimated at $30.0 million.

•

In total, speculative revenue over the Financial Plan is estimated at $195.4 million
consisting of $76.1 million in fiscal year 2020-21, $45.0 million in 2021-22, $31.0
million in 2022-23 and $43.2 million in 2023-24.

•

Various expenditure projections in 2021-22 have been reduced in response to the
maturity and repayment of a $25.0 million deficit note issued in June 2020. It is unclear
what impact, if any, such reductions to operations will have on the provision of services.
Additionally, insufficient information was submitted to determine if such reductions are
reasonable and if expenditures overall are reasonably projected.

Other areas of significance as noted within the report are summarized below:
•

The Financial Plan will require close monitoring, including difficult to estimate revenues,
as unfavorable budgetary results will result in a decrease to unrestricted fund balance.
Unrestricted fund balance for the most recent closed fiscal year ended June 30, 2019 was
$51.5 million consisting of $38.5 million in the Rainy Day Fund and $13.0 million of
assigned fund balance. The Government Finance Officers Association recommends no
less than two months of regular operating expenditures; two months of budgeted 2020-21
expenditures is equivalent to $86.6 million and if transfers are excluded two months is
equivalent to $69.8 million. Therefore, the City is currently under recommended levels
and should consider a fund balance replenishment program. We recommend school zone
camera violations be closely monitored and revisions made to the Financial Plan as
necessary.

•

The Financial Plan includes in year 2022-23 the sale of a parking ramp in the amount of
$13.9 million which is equivalent to 2.6% of projected revenue for that year. Reliance on
non-operating revenues for normal, recurring operating expenditures could be
problematic as a change in estimate or timing would result in a budget gap that would
require gap closing measure to address.
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•

The City may be underestimating fire department overtime as the 2020-21 Adopted
Budget is less than what is projected for 2019-20 by $2.9 to $3.2 million; overtime is not
significantly changed over the Financial Plan. The inability to significantly alter the
incurrence of overtime expenditures would have a significant impact on the City’s
financial results. We recommend the City closely monitor this area and modify the
Financial Plan as necessary.

•

Various unanticipated revenue shortfalls and expenditures increases could occur due to
the unknown economic impact related to the COVID-19 pandemic. We recommend the
City monitor financial operations closely and develop a revised plan as necessary with
sufficient time to be able to react without incurring widespread reductions in services.

•

There is a continued reliance from transfers in from the Parking Fund to fund the general
operations of the City. The transfer is $6.0 million in 2020-21 and is increased to $6.2
million in 2023-24. This amount is equal to $24.2 million over the Financial Plan.

•

The City is maintaining its contribution to the District of $70.8 million annually over the
life of the Financial Plan. The District continues to request additional funding.

•

The City no longer subsidizes annually the operations of the Solid Waste and Recycling
Fund. Based on the City’s current year projections, the rates charged for services will be
adequate to fund operations of this enterprise fund. If there are insufficient resources to
support operations, the General Fund is responsible for any cash deficit. The amount due
from the Solid Waste and Recycling Fund to the General Fund was $18.4 million at June
30, 2019, which is reported as a restriction to fund balance in the General Fund. No
formal plan has been developed to address the outstanding receivable in the General
Fund. The City has indicated that cash surpluses, if any, will be applied against the
outstanding receivable. Such payments will reduce General Fund restricted fund balance
and increase unrestricted fund balance.
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The following graphs and charts provide an overview of certain key statistics that the Buffalo
Fiscal Stability Authority evaluates annually during its review of the City of Buffalo’s
operations. The explanations for fluctuations from year-to-year are available in the respective
Annual Report for that particular year.

The chart above provides a historical overview of the City’s budgeted expenditures since 200304, the year the BFSA was created. The budgeted appropriations represent operating
expenditures only and exclude operating transfers out. Over the seventeen-year period,
budgeted appropriations less operating transfers out have increased from $278.9 million for
fiscal year 2004 to $418.7 million for fiscal year 2021, representing an increase of $139.8
million, or 50.1 percent. Appropriations increased from $408.5 million to $418.7 million on an
annual basis constituting an increase of $10.2 million, or 2.5 percent. The increase in
appropriations is reflective of an increase in both budgeted salaries, primarily for firefighters
and Local 650 members who will be receiving their annual increase, and fringe benefits from
FY 2020 to FY 2021. The most significant cost drivers since FY 2008 have been pension costs,
health insurance and salaries. Beginning in January 2016, the City moved to a self-insured
health insurance program which held budgeted health insurance costs flat compared to the prior
year. Health insurance expenditures have increased between 3-6.5 percent annually since this
move.
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The chart above demonstrates the historical balance of Unreserved, Undesignated/Unassigned
fund balance at June 30 for each fiscal year reported. Effective June 30, 2008, the City
allocated $30.2 million from its Unreserved, Undesignated fund balance into a “Rainy-Day”
Fund which has been maintained since 2008 and has since increased to $38.5 million as of June
30, 2019. Unreserved, Undesignated/Unassigned fund balance represents an accumulation of
operational results from all past years and provides funding that may be appropriated for
specific purposes. It fluctuates widely from year-to-year based on the annual operating results,
one-time events, and other required uses of fund balance. As of June 30, 2018, and 2019,
Unassigned fund balance was $0, leaving no amount available to the City for budgeting or use.
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The above chart provides a historical overview of the City’s property tax margin capacity. At
June 30, 2003, the City had remaining $12.9 million of its constitutional taxing limit. The
recent property tax levy for the 2020-21 fiscal year provided a remaining property tax margin of
$107.9 million, representing an increase of $95.0 million, or 736.4 percent, over the last
eighteen years.
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The above graph depicts the City’s Five Year Average Full Valuation of Taxable Real Property
and Special Franchises over the last eighteen years. The total average assessed property value
has increased from $6.6 billion in 2015 to $10.6 billion in 2021, representing an increase of
approximately $4.0 billion over the last five years. As a point of reference, the total average full
valuation of taxable real property value was $5.3 billion for fiscal year 2003, which has
increased by nearly $5.3 billion to the current year value of $10.6 billion. The average full
valuation of taxable real property represents a five-year average of the full value of assessed
properties and is utilized in calculating the City’s property tax levying limitation. The city-wide
reassessment was completed in 2018 and the reassessed property values were utilized in the
2020-21 fiscal year as part of the tax levy calculation. City-wide property valuation has
increased significantly and over the next four-years there will be an increase in the tax levying
limitation as the calculation for the tax levy is based on a five-year average valuation.
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BUFFALO FISCAL STABILITY AUTHORITY
Buffalo City School District’s 2020-21 Adopted Budget & 2021-2024 Financial Plan Analysis
INTRODUCTION
The Superintendent’s fiscal year (FY) 2020-21 Recommended Budget (Recommended Budget)
and FY 2021-24 Recommended Financial Plan (Financial Plan) was submitted to the Buffalo
Fiscal Stability Authority by the City of Buffalo (City) Mayor on May 1, 2020. The Buffalo City
School District (District) Board of Education adopted the 2020-21 final budget on May 27, 2020
(Adopted Budget). The Financial Plan has not been formally approved by the Board of
Education and has not been adjusted to reflect the adjustments in budgeted expenditures for the
FY 2020-21 Adopted Budget. Overall, estimated revenues and expenditures are consistently
depicted within the Financial Plan.
A deficit of $50.0 million is reflected in the Adopted Budget. A budget gap has been projected
for each year of the Financial Plan with a cumulative four-year deficit of $219.9 million.
New York State’s finances have been deeply impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic and the
resulting Coronavirus Recession. The New York State (NYS) 2020-21 Enacted Budget includes
a “Pandemic Adjustment,” representing a reduction in NYS aid payments to each school district
equivalent to the federal stimulus provided to states for education under the U.S. Coronavirus
Aid, Relief and Economic Security (CARES) Act. The total level of NYS aid included in the
state fiscal year (SFY) 2020-21 Enacted Budget (NYS Enacted Budget) is $26.27 billion, slightly
less than the SFY 2019-20 appropriation of $27.3 billion. A cumulative $1.13 billion federal
CARES Act Restoration brings the total New York State aid to $27.4 billion, slightly higher than
the prior fiscal year’s (PFY’s) authorized appropriation.
The level of NYS school aid may be reduced further from that already provided for within the
NYS Enacted Budget. The NYS Director of the Budget is authorized to determine whether the
NYS Enacted Budget is balanced during three “measurement periods”: April 1 through April 30,
May 1 through June 30, and July 1 through December 31. If a general fund imbalance has
occurred during any measurement period, the Director of the Budget is empowered to, “adjust or
reduce any general fund and/or NYS special revenue fund appropriation and related cash
disbursement by any amount needed to maintain a balanced budget.” “Such adjustments or
reductions shall be done uniformly across the board to the extent practicably or by specific
appropriations as needed.” Prior to making any adjustments or reduction, the NYS Director of
the Budget must notify the chairs of the NYS Legislative fiscal committees in writing. The NYS
Legislature has ten days following receipt of that notice to prepare and approve its own plan. On
May 2, 2020, NYS Division of the Budget released an updated SFY 2021-2024 Financial Plan
that states, “that tax receipts have fallen by 12.4% in the past two months, and that
unemployment in New York is expected to exceed 11%.” The Director of the Budget plans to
have a revised spending plan that includes $8.2 billion in reductions in aid to localities as well as
a 20% reduction in NYS agency funding, unless additional federal stimulus funding is received
beyond that which was previously allocated within the CARES Act. The District has quantified
an additional, potential reduction in NYS aid of $110.0 million. This additional adjustment has
been identified as a threat to the District’s fiscal stability but has not been assumed within the
Adopted Budget and Financial Plan.
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The Financial Plan includes deficit closing and cost savings initiatives (Gap Closing Plan) to
address the cumulative four-year deficit. The Gap Closing Plan includes various areas wherein
the District is working to improve operations through efficiency measures, to increase revenues,
as well as to demonstrate the potential methods that the District has available to close the
projected out-year budgetary gaps in the event additional revenues and/or savings from
efficiencies are inadequate to address the budget gaps. The Gap Closing Plan was originally
developed in connection with the FY 2018-2021 Financial Plan; the FY 2021-24 Financial Plan
was developed using the original gap closing actions as revised as necessary. Several actions
have been implemented or are slated to be implemented in FY 2020-21; the cost savings
associated with these implemented actions have been integrated in the Financial Plan.
The following chart provides a summary of the Financial Plan:

FY 2021-2024 Financial Plan Summary
2020-21
Adopted
Budget
Revenues
Expenditures
Surplus/(Deficit)
Assigned Fund Balance
Unassigned Fund Balance
Total Fund Balance
Remaining Deficit

$904.7
$954.7
($50.0)
$4.0

2021-22 2022-23 2023-24
4-Year
Outyear Outyear Outyear
Totals
1
2
3
$ in Millions
$901.2
$917.0
$966.0
$976.8
($64.8)
($59.8)
$0.0
$0.0

$927.6
$972.9
($45.3)
$0.0

$3,650.5
$3,870.4
($219.9)
$4.0

$46.0

$0.0

$0.0

$0.0

$46.0

$50.0

$0.0

$0.0

$0.0

$50.0

($0.0)

($64.8)

($59.8)

($45.3)

($169.9)

The following key observations have been made related to the Financial Plan:
1. The Financial Plan General Fund revenues increase at a compound annual growth rate
(CAGR) of 0.8% over the Financial Plan. General Fund expenditures increase at a
CAGR of 0.6%. General Fund expenditures exceed General Fund revenues in each year
of the Financial Plan.
2. The Financial Plan General Fund revenues includes a New York State Pandemic
Adjustment of $29.6 million in FY 2020-21. This decrease is offset with $29.6 million in
Federal CARES Restoration of $29.6 million in FY 2020-21. Each Financial Plan
outyear includes an assumption of additional Pandemic Adjustments based on
experience: NYS school aid was reduced through a Gap Elimination Adjustment from FY
2008-09 through FY 2015-16 as a result of the 2007-2009 Great Recession. FY 2008-09
and 2009-10 saw Federal Gap Elimination Adjustment Restorations as a result of the U.S.
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) of 2009 and additional smaller,
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temporary federal programs. Additional federal aid is not assumed beyond the Federal
CARES Restoration in FY 2020-21.
3. The District has budgeted the appropriation of $50.0 million of fund balance in FY 202021. In total, the four-year deficit of $219.9 million is reduced to $169.9 million following
the appropriation of fund balance. The Gap Closing Plan included within the Financial
Plan demonstrates the District’s strategic plan to address these outyear deficits through
various deficit closing and cost savings initiatives.
4. All collective bargaining units have labor agreements that either are expired or are
scheduled to expire in the next several years. These include the teachers, whose labor
agreement expired June 30, 2019, and the administrators, whose labor agreement expires
September 1, 2020. Several labor agreements have been expired for a protracted period
including the Local 409 engineers, whose labor agreement expired on June 30, 2010, and
the teacher aides/teaching assistants, whose contract expired June 30, 2012.
5. Several of the main cost drivers for the District have reduced rates of increase over the
Financial Plan including health insurance for both active employees and retirees and
pension payments. While these expenditures are projected to increase at rates that exceed
most other expenditures, their rates of increase are not as high as experienced over the
last decade.
6. The implementation and continuation of various efficiency initiatives along with
additionally available fund balance will begin to address projected out-year budgetary
gaps but will be insufficient to fully close the gap. Various cost reduction actions have
been included such as $38.8 million in staffing cuts in each Financial Plan outyear which
will be necessary to close the remaining budget gaps.
7. The District had intended to be operationally balanced by FY 2020-21. This is no longer
planned due to the impact of the Coronavirus Recession. Each FY of the Financial Plan
has a projected deficit between $45.3 million to $64.8 million.
FY 2020-21 ADOPTED BUDGET SUMMARY
The following are the highlights of the Adopted Budget:
1. General Fund revenues are budgeted at $904.7 million, a decrease of $12.7 million, or
1.4% over the FY 2019-20 Adopted Budget amount of $917.4 million. General Fund
expenditures are budgeted at $954.7 million, an increase of $27.3 million, or 2.9% over
the FY 2019-20 Adopted Budget amount of $927.4 million. The excess of expenditures
over revenues of $50.0 million represents the budgeted deficit and is closed through the
appropriation of fund balance consisting of $3.0 million set aside for other
postemployment benefits (OPEB), $1.0 million assigned for capital needs, and $46.0
million of unassigned fund balance. Additional targeted reductions that are currently in
the planning stage are included within the Adopted Budget. Additional costs will need to
be incorporated within the budget to reopen schools, particularly following the extended
layoff: Buffalo City Schools closed on March 13, 2020 as a result of the Coronavirus
Pandemic. On May 1, 2020 the Governor ordered New York State schools to remain
closed for the remainder of the academic year.
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2. The FY 2020-21 budget includes a reduction of $42.8 million in NYS Aid compared to
the 2019-20 Adopted Budget. A $29.6 million Federal CARES Restoration matches a
$29.6 million Pandemic Adjustment reduction in NYS aid.
3. The Adopted Budget continues the full implementation of the Superintendent’s Education
Bargain, representing year five of the District’s comprehensive educational program.
The program has included a rigorous elementary education program, strong community
schools, new innovative high schools, extended learning time, additional services and
supports for students and their families.
GENERAL FUND REVENUES
General Fund revenues total $904.7 million in the Adopted Budget. The total increase in
revenues over the four years of the Financial Plan is $22.9 million, or 2.5%. The CAGR over
this period is 0.8%.
The following chart summarizes General Fund revenue as projected in the Financial Plan:

FY 2021-2024 Financial Plan General Fund Revenues
General Fund Revenues

2019-20
Adopted
Budget

2020-21
Adopted
Budget

2021-22
Outyear 1

$70.8
44.0
3.0
651.1
(29.6)
29.6
116.5

$70.8
44.7
3.0
673.8
(21.0)
0.0
116.5

$ Change % Change
2022-23
2023-24
from Year from Year
Outyear 2 Outyear 3
1-4
1-4

(In Millions)

Real Property Tax $70.8
Erie County Sales Tax
47.0
Federal Medicaid Reimbursement
2.6
New York State Aid ( less Building Aid ) 664.3
New York State Pandemic Adjustment
0.0
Federal CARES Restoration
0.0
New York State Building Aid 120.1
Miscellaneous (Tuition, Interest Earnings, Interfund
12.6
Revenues, earnings on Debt Service Reserve Fund)
Total General Fund Revenues
$917.4
Fund Balance 10.0
Total GF Revenue & Assigned Fund Balance
$927.4

$70.8
45.6
3.0
682.5
(15.0)
0.0
116.5

$70.8
46.5
3.1
694.0
(10.0)
0.0
109.5

$0.0
2.5
0.1
42.9
19.6
(29.6)
(7.0)

0.0%
5.7%
3.3%
6.6%
-66.2%
-100.0%
-6.0%

19.3

13.4

13.6

13.7

(5.6)

-29.0%

$904.7
50.0
$954.7

$901.2
0.0
$901.2

$917.0
0.0
$917.0

$927.6
0.0
$927.6

$22.9

2.5%

($27.1)

-2.8%

General Fund revenues are budgeted at a level lower than FY 2019-20 and are projected to
decrease overall by $3.5 million in FY 2021-22. General Fund revenues are projected to return
to FY 2019-20 levels by FY 2022-23 and increase $22.9 million overall over the Financial Plan.
The revenue projections are forecast conservatively and depict the Coronavirus Recession’s
potential impact.
Real Property Taxes
The City forwards a portion of collected property tax revenues to the District for general
operations and annual debt payments. The City’s contribution for FY 2020-21 is $70.8 million.
It is carried throughout the Financial Plan. The City’s contribution increased $0.5 million in FY
2017-18 for the first time since FY 2007-08. The City may provide whatever contribution it
deems necessary, but the level of effort must be maintained once the contribution for general
operations has increased, unless there is a decrease in the total taxable assessed property value.
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New York State Aid
The District receives revenues for its General Fund from several sources, most significantly
through NYS Aid. The District is one of the “Big Four” NYS school districts which include the
Buffalo City School District, the Rochester City School District, the Syracuse City School
District and the Yonkers City School District. These school districts are financially dependent
on their respective city governments as they have no independent authority to levy taxes or issue
bonds. The District is heavily dependent on NYS Aid which comprises 81.6% of the District’s
total budgeted revenues for FY 2020-21. Total NYS Aid at $738.0 million represents a
reduction of $46.4 million in NYS Aid, as compared to the FY 2019-20 Budget. The Adopted
Budget includes a Pandemic Adjustment and Federal CARES Restoration of ($29.6) million and
$29.6 million respectively. The Financial Plan assumes NYS Aid will include a cumulative
$46.0 million in Pandemic Adjustments in the three outyears of the Financial Plan. No offsetting
Federal CARES Restoration is assumed in the outyears.
NYS Aid as a percentage of total budgeted revenue is projected to grow to 85.5% in FY 202324. NYS Aid has historically been the revenue with the highest annual rate of growth. NYS Aid
as a percentage of total General Fund revenue increased in each fiscal year since BFSA’s
inception at 74.5% of total General Fund revenues in FY 2003-04. NYS Aid at $738.0 million
represents 81.6% of total General Fund revenues. As such, NYS Aid is budgeted to decline as a
percentage of total General Fund revenues for the first time since FY 2009-10.
NYS Aid is a composite term utilized to combine a variety of different formula and expensebased aids, most significantly Foundation Aid, which uses objective criteria to target funds to
school districts. Foundation Aid represents funds available for the general operations of the
District. It is estimated to be $544.2 million in FY 2020-21 out of the total budgeted NYS Aid
(excluding NYS Building Aid) of $621.5 million, or 87.6%. Foundation Aid is projected to
increase by $13.5 million to $557.9 million in FY 2023-24.
Total FY 2020-21 NYS Aid, excluding NYS Building Aid, is budgeted to decrease by $41.6
million, or 6.3%, as compared to the FY 2019-20 fiscal year-end projection, although individual
components of NYS Aid are budgeted to fluctuate.
New York State Building Aid
NYS Building Aid (Building Aid) is shown separately to delineate it from funds available for
general operations. Building Aid is a reimbursement from NYS for capital projects and is
directly correlated to the District’s General Fund Debt Service payments. NYS reimburses the
District in the form of Building Aid at reimbursement rates set by the New York State Education
Department (NYSED) based on maximum cost allowances at approximately 94% of eligible
school building capital improvement project costs. These funds are applied to the related
principal and interest payments due on the outstanding bonds.
NYS Building Aid is budgeted at $116.5 million in FY 2020-21. It is held at this level in FY
2021-22 and FY 2022-23 then decreased to $109.5 million in FY 2023-24 based on anticipated
debt service expenditures. Overall, funding at $116.5 million represents a $3.6 million decrease
over the PFY.
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Erie County Sales Tax
The third largest revenue source for the District is sales tax, which is budgeted at $44.0 million
for FY 2020-21. Erie County Sales Tax is budgeted at 6.4% less than the FY 2019-20 Adopted
Budget based on the current economic climate. Erie County Sales Tax is projected to grow $2.5
million or 5.7% to $46.5 million over the Financial Plan. As such, the Financial Plan does not
project this revenue to return to pre-recessionary levels over the next four fiscal years: fiscal
year-end (FYE) 2018-19 totaled $48.8 million.
Budgeting sales tax receipts at this level is deemed reasonable given the extent of the current
recession. Erie County Sales Tax is heavily influenced by the state of the national, regional and
local economy.
The local funding structure for the District is different from the other Big 4 NYS school districts.
The District receives a total of 8.9% (excluding NYS Building Aid) of its funding from the City
property tax levy, which furthermore represents 47.9% of the total tax levy. In addition, the
District receives a significant portion of the 3% base sales tax levied by Erie County. Of the
other three Big 4 NYS school districts, only the Syracuse City School District receives any
portion of county sales taxes receipts, budgeted at $674,320 for FY 2020-21. Conversely, both
the Syracuse and Rochester City School Districts receive a higher percentage of their host
municipalities’ property tax levy at approximately 64% and 67%, respectively, of the total levy
and is equal to 13.4% and 17.2%, respectively, of total budgeted revenues.
All Other Revenue
All Other Revenue combined totals $19.3 million in the Adopted Budget, or 2.1% of total
General Fund revenues. These amounts decrease $5.6 million, or 29%, over the Financial Plan.
All Other Revenues include tuitions, interest, interfund revenues for indirect costs and
miscellaneous items. The budgeted increases in the Adopted Budget are in alignment with actual
historical increased reimbursements for health services and other tuition billings charged to other
school districts. These revenues are budgeted at a higher level than the prior fiscal year
primarily as tuition received from other school districts, interest earned, and interfund revenues
for indirect costs and miscellaneous items are assumed to have a 1% growth rate from the prior
fiscal year.
All Other Revenues are $6.7 million higher in the Adopted Budget compared to the FY 2018-19
Adopted Budget as the District is targeting $6.0 million in revenue from prior overpayments to
charter schools for recovery. This is a one-time revenue.
Federal Medicaid Reimbursement
The Federal Medicaid Reimbursement totals $3.0 million in the Adopted Budget, 0.3% of total
budgeted revenues. This revenue is a reimbursement of Medicaid-eligible healthcare services
funded and provided by the District. It is projected to increase annually by approximately 1.0%
to $3.1 million in FY 2023-24.
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GENERAL FUND EXPENDITURES
General Fund expenditures total $954.7 million in the Adopted Budget. Expenditures are
projected to total $972.9 million in FY 2023-24, and increase $18.2 million, or 1.9%, over the
course of the Financial Plan. The compounded annual growth rate over this period is 0.6%.
The projected year-to-year increase in General Fund expenditures represents lower average
annual increases than seen historically, particularly with the District’s employee benefits and
charter school payments. Debt Service payments decrease significantly over the Financial Plan.
Expenditures are projected to increase at a greater rate than the rate of increase for revenues in
FYs 2020-21 and 2021-22 of the Financial Plan. The projected deficit expands in each of these
two years until FY 2022-23 when the rate of increase for revenues is projected to exceed that of
expenditures. Since current expenditures exceed current revenues a structural imbalance
continues to be reported for each year of the Financial Plan.
General Fund expenditures are examined here in six discrete subcategories: Employee
Compensation, Employee Benefits, Charter School Payments, Debt Service, Transportation, and
All Other Expenditures. The following chart summarizes General Fund expenditures by these
six subcategories as projected in the Financial Plan.

FY 2021-24 Financial Plan General Fund Expenditures
General Fund Expenditures

2019-20
Adopted
Budget

2020-21
Adopted
Budget

2021-22
2022-23
2023-24 $ Change from % Change
Outyear 1 Outyear 2 Outyear 3
Year 1-4
from Year 1-4

$ in Millions
Employee Compensation $320.5
Employee Benefits 193.3
Debt Service 113.0
Charter School Payments 133.7
51.3
Transportation
All Other Expenditures 115.6
Total
$927.4

$327.8
201.6
112.3
138.1
58.4
116.5

$331.9
208.3
108.8
137.2
61.7
118.1

$334.7
214.9
101.0
143.9
62.8
119.5

$338.2
224.7
76.3
149.0
63.9
120.8

10.4
23.1
(36.0)
10.9
5.5
4.3

3.2%
11.5%
-32.1%
7.9%
9.4%
3.7%

$954.7

$966.0

$976.8

$972.9

$18.2

1.9%

Employee Compensation
Employee Compensation is the District’s largest expenditure category at 34.3% of total General
Fund expenditures. Total General Fund expenditures for Employee Compensation is budgeted at
$327.8 million in the Adopted Budget and increases $10.4 million, or 3.2%, to $338.2 million
over the Financial Plan. Employee Compensation includes salaries and wages for District
employees.
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Employee Compensation includes the salary and wages for District employees including the
following groups/categories:
• The Buffalo Teachers’ Federation (Teachers)
• The Substitutes United of Buffalo (Substitute Teachers)
• The Buffalo Council of Supervisors and Administrators (BCSA or Administrators)
• The Professional, Clerical, and Technical Employees’ Association (PCTEA or whitecollar)
• The Buffalo Educational Support Team (BEST) including teacher aides who are noncertified and teaching assistants who are certified
• The Transportation Aides of Buffalo (TAB or bus aides)
• Skilled Trades (Trades)
• Local 264 members (blue-collar)
• Local 409 members (Engineers)
• Miscellaneous Compensation Items and Overtime.
The following chart compares General Fund Employee Compensation expenditures in the
Adopted Budget and the three out-years of the Financial Plan. Staffing information is also
depicted to show how budgeted full-time equivalent positions (FTEs) in the General Fund have
changed.

General Fund
BTF
# of FTEs
Substitutes*
BSCA
# of FTEs
PCTEA
# of FTEs
BEST
# of FTEs
TAB*
Trades
# of FTEs
Local 264 (Blue Collar)
# of FTEs
Local 409 (Engineers)
# of FTEs
Exempt Employees
# of FTEs
Board Members*
# of FTEs
Total # of FTEs
Miscellaneous Items
Overtime

FY 2019-20
Adopted Budget

FY 2020-21
Adopted Budget

$230.7
3,218
$6.9
$25.8
229
$17.8
381
$17.8
806
$5.7
$3.6
33
$2.5
65
$3.1
56
$4.4
36
$0.0
9
4,833
$0.4
$1.8
$320.5

$236.2
3,246
$7.7
$25.8
231
$19.4
380
$17.6
796
$5.4
$3.4
33
$2.5
65
$3.2
56
$4.7
36
$0.0
9
4,852
$0.3
$1.6
$327.8

TOTAL EMPLOYEE COMPENSATON
* The District does not provide FTE estimates for hourly, part-time positions.
*Board members receive a $15,000 annual stipend.

FY 2021-22 (Out- FY 2022-23
year 1)
(Outyear 2)
$ in Millions

$239.2
3,245
$7.8
$26.3
233
$19.6
382
$17.1
810
$6.1
$3.5
33
$2.6
66
$3.1
57
$4.7
36
$0.0
9
4,871
$0.3
$1.6
$331.9

$240.9
3,217
$7.8
$26.7
233
$19.9
382
$17.3
810
$6.2
$3.6
33
$2.6
66
$3.1
57
$4.7
36
$0.0
9
4,843
$0.3
$1.6
$334.7

FY 2023-24
(Outyear 3)

$243.1
3,198
$7.8
$27.1
233
$20.2
382
$17.6
810
$6.3
$3.7
33
$2.7
66
$3.1
57
$4.7
36
$0.0
9
4,824
$0.3
$1.6
$338.2

The District has included a staffing plan which increases the number of net FY 2020-21 General
Fund budgeted FTEs by 19 including 28 additional teachers, 2 additional administrators, 10
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fewer teacher aides/teaching assistants, and 1 white-collar employee. Budgeted staffing at 4,852
FTEs represents the highest level of budgeted FTEs on a General Fund basis, since BFSA’s
inception.
The District’s staffing plan includes the reduction of 48 teacher FTEs over the four-years of the
Financial Plan. The Financial Plan assumes a flat population of the City publicly enrolled
students with District students declining from 32,550 in FY 2020-21 to an estimated 31,359 by
FY 2023-24. Charter school pupils are projected to increase 1,191 to 9,950 pupils by FY 202324. The overall number of public-school students is projected to be flat at 42,500 in each year of
the Financial Plan as the number of Buffalo resident pupils enrolled in area charter schools is
projected to increase in an amount equal to the decline in District students.
The Financial Plan incorporates the reduction of 6.5 FTE teaching positions for every 100
students that leave the District. This projection assumes that District enrollment will decline as
charter school enrollment increases. In recent years District enrollment has been relatively flat
while charter school enrollment has grown. The growth projection for charter school enrollment
assumes that existing charter schools will continue to expand seating capacity. There are
currently nineteen area charter schools. Three new charter schools are scheduled to open in FY
2020-21 including the Buffalo Academy of Science Charter School II, the Buffalo Creek
Academy Charter School, and the Primary Hall Preparatory Charter School.
This change in District policy was implemented in FY 2018-19 and differs from prior years
where a reduction of teachers was not contemplated as part of the fiscal planning process. It was
argued that the student population entering charter schools was too diffuse across the District to
allow for an adjustment in teaching positions. The impact on the Financial Plan is a reduction of
48 positions over the Financial Plan at an annual savings ranging from $1.5 million to $2.2
million, for a cumulative impact of $5.7 million over the Financial Plan.
On a District-wide basis, total budgeted FTEs in the 2019-20 Adopted Budget are equivalent to
the FTEs in the FY 2019-20 Adopted Budget with a minor reduction of 6 FTEs.
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The following depicts overall staffing levels on a General Fund and All Funds basis for a tenyear period, consisting of the last six years of actual positions and the current projections over
the four-year Financial Plan.

BCSD District-Wide FTE Count
6,000
5,175

5,257

5,327

4,257

4,396

4,509

5,544

5,454

5,644

5,638

5,608

5,580

5,560

4,721

4,679

4,832

4,852

4,870

4,842

4,823

5,000
4,000

3,000
2,000
1,000
FYE 2014-15 FYE 2015-16 FYE 2016-17 FYE 2017-18 FYE 2018-19 FY 2019-20 FY 2020-21 FY 2021-22 FYE 2022-23 FYE 2023-24
Adopted
Adopted
Outyear 1 Outyear 2 Outyear 4
Budget
Budget

General Fund

All Funds

BTF Compensation
The largest area of employee compensation is for teachers. It is the largest employee group for
the District, representing 66.9% of the total 4,852 budgeted FTE positions in the General Fund.
General Fund expenditures for teacher compensation are budgeted at $236.2 million in the
Adopted Budget and increases to $243.1 million, an increase of $6.9 million, or 2.9%, through
the fourth year of the Financial Plan. A 1.5% salary increase is assumed in the Financial Plan
based on annual step increases, less attrition, as approximately 46% of active teachers are
eligible for an annual step increase. The current labor contract expired on June 30, 2019.
Budgeted expenditures for teacher compensation have been reduced in each outyear of the
Financial Plan to reflect the adjusted number of teacher positions budgeted based on declining
student enrollment.
BCSA Compensation
The BCSA represents the District’s unionized administrators. Members of the BCSA represent
231 of the total 4,852 budgeted FTEs, or 4.8% of the workforce. Budgeted positions are held flat
at this level in each year of the Financial Plan.
General Fund expenditures for BCSA compensation are budgeted at $25.8 million in the
Adopted Budget and increase by $1.3 million, or 5.0%, to $27.1 million by the fourth year of the
Financial Plan. The annual increases of 1.5% in BCSA compensation is based on annual step
increases, less natural attrition of the workforce, as approximately 48% of Administrators are
eligible for an annual step increase. A contractual salary increase of 2.75% was received
effective July 1, 2019. The labor agreement expires September 1, 2020.
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PCTEA Compensation
PCTEA represents the white-collar employees of the District. Members of PCTEA represent
380 of the total 4,852 FTEs, or 7.8% of the workforce. Budgeted positions are held flat at 382
FTEs in each remaining year of the Financial Plan.
Personnel costs total $19.4 million in the Adopted Budget and increase $0.8 million, or 4.1%, to
$20.2 million over the Financial Plan. PCTEA ratified a new labor agreement on August 21,
2019. The FY 2020-21 and FY 2021-22 compensation increases are based on contractual
increases of 2.75% and 3%, respectively. An increase of 1.5% is projected in salary increases
based on annual step increases less natural attrition of the workforce is included for FYs 2022-23
and FY 2023-24 as the labor agreement expires on June 30, 2022.
BEST Compensation
BEST represents both Teachers’ Aides (non-certified) and Teaching Assistants (certified by
NYS) of the District. Members of BEST represent 796 of the total 4,852 FTEs, or 16.4% of the
workforce. Budgeted positions are increased to 810 in FY 2021-22 and held at this level in each
out-year of the Financial Plan.
Personnel costs total $17.6 million in the Adopted Budget and are reduced by $0.5 million in FY
2021-22, despite a budgeted increase of 14 FTEs and return to the $17.6 million level in FY
2023-24. BFSA’s analysis has determined that the BEST compensation line appears somewhat
overstated given the employee composition and the current contractual terms.
The labor agreement with BEST expired June 30, 2012.
Local 264 (Blue-Collar) Compensation
Local 264 represents the blue-collar employees of the District. The blue-collar employees
represent 65 of the total 4,852 FTEs, or 1.3% of the workforce. Budgeted positions are held flat
at 66 FTEs in each remaining year of the Financial Plan.
Personnel costs total $2.5 million in the Adopted Budget and increase $0.2 million, or 8.0%, to
$2.7 million over the four years of the Financial Plan. An increase of 1.5% is projected in salary
increases based on annual step increases less natural attrition of the workforce as approximately
42% of employees are eligible for a step increase in FY 2020-21. The labor agreement expired
June 30, 2013.
S/UB, TAB, Trades, Local 409 Operating Engineers, Exempts, and Board Member
Compensation
All other employee compensation expenditures include salary and wages for substitute teachers,
bus aides, trades, operating engineers, and exempt employees. The members of TAB are
operating under a labor agreement that expires June 30, 2021. Students First is contracted by the
District to provide yellow bus service and typically runs 642 bus routes daily on the behalf of the
District. At June 30, 2020, the District employed 349 bus aides. While all public-school
facilities are closed, the District continues to pay these employees 4.5 hours of salary daily.
Engineers are operating under a labor agreement that expired on June 30, 2010. Substitute
teachers are operating under a collective bargaining agreement that expires June 30, 2021.
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Trades employees receive annual salary increases as determined by local prevailing wage laws,
estimated to be 2.55% annually.
Exempt employees are workers who are not represented by any collective bargaining unit and are
contracted individually, typically for 24 or 36-month terms. Exempt employees received raises
effective July 1, 2019. No raises have occurred since that time nor are projected to occur, with
the noted exception of the District’s Superintendent who is scheduled to receive a contractual
raise following a directive from the Board of Education.
The nine Buffalo Board of Education members receive a $15,000 annual stipend.
The combined expenditures for all other employee compensation categories are proposed at
$24.4 million and increase $1.2 million, or 4.9%, over the Financial Plan. The increases are
based on annual increases of 2.55% for members of trades based on the requirements of local
prevailing wage laws and, an increase of 2.6% in TAB compensation in FY 2020-21 based on
the terms of the current labor agreement for the first FY of the Financial Plan as well as annual
step increases less natural attrition of the workforce in the final three years of the Financial Plan.
Remaining compensation categories for Substitute Teachers, Engineers and exempt employees
are held flat over the Financial Plan. The overall number of employees is budgeted at a
consistent level in each year of the Financial Plan.
Miscellaneous Compensation and Overtime
Miscellaneous Compensation items include non-instructional sick leave replacement and
grievance awards. These expenditures are held flat in each of the four years of the Financial Plan
at $0.3 million.
Overtime includes compensation to hourly employees who work beyond the regular work week
and is budgeted at $1.6 million annually in the Financial Plan.
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The following chart provides a snapshot of the various employee groups with the average FY
2020-21 salaries, average total compensation including fringe benefits, and the date of contract
expiration:

Average Employee Salary, Fringe Benefits and Contract Status
FY 2020-21 Employee Summary (Adopted Budget)

Employee Group

FTEs

Average Salary

BTF (Teachers)
BCSA (Administrators)
PCTEA (White-Collar)
BEST
Trades
TAB (Bus Aides: Part-Time)
S/UB (Substitutes: Part-Time)
Local 264 (Blue-Collar)
Local 409 (Engineers)
Exempt
Board Members

#
3,246
231
380
796
33
349
552
65
56
36
9

72,766
111,688
51,053
22,111
103,030
15,473
13,949
38,462
57,143
130,556
15,000

Average Fringe
Benefits (FICA,
Pension, Health
Contract
Insurance,
Expiration Date
Supplemental
Benefits)
$
28,901
33,124
23,113
18,335
31,695
17,239
16,988
21,035
24,119
36,239
1,148

6/30/2019
9/1/2020
6/30/2022
6/30/2012
Prevailing Wage
6/30/2021
6/30/2021
6/30/2013
6/30/2010
Current
N/A

Contract Settlement Scenario
The District is currently out-of-contract with four out of the eight collective bargaining units
(CBUs) funded through the General Fund. This includes 4,163 full-time employees on a General
Fund basis and an additional 597 full-time employees on an All Funds basis. These CBUs are as
follows:
1) The BTF whose labor agreement expired June 30, 2019 (3,246 FTEs – General Fund;
3,694 FTEs All Funds);
2) Engineers whose labor agreement expired June 30, 2010 (56 FTEs General Fund; 57
FTEs All Funds);
3) BEST whose labor agreement expired June 30, 2012 (796 FTEs General Fund; 959 FTEs
All Funds); and
4) Local 264 whose labor agreement expired June 30, 2013 (65 FTEs General Fund; 95
FTEs All Funds).
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The remaining four CBUs have labor agreements that are set to expire over the four years of the
FY 2021-2024 Financial Plan. The Adopted Budget includes 611 full-time employees and 901
part-time employees on a General Fund basis and an additional 139 full-time employees on an
All Funds basis. These CBUs are as follows:
1) PCTEA whose labor agreement expires June 30, 2022 (380 FTEs General Fund; 489
FTEs All Funds);
2) The Substitute Teachers whose labor agreement expires June 30, 2021 (552 part-time
employees – General Fund);
3) BCSA whose labor agreement expires September 1, 2020 (231 FTEs – General Fund;
265 FTEs All Funds); and
4) TAB whose labor agreement expires June 30, 2021 (349 part-time employees – General
Fund).
BFSA calculated a labor agreement settlement scenario to estimate the base impact that settling
all agreements would have on the Financial Plan. The scenario includes projections based on
past precedent and other reasonable assumptions.
The District has estimated $9.0 million in fund balance assigned for settling labor agreements at
June 30, 2020. Additionally, the Financial Plan generally provides for 1.5% compensation
increases annually, based on budgeted and projected positions. A portion is anticipated to be
used for annual step increases and a portion available for contract negotiations. Most employee
compensation increases within the Financial Plan are based either on actual contractual increases
and steps less attrition (e.g. PCTEA’s FY 2020-21 contractual increase of 2.75%) or 0% if outof-contract and steps less attrition.
The budgeted annual increase of 1.5% is reasonable for teacher and administrator compensation
based on historical actual increases; this assumed increase would be atypical for other employee
groups including white-collar and blue-collar employees based on historical actual increases.
BFSA estimates that of the cumulative $26.8 million in employee compensation increases over
the Financial Plan, approximately $23.3 million is for contractual step increases and the
remaining $3.5 million is available for settling expired labor agreements.
The assumptions used in the settlement scenario is as follows. It provides a conservative
estimate of the potential cost to settle all outstanding labor agreements.
Expired labor agreements
1) BTF
FY 2019-20: 2.0% retroactive increase
FY 2021-24: 2.0% annual increases
2) Engineers
FY 2010-20: $5,000 base salary increase
FY 2021-24: 3.0% annual increases
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3) BEST
FY 2013-20: no retroactive increases
FY 2020-21: $1,000 base salary increase
FY 2021-24: 3.0% annual increases
4) Blue-collar employees
FY 2014-20: no retroactive increases
FY 2020-21: $5,000 base salary increase
FY 2021-24: 3.0% annual increases
Labor agreements set to expire within the Financial Plan
5) BCSA
FY 2021-24: 2.0% annual increases (note: the labor agreement expires on September 1,
2020. The labor agreement does not include a FY 2020-21 salary increase)
6) TAB
FY 2020-21: 2.6% per current labor agreement
FY 2022-24: 2.0% annual increases
7) Substitute Teachers
FY 2020-21: 3.8% per current labor agreement
FY 2022-24: 2.0% annual increases
8) White-collar employees
FY 2020-21: 2.75% per current labor agreement
FY 2021-22: 3.0% per current labor agreement
FY 2022-23 and FY 2023-24: 2.0% annual increases
All scenarios assume savings of 10% of contract costs will be negotiated and was developed
based on a review of those initiatives included in the current Financial Plan.

General Fund Expenditures

2020-21
Adopted
Budget

Estimated Increase from Settled CBAs
(Salary & Wages)
Estimated Increase from Settled CBAs
(Fringe Benefits)
Gross Cost of Settling CBAs
less hypothetical savings from various
concessions
Estimated Net Cost of Settled CBAs
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2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 Additional
Outyear Outyear Outyear Compensation
1
2
3
FY 2021-24

$7.2

$7.7

$7.7

$8.5

$31.1

0.5

0.6

0.6

0.6

9.3

$7.7

$8.3

$8.3

$9.1

$33.4

0.8

0.8

0.8

0.9

3.3

$6.9

$7.5

$7.5

$8.2

$30.1

Employee Benefits
Employee Benefits is the second largest expenditure category at 21.1% of total General Fund
budgeted expenditures and includes the cost to the District for all non-salary/wage-related
benefits for employees such as pension, healthcare and employer payroll taxes. The District has
included $201.6 million for Employee Benefits in the Adopted Budget. These expenditures
increase by $23.1 million, or 11.5%, to $224.7 million over the Financial Plan.
Employee Benefits include payments for:
• The pension expense under the New York State Teachers’ Retirement System (NYSTRS)
and New York State Employee Retirement System (NYSERS)
• The employer portion of the payroll tax
• Health insurance for current and retired employees
• Termination Pay and other miscellaneous benefits
The following chart summarizes General Fund employee benefit expenditures in the Financial
Plan as compared to the FY 2019-20 Adopted Budget:

General Fund Expenditures

2019-20
Adopted
Budget

2020-21
Adopted
Budget

2021-22
Outyear 1

$5.7
23.7
24.8
64.7
57.1
3.8

$5.9
26.0
25.7
66.3
59.1
4.3

5.7
29.0
25.4
68.2
61.7
4.4

Employee Benefits
Civil Service Retirement
Teachers Retirement
Social Security
Health Insurance (Active Employees)
Health Insurance (Retired Employees)
Termination Pay
Other Benefits
Total Employee Benefits

2022-23
2023-24
Outyear 2 Outyear 3

%
$ Change
Change
from
from
Year 1-4
Year 1-4

(In Millions)

5.8
29.9
25.6
70.6
64.7
4.4

5.9
30.2
25.9
74.7
69.6
4.5

0.0
4.2
0.2
8.4
10.5
0.2

0.0%
16.2%
0.8%
12.7%
17.8%
4.7%

13.5

14.3

13.9

13.9

13.9

(0.4)

-2.8%

$193.3

$201.6

208.3

214.9

224.7

23.1

11.5%

New York State Pension
General Fund expenditures for the NYSERS and the NYSTRS are budgeted at a combined
amount of $31.9 million in the Adopted Budget and increase by $4.2 million to a combined
$36.1 million over the course of the Financial Plan. NYSTRS expenditures are projected to
increase $4.2 million or 16.2% over the Financial Plan based on the assumed increased
contribution rate as well as increased employee compensation; NYSERS expenditures are
projected to decrease by $0.2 million in FY 2021-22 and gradually return to $5.9 million in FY
2023-24.
The NYSERS rate is actuarially set by NYSERS and was projected to decrease and stabilize over
the longer term to approximately 12.5%; however, given the current economic uncertainty, the
District has projected the rate to remain above the long-term trend in the Financial Plan.
The District’s FY 2020-21 rate for NYSTRS is 9.53%. The District has assumed the NYSTRS
employer contribution rate to increase to 10.5% by FY 2023-24 based on NYSTRS’s projection.
The District payment to the retirement systems is a function of the applicable contribution rates
and the annual salaries of the employees. The overall increase in total pension payments is based
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on the increase in employee compensation and the employer contribution rates for NYSERS and
NYSTRS payments.
Payroll Taxes
The District’s employer portion for payroll taxes remains at 7.65% of budgeted Employee
Compensation and Termination Pay over the four years of the Financial Plan. It is budgeted at
$25.7 million in FY 2020-21 and increases $0.2 million, or 0.8%, to $25.9 million by the fourth
year of the Financial Plan. This increase is consistent with the static tax rates as well as the
modest increase in employee compensation costs.
Active/Retiree Health Insurance
Health insurance for active employees is one of several major General Fund expenditures for the
District and is budgeted at $66.3 million in the Adopted Budget, which represents a $1.6 million,
or 2.5%, increase from the 2019-20 Adopted Budget. The District’s health insurance costs for
active employees is calculated as follows:
ACTIVE EMPLOYE HEALTH FY 2020-21
INSURANCE COSTS
Total expenditure base - health
insurance and prescription drug
reimbursement projected costs
(excluding BEST member)
FY 2019-20 Coronavirus-related
deferral FY added to FY 2020-21
and phased out in 2021-22
Projected health insurance costs
for existing BEST members
Total Expenditure Base
In-lieu-of-health-insurance
payouts
-less employee contributions
TOTAL BUDGETED ACTIVE
HEALTH INSURANCE COSTS

FY 2021-22 FY 2022-23
$ in millions

FY 2023-24

$59.0

$62.0

$65.3

$68.8

3.0

1.5

-

-

10.0

10.5

11.1

11.7

$72.0

$74.0

$76.4

$80.5

0.7

0.7

0.7

0.7

5.0

5.1

5.1

5.1

$66.3

$68.2

$70.6

$74.7

The District converted to a traditional model of self-insurance effective July 1, 2018 and
discontinued the practice of paying premium-equivalent rates. The projected health insurance
cost is based on total gross allowable health insurance-related costs billed to the District through
its third-party administrator.
The Adopted Budget includes an additional $3.0 million in healthcare costs for various medical
expenditures which would have occurred in the current fiscal year (CFY) but that had to be
deferred to FY 2020-21 due to New York State’s “Pause Order” prohibiting many nonessential
medical procedures. The Adopted Budget assumes that these medical costs are deferred until the
Pause Order can be lifted. A participation rate of 95% is assumed for all union and exempt
employees and is based on experience.
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Beginning in FY 2016-17 teachers were required to contribute towards the cost of the health
insurance premium. The effective contribution amount is budgeted at $1,200 per teacher. These
contributions offset expected expenditures by $3.7 million.
Similarly, in FY 2017-18, administrators were required to contribute towards the cost of their
health insurance premium. The overall expenditure in the Adopted Budget has been reduced by
$0.4 million to reflect these contributions.
Premium contributions by exempt employees, members of PCTEA and Local 264 are projected
to be $0.9 million in FY 2020-21.
Retiree health insurance expenditures are also a major General Fund expenditure. Retiree health
insurance is budgeted at $59.1 million in the Adopted Budget, a $2.0 million or 3.5% increase
over the FY 2019-20 Adopted Budget. The increase in budgeted retiree healthcare expenditures
is based on the projected FY 2019-20 actual retiree expenditures which have been favorably
impacted by several cost saving initiatives.
The District’s health insurance costs for retirees is calculated as follows:
RETIREE HEALTH
INSURANCE COSTS
Total expenditure base - health
insurance and prescription drug
reimbursement projected costs
FY 2019-20 Coronavirus-related
deferral added to FY 2020-21
and phased out in 2021-22
Membership growth
Total Expenditure Base
- Less Medicare Advantage
Savings
- Less cost-containment
initiatives
- Less retiree contributions
TOTAL BUDGETED Retiree
HEALTH INSURANCE
COSTS

FY 2020-21

FY 2021-22 FY 2022-23
$ in millions

FY 2023-24

$57.0

$61.5

$66.2

$71.3

3.0

1.5

-

-

2.2
$62.2

2.3
$65.3

2.4
$68.6

2.4
$73.7

0.2

0.5

0.7

0.9

0.9

1.0

1.0

1.0

2.0

2.1

2.2

2.2

$59.1

$61.7

$64.7

$69.6

The expenditure increases $10.5 million, or 17.8%, to $69.6 million by the fourth year of the
Financial Plan. The projected rate of increase for this expenditure exceeds the projected rate of
increase for any other General Fund expenditure category. This increase is consistent with the
projected increase in the number of retirees receiving health insurance, the additional
Coronavirus-related deferred expenditures from the CFY, less projected savings from Medicare
Forever Blue conversions and other initiatives, as well as contributions from retirees estimated at
$2.0 million in FY 2020-21.
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The District began to contact qualified retirees receiving retiree health benefits in 2015 to offer
an incentive to forego the costlier traditional plan for a Forever Blue Medicare Advantage Plan.
The cost of this plan is significantly less than most of the District’s traditional plans for an
average savings of $2,500 per member. The number of enrollees currently enrolled in the
Forever Blue Medicare Advantage Plan is approximately 1,455. The option to enroll in the
Forever Blue Medicare Advantage Plan has allowed the District to curb the rate of growth in
retiree health insurance expenditures.
The Adopted Budget assumes 4,645 retirees will receive health insurance growing to 4,945
retiree participants by FY 2023-24. The projections are deemed reasonable as the District
projects the number of new retirees conservatively; actual new retirees tend to be somewhat less
than projected.
Termination Pay and All Other Fringe Benefits
Termination Pay and All Other Fringe Benefits total a combined $18.6 million in the Adopted
Budget. Termination Pay is projected to increase $0.2 million over the Financial Plan based on
the actual number of employees eligible to retire, their estimated termination pay benefit, and the
percentage expected to retire based on trend date. Termination Pay includes compensation to
newly retired individuals or eligible terminated individuals for unused paid leave was well as
payouts for early retirement incentives.
All Other Fringe Benefits include supplemental benefits, workers’ compensation costs,
unemployment, and other minor fringe benefit costs. The Adopted Budget includes $14.3
million in All Other Fringe Benefits including $2.0 million in unemployment expenditures. The
Adopted Budget assumes $0.5 million in additional unemployment expenditures as substitute
teachers may be laid off for the summer program if the NYS Pause Order will not permit
summer school. The three outyears are essentially flat over the Financial Plan at $13.9 million.
Payments to Charter Schools
Payments to Charter Schools is the third largest General Fund expenditure at 14.5% of total
General Fund expenditure at $138.1 million.
Payments to Charter Schools include the funds the District forwards to area charter schools based
on the number of students enrolled in charter schools at a rate established by NYS. The FY
2020-21 budgeted tuition rate is $13,876 per pupil. This includes $13,200 in base tuition and
$676 for special education. Payments to Charter Schools are budgeted at $138.1 million in the
Adopted Budget and increases $10.9 million, or 7.9%, to $149.0 million over the course of the
Financial Plan. The increase is driven by an increase in estimated pupils from 9,950 to 11,141
and curbed somewhat by a declining tuition rate. The budgeted charter school tuition per pupil is
expected to be $13,876, or $355 less than the FY 2019-20 tuition rate of $14,231. Beginning in
FY 2020-21, NYS has revised the tuition formula to multiply the growth factor by .945 in
recognition of the need to freeze charter school tuition given the reduction in NYS aid to payor
districts. The tuition rate decreases to $13,375 in FY 2023-24.
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The following chart depicts projected enrollment in Buffalo public schools, both District and
charter:

50,000
45,000
40,000
9,400

9,950

10,414

10,842

11,141

33,100

32,550

32,086

31,658

31,359

FY 2021-22
(Projected)

FY 2022-23
(Projected)

FY 2023-24
(Projected)

35,000

30,000
25,000

20,000
15,000

10,000
5,000

0
FY 2019-20
FY 2020-21
(Adopted
(Adopted
Budget)
Budget)
District Enrollment

Charter School Enrollment

The District is projecting a declining enrollment within District schools while projecting an
increase of 1,191 (12%) charter school students over the Financial Plan. The sizable increase in
expected area charter school enrollment has been projected based on the expansion plans of
existing charter schools as they add grade levels to meet their chartered plan including the two
new schools, the Persistence Preparatory Charter School and the Buffalo Collegiate Charter
School, which opened in FY 2018-19, and the opening of three new schools in FY 2020-21: the
Buffalo Academy of Science Charter School II, the Citizenship and Science Academy of Buffalo
Charter School, and the Primary Hall Preparatory Charter School.
The District serves as the Lead Educational Agency for all public and non-public school City
resident pupils. The District provides special educational services at rates set by NYS for area
charter schools. These services include speech, physical and occupational therapy, vision and
hearing.
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Debt Service
Debt Service payments are the fourth largest expenditure category at 11.8% of total budgeted
General Fund expenditures. Debt Service includes the annual principal and interest payments
that the District pays on its outstanding bonds. Debt Service expenditures are budgeted at $112.3
million in the Adopted Budget and decrease $36.0 million, or 32.1%, to $76.3 million over
Financial Plan. The annual amount of Debt Service expenditures is directly correlated to the
annual amount of NYS Building Aid received, although NYS uses an assumed debt service
amortization schedule in calculating the annual NYS Building Aid. NYS Building Aid is
budgeted at $116.5 million in FY 2020-21 and decreases to $109.5 million in FY 2023-24. Debt
Service includes the scheduled principal and interest payments on borrowings for capital
improvements including work associated with the Joint Schools Construction Board (JSCB)
project.
Transportation
Transportation expenditures constitute 6.1% of the District’s total Adopted Budget and is the
sixth largest General Fund expenditure category. Transportation expenditures total $58.4 million
in the Adopted Budget. Transportation expenditures increase $5.5 million, or 9.4%, to $63.9
million over the four years of the Financial Plan.
Transportation aid is received by the District at a rate of approximately 87% of the prior years’
expenditures. Qualified expenditures for reimbursement include, but are not limited to,
contractual transportation costs, supplies and materials, insurance, and salary and fringe benefits
for bus aides providing services to students with disabilities if the aid was required by the
student’s Individual Educational Plan.
Overall, the expenditure is projected to increase 17.5% over the FY 2019-20 Adopted Budget
and annually between 1.8% and 2.3% over the Financial Plan. The anticipated expenditures are
based on the new service contract for yellow bus services First Student, Inc., which resulted in an
approximately 15% increase in yellow bus costs, the assumption of a new service contract with
the Niagara Frontier Transportation Authority (NFTA) which provide transit passes for pupils in
grades 9 through 12, increased bussing services provided by the District due to three additional
charter schools, increased school activities such as extended learning time, and evening access to
school facilities.
The District utilizes both private and public carriers for pupil transportation. The District
approved a transportation contract with Students First, a private carrier, in FY 2019-20 that
extends through the end of FY 2024-25. Additionally, the District has an expired contract with a
the NFTA. The contract is being negotiated and may include additional costs. The contracts
provide transportation for Buffalo resident pupils in public schools including District schools and
area charter schools, non-public students, and agency and foster students.
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All Other General Fund Expenditures
All Other Expenditures is the final expenditure subcategory and is a composite category that
includes all General Fund expenditures other than those described above. It constitutes 12.2% of
total budgeted General Fund expenditures and includes tuition, contracts, textbooks and supplies,
repairs and maintenance, and a contingency reserve.
The following chart depicts the All Other Expenditures as included within the Adopted Budget
and Financial Plan:

General Fund Expenditures

2019-20
Adopted
Budget

2020-21
Adopted
Budget

9.4
34.0
18.4
1.5
23.9
1.9
8.6
3.5
2.0
6.4
3.6
2.9

8.9
34.6
19.2
1.5
21.7
1.0
10.7
3.2
2.1
7.5
3.6
2.5

9.1
35.1
19.2
1.5
23.0
1.5
10.7
3.2
1.6
7.1
3.6
2.5

9.2
35.3
19.2
1.5
23.0
2.0
11.0
3.3
1.7
7.2
3.6
2.5

9.2
35.6
19.2
1.5
23.0
2.5
11.2
3.4
1.7
7.3
3.7
2.5

0.3
1.0
0.0
0.0
1.3
1.5
0.5
0.2
(0.4)
(0.2)
0.1
0.0

3.4%
2.9%
0.0%
0.0%
6.0%
150.0%
4.7%
6.2%
-19.0%
-2.7%
2.8%
0.0%

115.6

116.5

118.1

119.5

120.8

4.3

3.7%

All Other Expenditures
Utilities
Tuition
Contacts - Custodian
Equipment
Contracts - Misc. & Contingency
Reserve for Contingency
Rental Contracts
Repairs & Maintenance
Textbooks
Supplies and Misc. Related Items
Software
Interfund Transfers
Total Other Expenditures

2021-22
Outyear 1

2022-23
Outyear 2

2023-24
Outyear 3

$ Change % Change
from Year from Year
1-4
1-4

$ In Millions

All Other Expenditures are budgeted at $116.5 million and increase $4.3 million, or 3.7%, to
$120.8 million over the Financial Plan.
Utilities
Utilities expenditures total $8.9 million in the Adopted Budget and is projected to increase by
$0.3 million, or 3.4%, to $9.2 million over the Financial Plan based on a 1.0% inflationary
factor.
Reserve for Contingency
The Reserve for Contingency expenditure is not a specific expenditure and was established as a
contingency to cover revenue reductions and/or expenditure increases which occur after a
budget’s adoption.
The Reserve for Contingency expenditure line includes $1.0 million in the Adopted Budget and
is increased by $0.5 million annually to $2.5 million in FY 2023-24 for a cumulative $7.0
million in the Financial Plan.
The Reserve for Contingency has historically included both a general contingency as well as a
contract settlement contingency. The Financial Plan is dissimilar to previous financial plans in
that only a general contingency is included.
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Tuition
The District’s tuition expenditure includes the costs for outside instruction including payments to
agencies to educate children with special needs, payments to other school districts to educate
foster children who are Buffalo resident pupils, and college tuition for Middle Early College and
DaVinci High School students attending classes at Erie Community College, Buffalo State
College, and D’Youville College. The Adopted Budget includes $34.6 million in Tuition
expenditures of which $32.0 million, or 92.5%, relate to Agency instruction. An additional $1.8
million is budgeted for foster and resident student tuition. The remaining $0.8 million is
budgeted for Career and Technical Educational college credit.
The District has budgeted a 1.0% growth rate for this expenditure. It is projected to increase by
$1.0 million, or 2.9% to $35.6 million over the Financial Plan based on the projected enrollment
in these programs and the tuition rates established by NYS.
Miscellaneous General Fund Expenditures
Miscellaneous General Fund expenditures include contracts, equipment, software, repairs and
maintenance, textbooks, supplies, and interfund transfers. These expenditures total $72.0 million
in the Adopted Budget. They are projected to increase by $1.5 million, or 2.1%, to $73.5 million
over the Financial Plan.
Miscellaneous contracts are budgeted to decrease $2.2 million over the FY 2019-20 Adopted
Budget and increase $1.3 million to $23.0 million in FY 2021-22. Miscellaneous contracts are
projected flat over the Financial Plan’s three out-years. The budgeted decrease over the prior
fiscal year is based on the estimated FY 2019-20 expenditures. It is held flat over the Financial
Plan; the District historically has overbudgeted this expenditure.
Rental contracts are budgeted to increase $2.1 million over the FY 2019-20 Adopted Budget
based on projected FY 2019-20 actual rental contract expenditures and are projected to increase
$0.5 million, or 4.7%, over the Financial Plan based on a 1.5% increase annually stipulated
and/or assumed contractual increases for these contracts.
Textbook expenditures are budgeted to increase $0.1 million over the FY 2019-20 Adopted
Budget but decline a cumulative $1.3 million over the Financial Plan’s out-years to $1.7 million
in FY 2023-24.The budgeted minor increase over the prior fiscal year is conservatively estimated
as the District adopted a five-year replacement cycle and cost saving initiatives to reduce
procurement costs through more competitive bidding. The decline over the Financial Plan does
not represent an actual intent to reduce textbook purchases. As noted, the Financial Plan was not
updated to reflect the changes from the Recommended Budget to the Adopted Budget. This
expenditure depicts the necessity for the Financial Plan to be updated accordingly once the final
budget has been approved. BFSA continues to recommend this action.
Supplies and miscellaneous expenditures are budgeted to increase $1.1 million over the FY
2019-20 Adopted Budget and are projected to decrease $0.2 million over the Financial Plan. The
budgeted increase over the PFY is based the anticipated cost of the numerous instructional and
office-related supplies in FY 2020-21. The decrease of $0.2 million over the Financial Plan is
likely an underestimate of actual expenditures as an inflationary factor of 1.0% may be
anticipated.
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Miscellaneous General Fund expenditures includes custodial contracts and is budgeted at $19.2
million in FY 2020-21. This amount is flat over all four years of the Financial Plan. The BCSD
is unique in its custodial contracts in that the Engineers receive lump sums of money based on
the size of the building they maintain, and other factors as established by the collective
bargaining agreement, to perform school custodial duties. These duties are carried out in part by
custodians who are employees of the engineers, not of the District.
Other Postemployment Benefits (OPEB)
The District has significant accrued liabilities for post-retirement healthcare. NYS law does not
currently authorize a governmental trust that entities could voluntarily contribute into to fund
these long-term liabilities. The District provides OPEB benefits on a “pay-as-you-go” basis and
may only assign fund balance for future OPEB costs. Such a designation is not binding as
assigned fund balance may be reallocated by District management.
As of June 30, 2019, the District had $52.1 million of fund balance assigned for OPEB. As of
the last actuarial valuation report dated June 30, 2019, the total OPEB liability was $2.4 billion.
This is a decrease from the estimate of the total OPEB liability at June 30, 2018 of $2.85 billion.
The total OPEB liability in the June 30, 2019 actuarial valuation was determined using the
following actuarial assumptions and other inputs applied to all periods included in the
measurement unless otherwise specified:
•
•
•
•
•

Inflation - 1.30%
Salary Increases - 4.70%
Discount Rate - 3.51%
Healthcare Cost Trend Rates - 8.00% in 2019, with an ultimate rate of 4.50% in 2027
Retirees' Share of Benefit-Related Costs

The discount rate was based on Fidelity Mutual General Obligation AA 20-year Bond rate as of
the measurement date. Mortality rates were based on the SOA Pubc-2010 General Headcount
Weighted Mortality Table fully generational using scale MP-2018.
The District has actively been examining and implementing additional cost-saving measures to
address this long-term liability. The collective bargaining agreements with the BTF and with the
BCSA provided terms that allowed for the long-term liability to decrease. Additionally, the
decrease in total OPEB liability resulted from several changed underlying assumptions including
a change in the actuarial cost method, an increased discount rate from 2.92% to 3.51%, and
updated termination, retirement, salary scale, and disability assumptions.
DEFICIT CLOSING AND COST SAVINGS INITIATIVES
The District is faced with a significant financial challenge. The Financial Plan includes a deficit
summary depicting the projected deficits in each fiscal year. The Gap Closing Plan quantifies
the various gap-closing measures that the District has identified to address these projected
deficits. The Gap Closing Plan provides in-depth specificity for each of the individual deficit
closing and cost savings initiatives and includes the quantified impact on the projected deficits
and the status of the various initiatives.
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The deficit closing and cost saving initiatives include potential actions separated into four
categories including other revenue, fund balance items, savings to be achieved through
efficiencies, and other cost reductions. There are twelve (12) initiatives currently listed.
Additionally, listed are various initiatives which include savings that have since been realized
and/or other initiatives that the District has identified as providing additional opportunities to
enhance revenue or reduce expenditures but are unable to be quantified.
These initiatives were introduced in the FY 2017-18 Financial Plan.
The following chart summarizes the Gap Closing Plan’s deficit closing and cost savings
initiatives.

General Fund Deficit Closing and Cost Saving Initiatives
FY 2020-21
Draft Budget

FY 2021- FY 2022- FY 20234-Year
22
23
24
Totals
Outyear 1 Outyear 2 Outyear 3
$ in Millions

Revenues
Expenditures
Baseline Gap
Use of Fund Balance
Revised Baseline Gap
Fund Balance
Other Revenue
Efficiencies and Savings
*Other Cost Reductions
Total Deficit Closing and Cost Saving Initiatives
Excess/(Shortfall)

$904.7

$901.2

$917.0

$927.6

$3,650.5

$954.7
($50.0)
50.0
($0.0)
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
$50.0
$0.0

$966.0
($64.8)
0.0
($64.8)
38.0
0.3
6.4
40.5
$85.2
$20.4

$976.8
($59.8)
0.0
($59.8)
32.0
0.3
6.9
41.0
$80.2
$20.4

$972.9
($45.3)
0.0
($45.3)
15.0
0.3
7.4
41.5
$64.2
$18.9

$3,870.4
($219.9)
50.0
($169.9)
85.0
0.9
20.7
123.0
$229.6
$59.7

The Adopted Budget includes a $50.0 million deficit. The District closes this gap through the
appropriation of $50.0 in available fund balance. The Financial Plan includes a cumulative
baseline gap of $219.9 million. The baseline gap is revised to $169.9 million following the
appropriation of fund balance in FY 2020-21. The remaining cumulative deficit of $169.9
million is addressed through various deficit-closing and cost-savings initiatives.
The appropriation of fund balance is not utilized in the three outyears of the Gap Plan.
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Deficit Closing and Cost Savings Initiatives –Fund Balance Items (#1)
1. The Financial Plan includes the ability to use additional fund balance although there is no
current intent to use additional reserves beyond FY 2020-21. These items are listed at
$38.0 million, $32.0 million, and $15.0 million in the Gap Closing Plan for a cumulative
amount of $85.0 million.
Fund balance is currently projected to total $203.6 million at June 30, 2024. If this
deficit closing action were implemented at the full extend provided within the Gap
Closing Plan, total fund balance would total $118.6 million at June 30, 2024.
The following is a depiction the District’s projected fund balance.
Deficit Closing and Cost Savings Initiatives – Other Revenue (#2)
Buffalo City School District Fund
Balance

Projected Projected Projected Projected Projected
at June
at June
at June
at June
at June
30, 2020
30, 2021
30, 2022
30, 2023
30, 2024
$ in Millions
$0.9
$0.9
$0.9
$0.9
$0.9
$24.8
$24.8
$24.8
$24.8
$24.8

Non-spendable
Restricted
Assigned
Designated for New Year’s Budget
50.0
0
0
0
0
Encumbrances
3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5
Designated for other capital
16.1
16.1
16.1
16.1
16.1
needs/repairs
Designated for OPEB and other
49.1
49.1
49.1
49.1
49.1
benefits
Designated for Health Insurance
15.1
15.1
15.1
15.1
15.1
Designated for Equity
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
Designated for PY claims (union
9.0
9.0
9.0
9.0
9.0
contracts)
Total Assigned
$147.8
$97.8
$97.8
$97.8
$97.8
Unassigned
Minimum Amount to be Retained per
38.2
38.6
39.1
38.9
38.9
Policy
Excess of Policy Minimum
41.9
41.5
41.0
41.2
41.2
Total Unassigned
$80.1
$80.1
$80.1
$80.1
$80.1
Total Fund Balance
$253.6
$203.6
$203.6
$203.6
$203.6
Note: The FY 2019-20 Adopted Budget and Financial Plan does not include compensation or benefit
increases associated with settling expired labor agreements. The Financial Plan includes $9.0 million
of Assigned fund balance for this purpose. The set-aside would be insufficient to settle all outstanding
labor agreements.
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The Financial Plan includes a revenue enhancement item. This item is listed at $0.3 million in
each outyear of the Gap Closing Plan, for a cumulative amount of $0.9 million and includes:
2. Revenue enhancement: A minor amount of $0.3 million in additional annual receipts for
a cumulative $0.9 million is included for various revenue enhancements resulting from an
aid maximization program which is intended to yield greater revenues though better data
collection and understanding of the various NYS and federal regulations.
The aid maximization program was initiated in FY 2015-16. The cumulative increase
from this program is a projected $7,047,000 in FY 2019-20 from revenue increases due to
several current initiatives including $3.5 million in federal Medicaid Reimbursements, as
identified through the Kinney System. Of the $7,047,000, $5,528,000 represents
reoccurring gains through changes in standard procedures as a result of the aid
maximization projects. The revenue increases are projected to be $7,317,250 in FY
2020-21. These revenue increases were incorporated within the Adopted Budget and
Financial Plan.
Deficit Closing and Cost Savings Initiatives – Savings to be Achieved through Efficiencies
(#3-9)
The Financial Plan includes seven (7) individual actions for cost reductions and savings to be
achieved through greater efficiencies providing a cumulative $20.7 million of cost reductions
over the three out-years of the Financial Plan. These actions are summarized as follows:
3. Vacancies: The District has included potential additional budgetary savings of up to $2.0
million resulting from vacancies based on historical experience; cumulative savings of
$6.0 million are included. The District annually has budgetary savings based on
budgeted but unfilled FTE positions, particularly within the white-collar and blue-collar
employee groups. This item does not represent an action but represents an area where the
budgetary savings likely will occur.
4. Employee healthcare: The District has included potential additional budgetary savings
of up to $1.5 million in FY 2020-21 and a cumulative savings of $4.5 million from
various employee healthcare initiatives.
In December 2019, the District issued a Request for Proposals (RFP) for a Medicare
Advantage Plan and is converting voluntary enrollments to Independent Health. Annual
cost savings of $1.0 million is anticipated from this change beginning in FY 2020-21.
The cumulative outyear impact is estimated at $4.5 million.
The District expects $500,000 in annual savings from a dependent verification audit in
2020-21. The cumulative outyear impact is estimated at $1.5 million. The audit had
been scheduled for FY 2019-20 but had been delayed. The expectation is that employees
or retirees who have dependents listed inappropriately on their healthcare policy will be
removed allowing for a cost reduction.
In FY 2018-19 and 2019-20, the District achieved significant cost reductions related to
the health insurance cost for active employees and retirees. The savings for active
employee health insurance resulted from the settlement of the BTF and BCSA labor
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agreements which included health insurance contributions for the first time and increases
in co-pays for doctor visits and prescription drugs. Savings in providing retiree health
insurance were additionally received as follows: $3.6 million in annual savings from the
conversion of over 1,500 retirees and/or their dependents to a Medicare Advantage
product, $2.0 million from the near elimination of retiree cosmetic surgery as a result of
its inclusion as a federally-taxable income to users, $2.0 million in federal drug subsidy
savings, and additional savings in negotiated rebates on drug purchases with Blue
Cross/Blue Shield.
5. Reduce substitute teacher costs: The District has included annual savings of $100,000 for
a cumulative $0.3 million in substitute teacher savings resulting from better management
of teacher absences. Substitute teachers are often requested in addition to the regular
teaching staff to assist with classroom instruction. The District’s Associate
Superintendent for Human Resources has implemented approval controls for the use of
substitute teachers. This additional use of substitute teachers now requires approval as
the process has been centralized from the individual schools to the Department of Human
Resources. An additional $0.1 million annually in cost savings have been listed based on
the continued implementation and refinement of this initiative.
6. Negotiations/Analysis of Top 150 Vendors/Best Practices (formerly Best and Final
Offers): The Gap Closing Plan includes potential savings related to procurement in the
amount of $500,000 in FY 2020-21, which increases annually by $200,000 for a
cumulative amount of $2.1 million. On March 20, 2019, the Buffalo Board of Education
adopted a revised procurement policy to allow for negotiation with the lowest responsible
or best value bidder. In the event negotiations fail, an alternate award may be made.
The District intends to perform a full analysis of the top 150 vendors in 2019-20 to ensure
the costs are appropriate for the services received, discounts available are taken, and
items are bid on an appropriate schedule. This analysis is ongoing.
In March of 2020, the District implemented an electronic bid/RFP process where
bids/RFPs are submitted online to the District and evaluations are completed in the
System. This is intended to improve the efficiency and accuracy of the evaluation
process, to the benefit of the District.
The District is also undertaking a project to improve the Minority/Women-Owned
Business Enterprises (MWBE) process which will bring more competition to District
offerings.
The District has also analyzed several best practices through work with the Council of
Great City Schools and other organizations. It is anticipated that some of the best
practices identified during this process will yield more cost-efficient procurement.
Additionally, the District is examining whether certain functions currently performed by
building engineers may be outsourced.
7. Reduction in overtime: The District scrutinized the use of overtime in FY 2017-18,
particularly within trades, transportation, and security. An annual amount of $100,000 is
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estimated for potential annual savings for a cumulative $0.3 million in savings from this
continued initiative.
8. Public carrier transportation: The District utilizes both private and public carriers for
pupil transportation. The District has included potential annual savings of $2.0 million
increasing annually by $0.3 million for a cumulative savings of $6.9 million as the
District is exploring the possibility of splitting bussing services into zones which could
reduce yellow bus costs by a third.
The District reported that the FY 2020-21 two-year contract with the Niagara Frontier
Transportation Authority is anticipated to provide $582,000 in additional costs for the
District but with a significant increase in the amount of bussing services. These new
costs have been included within the Adopted Budget and Financial Plan. The total
transportation costs are reimbursable at 87% the following year through NYS
Transportation Aid. The approved private carrier contract is with First Student, Inc. The
current contract expires at CFYE. First Student successfully completed an RFP process
and will continue as the District’s private carrier through FY 2025.
9. Reduced compensated leave time: The District implemented procedural controls over
staff’s utilization of workers’ compensation, medical leave and administrative leave in
FY 2016-17. Effective July 1, 2019, the District has a new third-party administrator for
workers’ compensation administrative services. An annual savings of $0.2 million and a
cumulative savings of $0.6 million is listed as a cost-savings initiative.
Deficit Closing and Cost Savings Initiatives – Other Cost Reductions (#10-12)
As noted, The Gap Closing Plan depicts a cumulative revised baseline deficit of $169.9 million.
After factoring the cumulative impact of all deficit closing and cost savings initiatives from
additional fund balance usage, revenue enhancements, and the savings to be achieved through
efficiencies, the outyear budgetary gaps are projected at $20.1 million, $20.4 million, and $22.7
million, respectively. If these budgetary gaps materialize, the District may implement other cost
reductions.
The District has included three (3) gap-closing measures to provide cost reductions in the event
such actions are necessary. These actions have an estimated cumulative $123.0 million impact
over the Financial Plan and include more severe measures and include:
1) the reduction of the general contingency account ($1.5 million in FY 2021-22, increasing
annually by $0.5 million for a cumulative amount of $6.0 million);
2) the reduction or elimination of non-mandated programs ($0.25 million annually for a
cumulative $0.75 million);
3) the reduction of central office, instructional and support positions ($38.75 million
annually for a cumulative $116.25 million).
The Gap-Closing Plan notes that if additional revenues are not obtained, reductions in the
number of staff may be required. District employment has been increased by 720 FTEs since FY
2014-15. The Gap Closing Plan includes the potential reduction of 66.7% of this staff with
staffing cuts totaling $38.75 million in each outyear of the Financial Plan; it is not disaggregated
within the plan.
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It is noted that these staffing cuts are not currently proposed and would be the last deficit closing
and cost saving actions implemented. However, if projected deficits materialize at the degree the
District is currently forecasting, a significant level of staffing cuts will likely need to occur.
Deficit Closing and Cost Savings Initiatives – Other Opportunities
In addition to the Gap Closing Plan discussed above, the District has provided information
related to other initiatives that are being pursued that could provide additional revenues, cost
savings and/or operational advantages. Many were previously included in the annual gap closing
plans but have subsequently been excluded. These items are summarized as follows:
1. Additional grants: New grants though national foundations continue to be pursued. The
Community Foundation for Greater Buffalo administered a $360,000 planning grant from
the Ralph C. Wilson Foundation to determine needed improvements at eleven City parks
and District athletic sites. The District engaged with community stakeholders; architects
worked collaboratively with staff members from the City, the District, and the
Community Foundation for Greater Buffalo to finalize the renderings. This collaboration
is continuing and is transitioning to the project and funding implementation phase.
During FY 2018-19, the District received a three-year grant award of $1.0 million from
the Kellogg Foundation that supports children’s success in schools through innovative
enrichment curriculum. Now in its second year, the District has met its initial first
year goals of phasing in teacher training in gifted and talented instructional pedagogy.
The grant also provided for the expansion of exposure for students to the cultural arts and
landmark history of Buffalo.
The District has collaborated with Say Yes to Education Buffalo and is partnering with
five local institutes of higher education to support best in class prekindergarten through
higher education data systems. The District received $350,000 annually in FY 2019-20
and FY 2020-21 from the Gates Foundation to develop and implement a joint data system
with local higher educational institutions.
2. Master Scheduler: The District continues to intend to hire a master scheduler who will be
tasked with ensuring high school schedules are built efficiently and that resources for
special education and English as a second language services are efficiently utilized. The
position will be responsible for auditing schedules during the year to make sure that, if
staffing is excessive, positions are moved or reallocated.
The position was posted in April 2018 and has remained unfilled since being posted.
3. Special Education: The District continues to look at where efficiencies can be
implemented in special educational services.
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Deficit Closing and Cost Savings Initiatives – Results reflected in Financial Plan
1. Reduced healthcare costs: In FY 2018-19 and 2019-20, the District achieved significant
cost reductions related to the health insurance cost for active employees and retirees. The
savings for active employee health insurance resulted from the settlement of the BTF and
BCSA labor agreements which included health insurance contributions for the first time
and increases in co-pays for doctor visits and prescription drugs. Savings in providing
retiree health insurance were additionally received as follows: $3.6 million in annual
savings from the conversion of over 1,500 retirees and/or their dependents to a Medicare
Advantage product, $2.0 million from the near elimination of retiree cosmetic surgery as
a result of its inclusion as a federally-taxable income to users, $2.0 million in federal drug
subsidy savings, and additional savings in negotiated rebates on drug purchases with Blue
Cross/Blue Shield.
Reductions in the cost of retiree health insurance has been one of the District’s largest
fiscal cost savings initiatives. Savings of over $20.0 million have been accruing
annually. Significant savings have accrued from the conversion of nearly 1,500 retirees
into Medicare Advantage, negotiating better drug rebates, converting to an Employer
Group Waiver Program (EGWP) to increase federal subsidies on prescription drugs, and
effectively eliminating the cosmetic surgery rider. Each of these initiatives have saved
the District millions annually. These savings are reflected within the Adopted Budget
and Financial Plan.
In late 2019, District issued an RFP for Medicare Advantage and is converting voluntary
enrollments to Independent Health’s offering, which is projected to save up to $0.9
million annually beginning in FY 2020-21.
2. Facility closure (#86): Former PS #86 was used for the Adult Education program in FY
2019-20. The facility will be vacated and will not be utilized within the 2020-21 school
year. Annual savings of $0.2 million are reflected within the Adopted Budget and
Financial Plan.
3. Facility closure (#187): Former PS #187 has nearly been vacated and may be closed with
within the 2020-21 school year. Additionally, the District may close former PS#4, PS#8,
PS#28, PS#18a, and PS#171. Some or all may be closed prior to the 2020-21 fiscal year.
Annual savings of $0.3 million are reflected within the Adopted Budget and Financial
Plan.
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4. Nursing costs: The District received $1.2 million for nursing services in 2019-20 from
NYS as additional NYS Aid. This grant is non-competitive and is a reauthorization of a
previously awarded grant. The grant awards are recorded as “bullet aid” or “one-shot” as
there is no requirement for this aid to be received on an annual basis and is therefore
excluded from budgeted revenues. The Adopted Budget includes the assumption that the
$1.2 million grant will be awarded.
FOOD SERVICE FUND
The District provides breakfast, lunch and afterschool dinner to all District students as well as
seven Buffalo charter schools, three non-public schools, and an out-of-District charter school.
The program is administered through the District’s Food Service Fund.
The Food Service Fund totals $42.8 million in the Adopted Budget, an increase of $1.2 million,
or 2.9%, from the $41.6 million FY 2019-20 Adopted Budget. This increase is attributed to an
increase of $0.5 million in employee compensation expenditures based on step increases,
longevity payments and incentives, an increase of $0.1 million for employee benefits, and a $0.6
million increase in all the food supplies and commodities necessary to operate the various
cafeterias and the Central Commissary.
The District drew down fund balance assigned for capital improvements in FY 2016 through
2020 for a building improvement and expansion project. This capital work continues in FY
2020-21 as $2.7 million in fund balance assigned for capital improvements is appropriated for
continued building improvements and expansion of the District’s central commissary.
SPECIAL PROJECTS FUND
The Special Projects Fund includes grants from a variety of sources, though most are from either
the Federal government of the NYS government. The Adopted Budget for the Special Projects
fund totals $106.0 million. This is projected at a static level in each of the four years of the
Financial Plan. The acquisition of national foundational grants in support of the New
Educational Bargain is a high priority for the District.
No deficits are projected in any of the years of the Financial Plan. The fund is largely selfsufficient; if anticipated grant applications are either rejected, reduced, or require resubmission,
mandated expenditures are funded via the General Fund.
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CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS
The following is a summary of the conclusions reached in conjunction with the review of the
District’s FY 2020-21 Adopted Budget and 2021-2024 Financial Plan:
1. The Financial Plan was developed using consistent underlying key assumptions as used
in the development of the annual budget, adjusted for known or estimated increases or
decreases. Overall estimated revenues and expenditures are consistent over the Financial
Plan with an adjustment noted in the Financial Plan’s assumptions for teaching positions.
The assumption is that there will be a reduction in teaching positions for a shift in
students from District schools to charter schools; the estimate is a reduction of 6.5
teachers for every 100 students that enroll in charter schools. The total increased number
of charter school students is 1,191 over the Financial Plan which equates to a reduction of
77 positions. The financial impact on the Financial Plan is a cumulative reduction to
employee compensation expenditures of $20.0 million.
There is a change with respect to the budgeting methodology for annual NYS aid for
nursing costs. In prior years, this revenue of $1.2 million was excluded from the budget
and included as a potential gap closing action. This specific NYS aid requires annual
reauthorization. This amount has been reflected in the 2020-21 Adopted Budget as an
estimated revenue.
2. New York State’s finances have been deeply impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic and
the resulting Coronavirus Recession. The New York State Enacted Budget includes a
Pandemic Adjustment and a Federal CARES Restoration. The District’s Pandemic
Adjustment was $29.6 million, equivalent to the CARES Restoration. The Financial
Plan’s outyears include the assumption of additional annual NYS Pandemic Adjustments
to NYS aid while additional CARES Restorations have not been assumed. The level of
NYS school aid may also be reduced further from the amount included in the NYS
Enacted Budget. The NYS Director of the Budget is authorized to determine whether the
budget is balanced during three “measurement periods” and is empowered to adjust or
reduce any NYS general fund and/or special revenue fund appropriation and related cash
disbursement by any amount needed to maintain a balanced budget. The Director of the
Budget plans to have a revised spending plan includes $8.2 billion in reductions in aid to
localities as well as a 20% reduction in NYS agency funding, unless additional Federal
funding is received beyond that which been previously allocated from the CARES Act.
The District has quantified the potential further reduction of NYS aid at $110.0 million.
This additional adjustment has been identified as a threat to the District’s fiscal stability
but has not been assumed within the Adopted Budget and Financial Plan.
3. The District’s Financial Plan includes $3,650.5 million in estimated revenues and
$3,870.4 million in estimated expenditures, leaving an initial budgetary gap of $219.9
million. The District has projected to use $50.0 million in fund balance in the first fiscal
year of the Financial Plan. The final out-years of the Financial Plan contain projected
budgetary gaps which will be closed solely through the implementation of various gapclosing measures, of which the use of an additional $85.0 million of fund balance is
identified.
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The remaining budgetary gap of $169.9 million must be addressed through various gapclosing measures. The District has identified:
o $85.0 million in additional fund balance use
o $0.9 million in additional revenue
o $20.7 million in various efficiency savings
o $123.0 million in various cost reductions including $116.4 million in staffing cuts
The projected cumulative outyear budget gap of $169.9 million would be reduced to
$63.3 million assuming the additional fund balance is allocated, and all efficiency savings
are achieved. However, it is not the District’s intent or within the District’s ability to
achieve all the savings associated with efficiency savings programs and is provided as
various options that may be pursued. There is a remaining gap that will need to be closed
with staffing cuts based on the current plan. The District adjusts the plan annually, as
appropriate, to reflect changing circumstances and the impact on the District will be more
transparent as more is learned of the impact of the Coronavirus Recession.
4. The District has included a staffing plan which increases the number of budgeted
positions in FY 2020-21 by 13 FTE positions on a General Fund basis. Budgeted staffing
at 4,852 FTEs represents the highest level of budgeted FTEs since BFSA’s inception on a
General Fund basis. On an All Funds basis, 5,638 FTEs are budgeted, a decrease of 6
FTEs over the FY 2019-20 Adopted Budget.
5. The District has budgeted the appropriation of $50.0 million of fund balance in FY 202021. Projected unassigned fund balance will exceed the Board of Education’s 4%
retainage policy by an estimated $41.2 million at June 30, 2024; this amount is projected
without factoring in the use of fund balance to balance the outyears of the Financial Plan.
As such, fund balance may be significantly depleted over the Financial Plan.
Fund balance that is classified as non-spendable or restricted is unavailable for use in
balancing the budget. Assigned fund balance represents set-asides for specific purposes
including other postemployment benefits, prior years’ claims and capital improvements.
Due to the difficult financial circumstances anticipated over this Financial Plan, there is
no replenishment of fund balance provided over this four-year period and would need to
be considered by the District in ensuing years.
6. The District’s labor agreement with the BTF expired on June 30, 2019. The CBA with
BCSA expires September 1, 2020. The labor agreements with TAB and the Substitute
Teachers expires June 30, 2021. The labor agreement with PCTEA expires on June 30,
2022. The Financial Plan does not include any estimated new expenditures from settling
expired labor agreements. It is recommended that the District include these estimated
costs in annual financial plans to understand and plan for total financial needs.
The District has estimated $9.0 million in fund balance assigned for settling labor
agreements at June 30, 2020. Additionally, the Financial Plan generally provides for
1.5% compensation increases annually, based on budgeted and projected positions, of
which a portion is anticipated to be used for annual step increases and a portion available
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for contract negotiations. BFSA estimates that $3.5 million has been built into the budget
and is available for settling expired labor agreements.
BFSA has performed a contract-settlement scenario that estimates the minimal amount of
additional employee salary compensation, fringe benefit cost, less contractual savings.
The scenario estimates additional personnel costs of between $7.7 million and $9.9
million annually and estimated gross savings between $0.8 million and $0.9 million. The
cumulative additional costs total $30.1 million over the Financial Plan.
7. The Adopted Budget is not anticipated to be modified until July 1st with the recognition
of carry-forward encumbrances. The Adopted Budget includes some of the new
expenditures the District will incur to reopen the schools. Reopening strategies are
currently in the development phase. The New York State Education Department intends
to develop these strategies in June 2020 and provide specific guidance in July 2020. The
actual plan to reopen the schools will impact the Adopted Budget. The Modified Budget
will need to be adjusted based on these needs.
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Overview of the Buffalo Municipal Housing Authority’s FY 2020-21 Adopted Budget and FY
2021-2024 Financial Plan
Introduction
The Buffalo Municipal Housing Authority (BMHA) submitted its fiscal year (FY) 2020-21
Consolidated Adopted Budget (Adopted Budget) and FY 2021-2024 Consolidated Financial Plan
(Financial Plan) to the Buffalo Fiscal Stability Authority (BFSA). The Adopted Budget and
four-year Financial Plan was approved by the BMHA’s Board of Commissioners on April 16,
2020. The Financial Plan includes the individual budgets and financial plans for the combined
twenty-two Asset Management Programs (AMPs), the Central Office Cost Center (COCC), the
Marine Drive Apartments, and the U.S. Housing and Urban Development (HUD) Housing
Choice Voucher Program (Section 8). The Financial Plan includes the individual financial plans
and a consolidated financial plan.
Economic Factors Impacting BMHA’s Adopted Budget and Financial Plan
BMHA’s Adopted Budget and Financial Plan are heavily impacted by several economic factors
as follows:
1)
The Congressional approval of HUD funding levels for the BMHA;
2)
Local, inflationary, recessionary and unemployment trends that affect resident incomes
and the number of eligible recipients;
3)
The uncertainty regarding the impact from the COVID-19 pandemic on BMHA’s
operations and financial performance as well as upon its tenants, employees and vendors. The
impact on BMHA will depend on further developments including the duration and the spread of
the outbreak as well as the current economic downturn. Most economic prognosticators agree
that the U.S. economy is currently in a severe economic recession (Coronavirus Recession), the
extent and duration of which is highly contingent on the severity of the pandemic; and
4)
The U.S. Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act’s impact on
BMHA revenues.
Financial Plan Consolidated Summary
The following are the highlights of the Adopted Budget and Financial Plan.

FY 2021-2024 Financial Plan Consolidated Summary
Description
Total Revenues
Total Expenses
Net Operating Income (Loss) before Debt Service
Debt Service - Principal Reduction
Net Income Reduced for Debt Service - Principal Reduction
Cash Impact after Removal of the Non-cash OPEB Accrual)

2019-20
Adopted
Budget
$46.7
46.2
0.5
1.4
(0.9)
($0.1)

2020-21
2021-22 2022-23 2023-24
Adopted
Totals
Outyear 1 Outyear 2 Outyear 3
Budget
$48.8
47.0
1.8
1.8
0.0
$1.3

$ in Millions
$49.9
$51.0
47.4
47.9
2.5
3.1
1.8
1.8
0.7
1.3
$2.0
$2.6

$52.1
48.3
3.8
1.8
2.0
$3.3

$201.8
190.6
11.2
7.2
4.0
$9.1

Notes: Total expenses include the annual accrual for Other Postemployment Benefits (OPEB),
which represents a non-cash accrued expense of future benefits earned by active employees.
The BMHA’s Financial Plan depicts Debt Service static at $1.8 million annually. Actual Debt
Service is scheduled to be increase to $1.9 million in FY 2021-22, to $2.1 million in FY 202223, and to $2.2 million in FY 2023-24. As such, the Cash Impact after Remove of Non-cash
OPEB Accrual is overstated by $0.8 million on a combined basis.
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The Adopted Budget contains budgeted net income of $1.8 million prior to the payment of
principal on outstanding debt. The three out-years of the Financial Plan include net income
ranging between $2.5 million and $3.8 million before the payment of principal on debt. After
reducing net income for the impact of principal debt payments and adding back in the non-cash
accrual for OPEB, BMHA is projecting a cumulative, four-year cash surplus of $9.1 million.
Revenues in total are budgeted to increase $2.1 million, or 4.5%, in FY 2020-21 as compared to
the FY 2019-20 Adopted Budget. Revenues are projected to increase $3.3 million from $48.8
million in FY 2020-21 to $52.1 million in FY 2023-24, representing a 6.8% increase over the
Financial Plan. Expenses in total are budgeted to increase $0.8 million, or 1.7%, in FY 2020-21
as compared to the FY 2019-20 Adopted Budget. Expenses are projected to increase $1.3
million from $47.0 million in FY 2020-21 to $48.3 million in FY 2023-24, representing a 2.8%
increase over the Financial Plan. BMHA has applied a 2% annual increase in total salaries based
on the contractual salary increases dictated by the current Memorandum of Agreement (MOA)
with Local 264 representing the managerial, white-collar and blue-collar employees employed by
the BMHA, as well as the contractual salary increases afforded in the proposed MOA with Local
17.
It is noted that BMHA’s reserves totaled $3.1 million at June 30, 2019 and are projected to be
approximately $4.0 million at June 30, 2020.
Consolidated Revenues
BMHA’s revenues consists of five major subcategories:
1)
HUD Subsidy
2)
Net Dwelling /Non-Dwelling Income
3)
HUD Public Housing Authority (PHA) Grants – Vouchers
4)
All Other Revenues
5)
Transfers from Capital Grants
The following is a depiction of BMHA’s Adopted Budget and Financial Plan revenues:

Consolidated FY 2021-24 Financial Plan Revenues
Description
HUD Subsidy
Net Dwelling/Non-Dwelling Income
HUD PHA Grants - Vouchers
All Other Revenues
Transfers from Capital Grants
Total Revenue

2019-20
Adopted
Budget
$17.0
14.4
6.2
6.1
3.0
$46.7

2020-21
2021-22 2022-23 2023-24
$ Change
% Change
Adopted
Outyear 1 Outyear 2 Outyear 3 from Year 1-4 from Year 1-4
Budget
$18.2
15.0
6.4
6.7
2.5
$48.8

$18.7
15.3
6.6
6.8
2.5
$49.9
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$ in Millions
$19.3
15.6
6.8
6.8
2.5
$51.0

$19.9
15.9
7.0
6.8
2.5
$52.1

$1.7
0.9
0.6
0.1
0.0
$3.3

9.3%
6.0%
9.4%
1.5%
0.0%
6.8%

The following is a depiction of budgeted and forecasted revenues by individual budget:

Consolidated FY 2021-24 Financial Plan Revenues (by Unit)
2019-20 2020-21
$ Change % Change
2021-22 2022-23 2023-24
Adopted Adopted
from
from Year
Outyear 1 Outyear 2 Outyear 3
Budget Budget
Year 1-4
1-4

Description

$ in Millions
Revenues
AMP
COCC
Marine Drive
Section 8
Total Revenues

$32.0
4.6
2.9
7.2
$46.7

$33.3
4.8
3.4
7.3
$48.8

$34.0
4.8
3.5
7.6
$49.9

$34.8
4.8
3.6
7.8
$51.0

$35.7
4.8
3.6
8.0
$52.1

$2.4
$0.0
$0.2
$0.7
$3.3

7.2%
0.0%
5.9%
9.6%
6.8%

HUD Subsidy
PHAs receive an operating subsidy from HUD to assist in funding the operational and
maintenance expenses of its public housing dwellings, in accordance with Section 9 of the U.S.
Housing Act of 1937, as amended. HUD’s Operating Fund determines the amount of operating
subsidy to be paid to PHAs. The revenues are recorded within the AMP Adopted Budget. PHAs
provide HUD with financial information on project expenses, utilities expenses, other formula
expenses and formula income, which are the major Operating Fund components. HUD reviews
the information to determine each PHA’s formula aid amount and the funds to be obligated for
the funding period based on the appropriation by Congress. BMHA’s HUD subsidy is budgeted
at $18.2 million for FY 2020-21, a $1.2 million, or 7.1% increase, over the prior fiscal year’s
budget. The subsidy is anticipated to increase $1.7 million, or 9.3%, over the Financial Plan.
The increase is forecasted on BMHA’s inflationary estimate of 3% from FY 2020-21 to FY
2023-24. The HUD Operating Subsidy is the BMHA’s largest funding source at 37.3% of
revenues. The HUD Subsidy funds AMP operations. The projected proration is 97% of eligible
funding with an occupancy rate of 95% (excludes A.D. Price Courts and Commodore Perry
Homes). BMHA has estimated that it would receive approximately $268,000 in additional
subsidy per year for every 1% increase in occupancy.
The following depicts the HUD Subsidy by individual budget:

Consolidated FY 2021-24 Financial Plan Revenues
2019-20 2020-21
$ Change % Change
2021-22 2022-23 2023-24
Adopted Adopted
from Year from Year
Outyear 1 Outyear 2 Outyear 3
Budget Budget
1-4
1-4

Description

$ in Millions
HUD Subsidy
AMP
COCC
Marine Drive
Section 8
Total HUD Subsidy

$17.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
$17.0

$18.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
$18.2

$18.7
0.0
0.0
0.0
$18.7
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$19.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
$19.3

$19.9
0.0
0.0
0.0
$19.9

$1.7
0.0
0.0
0.0
$1.7

9.3%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
9.3%

The budgeted increase in FY 2020-21 is reasonable given the current fiscal year-end (CFYE)
estimate of $17.8 million as well HUD’s overall funding of the HUD Public Housing Operating
Fund, as approved by Congress in the 2020 Omnibus Bill and the CARES Act. The 2020
Omnibus Bill increased funding for HUD’s key programs from $53.774 billion to $56.540
billion, a 5.1% increase. While HUD’s 2020 Public Housing Operating Fund was decreased by
2.2% from $4.65 billion in 2019 to $4.55 billion in 2020, a roll-back to the 2018 funding level,
the CARES Act increased the 2020 HUD Public Housing Operating Fund by an additional $685
million. BMHA will receive an additional $2.8 million in the 2020 HUD Subsidy as a result.
The funds will be distributed using the operating fund formula through December 31, 2020.
HUD may extend this flexibility period for additional 12-month increments. The additional
funds will be used by PHAs to maintain the operations of public housing properties and support
coronavirus-related expenses, including health and safety activities for residents, and education
and childcare needs of impacted families. The projected proration is 97% of eligible funding
with an occupancy rate of 95% (excludes A.D. Price Courts and Commodore Perry Homes).
Dwelling/Non-Dwelling Income
Dwelling income includes the rental payments that BMHA receives from tenants, including
those residing at AMPs and Marine Drive, while non-dwelling income consists of rental income
received for commercially rented space, principally for cellular towers.
The following depicts Net Dwelling/Non-Dwelling Income by individual budget:

Consolidated FY 2021-24 Financial Plan Revenues
Description

2019-20 2020-21
$ Change % Change
2021-22 2022-23 2023-24
Adopted Adopted
from Year from Year
Outyear 1 Outyear 2 Outyear 3
Budget Budget
1-4
1-4
$ in Millions

Net Dwelling/Non-Dwelling Income
AMP
COCC
Marine Drive
Section 8
Total Net Dwelling/Non-Dwelling Income

$11.5
0.0
2.8
0.0
$14.3

$11.7
0.0
3.3
0.0
$15.0

$11.9
0.0
3.4
0.0
$15.3

$12.1
0.0
3.5
0.0
$15.6

$12.4
0.0
3.5
0.0
$15.9

$0.7
0.0
0.2
0.0
$0.9

6.0%
0.0%
6.1%
0.0%
6.0%

BMHA has budgeted $15.0 million in Net Dwelling/Non-Dwelling income, or 30.7% of total
budgeted revenues. Net Dwelling/Non-Dwelling income is anticipated to increase $0.9 million,
or 6%, over the Financial Plan based on an inflationary factor of 2.0% annually. Of the $15.0
million in Dwelling/Non-Dwelling income, $14.7 million is budgeted for dwelling income while
the remaining $0.3 million is budgeted for non-dwelling rental income.
The total tenant portion of the rental payment at the AMPs is no more than 30 percent of
monthly adjusted gross income, and 35 percent at the Marine Drive Apartments. The
Coronavirus Recession represents a significant threat to household incomes. At present, a
significant number of BMHA residents have not paid their April rent. If a trend emerges, Net
Dwelling income may be impacted significantly in the near future. BMHA is increasingly more
reliant on dwelling income for general operations. If the rental income is less-than-budgeted at
the AMPs, BMHA plans to utilize the additional HUD Subsidy funds to address the shortfall.
The HUD Subsidy would not be available to close a loss of revenue at the Marine Drive
Apartments. Marine Drive may receive cashflow assistance from the COCC but would need to
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consider non-fixed costs reductions such as personnel, cleaning, garbage removal and supplies in
the event of a net loss in cash.
Voucher Grants
BMHA receives Housing Choice Vouchers and Project-Based Section 8 grants (Voucher Grants)
from HUD. The revenues are recorded within the Section 8 Adopted Budget.
The following depicts the Voucher Grants by individual budget:

Consolidated FY 2021-24 Financial Plan Revenues
Description

2019-20 2020-21
$ Change % Change
2021-22 2022-23 2023-24
Adopted Adopted
from Year from Year
Outyear 1 Outyear 2 Outyear 3
Budget Budget
1-4
1-4
$ in Millions

HUD PHA Grants - Vouchers
AMP
COCC
Marine Drive
Section 8
Total HUD PHA Grants - Vouchers

$0.0
0.0
0.0
6.2
$6.2

$0.0
0.0
0.0
6.4
$6.4

$0.0
0.0
0.0
6.6
$6.6

$0.0
0.0
0.0
6.8
$6.8

$0.0
0.0
0.0
7.0
$7.0

$0.0
0.0
0.0
0.6
$0.6

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
9.4%
9.4%

The FY 2020-21 Adopted Budget includes $6.4 million in Voucher Grants, or 13.1% of total
budgeted revenues. These revenues are utilized solely for the Section 8 program. This
projection is based on the HUD Housing Choice Voucher approved funding which increased
from $22.6 billion to $23.9 billion in the recently approved 2020 Omnibus Bill. This revenue is
projected to increase $0.6 million, or 9.4%, over the course of the Financial Plan based on a 3%
inflationary factor.
The CARES Act increased the HUD Housing Choice Voucher program fund by an additional
$1.25 billion. This includes $400 million for increased subsidy costs and $850 million for
administrative and other expenses incurred by public housing authorities (PHAs), including
“activities to support or maintain the health and safety of assisted individuals and families, and
costs related to retention and support of participating owners.” These funds will be allocated
based on need, as determined by the HUD Secretary. Dissimilar to BMHA’s additional HUD
Subsidy, the BMHA’s additional Section 8 funding has not yet been quantified.
This revenue source has little impact on overall BMHA operations as the BMHA passes the
vouchers to recipients. If Voucher Grant revenue does not increase at this rate, the amount of
Voucher Grant funds passed through to recipients will be adjusted. The revenues and expenses
of the voucher program reflect BMHA’s continued efforts to fully utilize the total vouchers
available from the program. PHAs that do not spend 100% of available PHA grants are
considered underutilized and may be subject to either a penalization or a recapture of the
underutilized funds. PHA voucher grants from HUD are projected to grow at a rate that exceeds
the rate of growth for all other revenues.
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Transfers from Capital Grants
Transfers from Capital Grants represent funds used to reimburse BMHA for the administrative
and programmatic work performed on capital grants and therefore may fund general operations.
The revenues are recorded within the AMP Adopted Budget.
The following depicts the Transfers from Capital Grants by individual budget:

Consolidated FY 2021-24 Financial Plan Revenues
2019-20 2020-21
$ Change % Change
2021-22 2022-23 2023-24
Adopted Adopted
from Year from Year
Outyear 1 Outyear 2 Outyear 3
Budget Budget
1-4
1-4

Description

$ in Millions
Transfers from Capital Grants
AMP
COCC
Marine Drive
Section 8
Total Transfers from Capital Grants

$3.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
$3.1

$2.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
$2.5

$2.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
$2.5

$2.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
$2.5

$2.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
$2.5

$0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
$0.0

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

Transfers from Capital Grants consists of two components: one representing the capital grant
program administration cost reimbursements and one for direct personnel costs. This amount
will fluctuate depending on the annual capital grants awarded and expensed. This revenue
represents the transfer of grant funds for the reimbursement of expenses.
Transfers from Capital Grants are budgeted at $2.5 million in the Adopted Budget and in each
fiscal year of the Financial Plan. These revenues constitute 5.1% of total FY 2020-21 revenues.
Transfers from Capital Grants are projected to remain flat over the Financial Plan.
All Other Revenues
All Other Revenues include interest income, fees for services, administrative fees for
development, administrative fee reimbursement associated with the HUD Section 8 Housing
Voucher Program and other miscellaneous income. All Other Revenues are budgeted at $6.7
million in the Adopted Budget. These revenues constitute 13.7% of total FY 2020-21 revenues.
The following depicts All Other Revenues by individual budget:

Consolidated FY 2021-24 Financial Plan Revenues
2019-20 2020-21
$ Change % Change
2021-22 2022-23 2023-24
Adopted Adopted
from Year from Year
Outyear 1 Outyear 2 Outyear 3
Budget Budget
1-4
1-4

Description

$ in Millions
All Other Revenues
AMP
COCC
Marine Drive
Section 8
Total All Other Revenues

$0.4
4.6
0.1
1.0
$6.1

$0.9
4.7
0.1
1.0
$6.7

$0.9
4.8
0.1
1.0
$6.8

$0.9
4.8
0.1
1.0
$6.8

$0.9
4.8
0.1
1.0
$6.8

$0.0
0.1
0.0
0.0
$0.1

0.0%
2.1%
0.0%
0.0%
1.5%

All Other Revenues remain relatively static over the Financial Plan at $6.7 million in FY 202122 and $6.8 million in FY 2021-22 through FY 2023-24. Most of these revenues are projected to
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be static over the Financial Plan. A 3% inflationary growth in the HCV Administrative Fee
Earned and for Laundry Income has been assumed.
Consolidated Revenue Summary
BFSA has reviewed BMHA’s revenue assumptions and determined that they appear fairly stated.
Net Dwelling income constitutes 30.7% of total BMHA revenue. The impact of the Coronavirus
Recession is a significant threat to this revenue sources as tenants’ incomes are reduced or lost as
a result of the recession. BMHA has budgeted Net Dwelling income to increase 3.5% in FY
2020-21 to $14.6 M based on a rental increase instituted at the Marine Drive Apartments.
The HUD Operating Subsidy appears to be reasonably estimated given the current fiscal yearend (CFYE) projected amount, the 2020-21 HUD Operating Fund allocation, and the increased
appropriation from the CARES Act. Over the last five years, the proration factor has ranged
between 82.35% and 97.6%.
Consolidated Expenses
BMHA’s expenses consist of six major subcategories:
1) General Expenses
2) Maintenance
3) Administration
4) Utilities
5) Other Expenses
6) Protective/Resident Services Costs
The following is a depiction of budgeted and forecasted expenses by individual budget:

Consolidated FY 2021-24 Financial Plan Expenses (by Unit)
$
%
2019-20 2020-21
2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 Change Change
Adopted Adopted
Outyear 1 Outyear 2 Outyear 3 from
from
Budget Budget
Year 1-4 Year 1-4

Description

$ in Millions
Expenses
AMP
COCC
Marine Drive
Section 8
Total Expenses

$31.6
4.6
3.1
6.9
$46.2

$31.4
4.9
3.4
7.3
$47.0

$31.5
5.1
3.4
7.4
$47.4

$31.9
5.2
3.4
7.4
$47.9

$32.2
5.2
3.4
7.5
$48.3

$0.8
0.3
0.0
0.2
$1.3

2.5%
6.1%
0.0%
2.7%
2.8%

The following is a depiction of BMHA’s Consolidated Adopted Budget and Financial Plan
expenses:

Consolidated FY 2021-24 Financial Plan Expenses
Description
General Expenses
Maintenance
Administrative
Utility
Other Expenses
Protective Services/ Resident Service Costs
Total Expenses

2019-20
Adopted
Budget
$12.9
11.3
8.7
5.6
6.2
1.5
$46.2

2020-21
2021-22
2022-23
2023-24
$ Change
% Change
Adopted
Outyear 1 Outyear 2 Outyear 3 from Year 1-4 from Year 1-4
Budget
$13.0
11.0
9.4
5.5
6.6
1.5
$47.0

$13.1
11.1
9.5
5.5
6.7
1.5
$47.4
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$ in Millions
$13.3
11.2
9.5
5.7
6.7
1.5
$47.9

$13.3
11.3
9.6
5.8
6.8
1.5
$48.3

$0.3
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.2
0.0
$1.3

2.3%
2.7%
2.1%
5.5%
3.0%
0.0%
2.8%

General Expenses
General Expenses include employee benefits, insurance, the annual accrual for OPEB retiree
health insurance, actual retiree health insurance budgeted expenses and other miscellaneous
expenses.
The following is a depiction of General Expenses by individual budget:

Consolidated FY 2021-24 Financial Plan Expenses
2019-20 2020-21
$ Change % Change
2021-22 2022-23 2023-24
Adopted Adopted
from Year from Year
Outyear 1 Outyear 2 Outyear 3
Budget Budget
1-4
1-4

Description

$ in Millions
General Expenses
AMP
COCC
Marine Drive
Section 8
Total General Expenses

$10.3
1.8
0.7
0.1
$12.9

$10.0
2.1
0.9
0.0
$13.0

$10.0
2.2
0.9
0.0
$13.1

$10.1
2.3
0.9
0.0
$13.3

$10.1
2.3
0.9
0.0
$13.3

$0.1
0.2
0.0
0.0
$0.3

1.0%
9.5%
0.0%
0.0%
2.3%

BMHA has budgeted $13.0 million in General Expenses representing 27.7% of total FY 2020-21
expenses. The Financial Plan projects these expenses to increase by $0.3 million, or 2.3%, over
the Financial Plan. BMHA has budgeted employee benefits at $4.4 million, increasing to $4.6
million over the Financial Plan. Retiree healthcare costs and the OPEB accrual are budgeted flat
at $2.7 million and $1.3 million, respectively. Retiree healthcare expenses are budgeted $0.5
million less than the FY 2019-20 budgeted amount based on the healthcare savings associated
with the settled labor contracts with Local 264 and Local 17.
The various insurances (property, liability, workers’ compensation, other) comprise 21.5% of
total General Expenses. These expenses are budgeted to increase $0.1 million over the Financial
Plan based on an assumed annual increase of 2%.
The BMHA maintains an employer-defined benefit healthcare plan providing for medical
benefits to eligible retirees and spouses. Benefit provisions are based on individual contracts
with the BMHA. Eligibility is based on covered employees who retire from the Authority over
age 55 with five or more years of service. Retirees are eligible to continue the same coverage as
immediately before retirement, for their lifetime. At June 30, 2019, BMHA accrued future
OPEB benefits for 152 active employees. Actual retiree healthcare benefits were provided to
331 retirees or beneficiaries. The BMHA’s total OPEB liability of $111,378,647 was measured
as of March 31, 2019 and determined by an actuarial valuation as of June 30, 2017, rolled
forward through an interim valuation to June 30, 2019.
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Maintenance
BMHA’s Maintenance expenses include the maintenance employees’ salaries and non-personnel
expenses including materials and equipment to maintain BMHA-managed property: AMPs,
Central Office, and Marine Drive.
The following is a depiction of Maintenance Expenses by individual budget:

Consolidated FY 2021-24 Financial Plan Expenses
2019-20 2020-21
$ Change % Change
2021-22 2022-23 2023-24
Adopted Adopted
from Year from Year
Outyear 1 Outyear 2 Outyear 3
Budget Budget
1-4
1-4

Description

$ in Millions
Maintenance
AMP
COCC
Marine Drive
Section 8
Total Maintenance

$9.8
0.1
1.4
0.0
$11.3

$9.5
0.2
1.3
0.0
$11.0

$9.5
0.3
1.3
0.0
$11.1

$9.6
0.3
1.3
0.0
$11.2

$9.7
0.3
1.3
0.0
$11.3

$0.2
0.1
0.0
0.0
$0.3

2.1%
50.0%
0.0%
0.0%
2.7%

BMHA has budgeted $11.0 million in Maintenance Expenses in FY 2020-21 representing 23.4%
of total expenses. The Financial Plan projects these expenses to increase by $0.3 million, or
2.7%, over the Financial Plan. While most Maintenance Expenses are projected to remain static,
BMHA is projecting an increase of $0.3 million in maintenance employee compensation based
on the 2% annual salary increases with the current Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) and a
$0.1 million increase in maintenance costs associate with the Low-Income Housing Tax Credit
(LIHTC) program. A $0.1 million decrease in expenses over the Financial Plan related to unit
turnaround is included and based on the BMHA’s efforts and the expectation that the average
time and cost to rent a vacant unit will be reduced. BMHA is actively working to improve
occupancy rates and general building maintenance. The intent is to have an improved process
for certifying and interviewing potential tenants. Additional Unit Turnaround cost savings are
anticipated as BMHA staff is now performing work that had previously been conducted by
contracted companies.
Administrative
BMHA’s Administrative expenses include the administration employees’ salaries as well as
AMP management fees, telephone, internet, software, office equipment, employee travel, etc.
The following is a depiction of Administrative Expenses by individual budget:

Consolidated FY 2021-24 Financial Plan Expenses
2019-20 2020-21
$ Change % Change
2021-22 2022-23 2023-24
Adopted Adopted
from Year from Year
Outyear 1 Outyear 2 Outyear 3
Budget Budget
1-4
1-4

Description

$ in Millions
Administration
AMP
COCC
Marine Drive
Section 8
Total Administration

$5.1
2.6
0.4
0.6
$8.7

$5.6
2.5
0.5
0.8
$9.4
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$5.7
2.5
0.5
0.8
$9.5

$5.7
2.5
0.5
0.8
$9.5

$5.8
2.5
0.5
0.8
$9.6

$0.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
$0.2

3.6%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
2.1%

BMHA has budgeted $9.4 million in Administrative Expenses in FY 2020-21, representing
20.0% of total expenses. The Financial Plan projects these expenses to increase by $0.2 million,
or 2.1%, over the Financial Plan. While most Administration Expenses are projected to remain
static, BMHA is projecting a $0.2 million increase in administrative employee costs based on the
2% annual salary increases from $4.2 million in FY 2020-21 to $4.5 million in FY 2023-24,
based on the settled labor agreement. As the labor agreement expires on June 30, 2023, the 2%
increase included for FY 2023-24 is an assumed increase.
Utilities
BMHA’s Utilities expenses includes the water, sewer, electric and natural gas expenses for the
AMPs, the COCC, and the Marine Drive Apartments, as well as the Utility employees’ salaries.
The following is a depiction of Utility Expenses by individual budget:

Consolidated FY 2021-24 Financial Plan Expenses
2019-20 2020-21
$ Change % Change
2021-22 2022-23 2023-24
Adopted Adopted
from Year from Year
Outyear 1 Outyear 2 Outyear 3
Budget Budget
1-4
1-4

Description

$ in Millions
Utility
AMP
COCC
Marine Drive
Section 8
Total Utility

$5.1
0.0
0.5
0.0
$5.6

$4.9
0.0
0.6
0.0
$5.5

$4.9
0.0
0.6
0.0
$5.5

$5.1
0.0
0.6
0.0
$5.7

$5.2
0.0
0.6
0.0
$5.8

$0.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
$0.3

6.1%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
5.5%

BMHA has budgeted $5.5 million in Utility expenses in FY 2020-21, representing 11.7% of total
expenses. Utilities are projected to increase 5.5% over the four years of the Financial Plan.
Additionally, the utility employee cost is anticipated to increase 6.1% over the Financial Plan,
based on the settled labor agreement. It is noted that the BMHA is reimbursed through the HUD
Operating Subsidy for utility expenses. There is, however, a time-lag associated with this
reimbursement.
Protective Services/Resident Service Costs
BMHA’s Protective Services expenses include the AMP, COCC, and Marine Drive Protective
Service employees’ salaries as well as contract costs. Resident Service expenses include
employees’ salaries, contract costs, AMP tenant stipends, and other miscellaneous costs.
The following is a depiction of Protective Services/Resident Service Costs by individual budget:

Consolidated FY 2021-24 Financial Plan Expenses
Description

2019-20 2020-21
$ Change % Change
2021-22 2022-23 2023-24
Adopted Adopted
from Year from Year
Outyear 1 Outyear 2 Outyear 3
Budget Budget
1-4
1-4
$ in Millions

Protective Services/ Resident Service Costs
AMP
COCC
Marine Drive
Section 8
Total Protective Services/ Resident Service Costs

$1.3
0.1
0.1
0.0
$1.5

$1.3
0.1
0.1
0.0
$1.5

$1.3
0.1
0.1
0.0
$1.5

$1.3
0.1
0.1
0.0
$1.5

$1.3
0.1
0.1
0.0
$1.5

$0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
$0.0

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

BMHA has budgeted $1.5 million for Protective and Resident Service Expenses in FY 2020-21,
representing 3.2% of total expenses. These expenses are held flat over the Financial Plan.
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Protective Services Expenses are largely contractually based with $718,948 having been
budgeted for the contract with the Buffalo Police Department. The remaining budget for this
category consists of employee costs. Resident Service Expenses are budgeted at $0.7 million in
FY 2020-21, consistent with the prior year.
Other Expenses
Other Expenses include non-operating items, the majority of which is the housing assistance
payment (HAP), representing the payments a PHA makes on behalf of Section 8 participants.
The following is a depiction of Other Expenses by individual budget:

Consolidated FY 2021-24 Financial Plan Expenses
Description

AMP
COCC
Marine Drive
Section 8
Total Other Expenses

2019-20 2020-21
$ Change % Change
2021-22 2022-23 2023-24
Adopted Adopted
from Year from Year
Outyear 1 Outyear 2 Outyear 3
Budget Budget
1-4
1-4

$0.0
0.0
0.0
6.2
$6.2

$ in Millions
Other Expenses
$0.1
$0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
6.5
6.6
$6.6
$6.7

$0.1
0.0
0.0
6.6
$6.7

$0.1
0.0
0.0
6.7
$6.8

$0.0
0.0
0.0
0.2
$0.2

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
3.1%
3.0%

The BMHA has budgeted $6.6 million for Other Expenses in FY 2020-21, representing 14.0% of
Other Expenses. These expenses increase $0.2 million, or 3% over the Financial Plan based on
projected PHA Grant Vouchers.
Consolidated Expense Summary
BFSA has reviewed BMHA’s expense assumptions and determined that they appear fairly stated
overall. Salaries and benefits appear to be reasonably estimated based on the current labor
contracts. All collective bargaining units are scheduled to receive 2% annual salary increases in
FY 2021, 2022, and 2023. The labor agreements expire on June 30, 2023. FY 2024 includes a
2% annual salary increase based on the assumption of a settled labor agreement in the Financial
Plan’s fourth outyear.
Personnel
Total employee salaries and benefits are budgeted at $13.7 million in FY 2020-21 and are
projected to increase $0.5 million to $14.2 million over the Financial Plan. The increase in
employee salaries and employee benefits is based on the contractual increases in employees’
labor agreements as well as two additional Executive full-time employees. The employee groups
represented by Local 264 (managerial, white-collar, and blue-collar) are all under contract until
June 30, 2023. Non-represented employees are covered by the terms of this settled labor
agreement. The operating engineers represented by Local 17 as also under contract until June
30, 2023.
Budgeted positions are held flat in each year of the Financial Plan. Total employee
compensation increases $0.8 million from the $12.9 million included in the 2019-20 Adopted
Budget to $13.7 million in FY 2020-21 representing an increase of 5.9%.
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The following is a depiction of the BMHA’s four-year staffing plan.

BMHA STAFFING FY 2021-2024 FINANCIAL PLAN
Employee Group
Executive
MIS
Finance
Personnel
Capital Improvements
Asset Management
Total

2019-20 Adopted
Budget
9
3
11
3
11
120
157

2019-20 (as of
3.31.2020)
11
3
10
2
11
112

149

2020-21 Adopted
Budget
11
3
11
3
13
118
159

FY 2022-2024
Outyears 1-3
11
3
11
3
11
120
159

* The number of budgeted positions in FY 2020-21 are maintained flat over the FY 2021-2024 Financial Plan.

The total number of budgeted positions is 159 FTEs. BMHA intends to fill all budgeted
positions. BMHA has historically had a level of vacancy between 10-25% at any period during a
fiscal year but has decreased the vacancy rate significantly in the current fiscal year to 6% at
March 31, 2020. Based on BFSA’s analysis of budgeted salaries of $9.2 million for FY 2020-21,
it appears that the workforce plan is fairly stated as an average salary for FY 2020-21 is $58,000
per employee, an increase of $3,782 per employee as budgeted in FY 2019-20 at $54,207.
AMP Financial Plan Summary
BMHA’S housing stock is grouped into 22 individual AMPs. Each AMP includes single or
multiple housing facilities, depending on the number of habitable units within the facility. The
individual AMP budgets cumulatively comprise the total AMP budget and financial plan.
The following are the highlights of the AMP Adopted Budget and Financial Plan.

Asset Management Program FY 2021-24 Financial Plan Summary
Description
Total Revenues
Total Expenses
Net Operating Income (Loss) before Debt Service
Debt Service - Principal Reduction
Net Income reduced for Debt Service - Principal Reduction
Cash Impact after Removal of the Non-cash OPEB Accrual)

2019-20
Adopted
Budget
$32.0
31.6
0.4
1.7
(1.3)
($0.7)

2020-21
2021-22 2022-23 2023-24
Adopted
Outyear 1 Outyear 2 Outyear 3
Budget
$33.3
31.4
1.9
1.5
0.4
$1.1

$ in Millions
$34.0
$34.8
31.5
31.9
2.5
2.9
1.5
1.5
1.0
1.4
$1.7
$2.1

$35.7
32.2
3.5
1.5
2.0
$2.7

Totals

$137.8
127.0
10.8
6.0
4.8
$6.6

AMP revenues account for $33.3 million, or 71.3% of total FY 2020-21 consolidated budgeted
revenues. AMP expenses account for $31.3 million, or 66.8% of total FY 2020-21 expenses.
The AMP budget is the largest component within the overall Adopted Budget.
The FY 2020-21 AMP Adopted Budget depicts $1.9 million in net operating income. The cash
impact after a $1.5 million debt service principal reduction and removing the non-cash $0.7
million OPEB accrual is budgeted at $1.1 million. As noted, BMHA has budgeted rental receipts
at a level that may not be attainable, given the Coronavirus Recession. However, additional
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HUD Subsidy revenue of $2.8 million will be received as per the increased appropriation from
the CARES Act.
COCC Financial Plan Summary
The Central Office Cost Center is the business unit of the BMHA. It operates as a property
management company and is financially supported through fees earned by overseeing business
activities.
The following are the highlights of the COCC Adopted Budget and Financial Plan.

COCC FY 2021-24 Financial Plan Summary
Description
Total Revenues
Total Expenses
Net Operating Income (Loss) before Debt Service
Debt Service - Principal Reduction
Net Income reduced for Debt Service - Principal Reduction
Cash Impact after Removal of the Non-cash OPEB Accrual)

2019-20
Adopted
Budget
$4.6
4.6
0.0
0.0
0.0
$0.4

2020-21
2021-22 2022-23 2023-24
Adopted
Outyear 1 Outyear 2 Outyear 3
Budget
$4.8
4.9
(0.1)
0.0
(0.1)
$0.4

$ in Millions
$4.8
$4.8
5.1
5.2
(0.3)
(0.4)
0.0
0.0
(0.3)
(0.4)
$0.2
$0.1

Totals

$4.8
5.2
(0.4)
0.0
(0.4)
$0.1

$19.2
20.4
(1.2)
0.0
(1.2)
$0.6

COCC revenues account for $4.8 million, or 9.8% of total FY 2020-21 revenues. COCC
expenses account for $4.9 million, or 10.4% of total FY 2020-21 expenses.
The BMHA has budgeted a net operating loss of $0.1 million in FY 2020-21. A net loss is
projected in each fiscal year at a cumulative $1.2 million. The cash impact is a $0.4 million in
FY 2020-21 after removing the $0.5 million non-cash OPEB accrual.
As noted, the COCC may provide cash flow assistance to Marine Drive as needed if there is any
shortfall in rental receipts at Marine Drive.
Marine Drive Financial Plan Summary
In February 2011, BMHA took over management of Marine Drive Apartments, a BMHA-owned
apartment complex. BMHA received approval from the New York State Division of Housing
and Community Renewal to implement a rental increase based on 35% of tenants’ income. This
increase was implemented in December 2019 and is reflected in each year of the Marine Drive
Financial Plan.
The following are the highlights of the Marine Drive Adopted Budget and Financial Plan.

Marine Drive FY 2021-24 Financial Plan Summary
Description
Total Revenues
Total Expenses
Net Operating Income (Loss) before Debt Service
Debt Service - Principal Reduction
Net Income reduced for Debt Service - Principal Reduction
Cash Impact after Removal of the Non-cash OPEB Accrual)

2019-20 2020-21
2021-22 2022-23 2023-24
Adopted Adopted
Outyear 1 Outyear 2 Outyear 3
Budget
Budget
$2.9
3.1
(0.2)
0.0
(0.2)
($0.1)
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$3.4
3.4
0.0
0.3
(0.3)
($0.2)

$ in Millions
$3.5
$3.6
3.4
3.4
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.3
(0.2)
(0.1)
($0.1)
$0.0

$3.6
3.4
0.2
0.3
(0.1)
$0.0

Total

$14.1
13.6
0.5
1.2
(0.7)
($0.3)

Marine Drive revenues account for $3.4 million, or 7.0% of total FY 2020-21 revenues. Marine
Drive expenses account for $3.4 million, or 7.2% of total FY 2020-21 expenses.
The FY 2020-21 Marine Drive Adopted Budget includes an increase of rental receipts of $0.5
million over the FY 2019-20 Marine Drive Adopted Budget. Net Dwelling Income is almost the
entirety of Marine Drive operating revenue and it is projected to be impacted significantly by the
Coronavirus Recession. As such, the increase in rental receipts in FY 2020-21 may not be
achievable. If there are losses incurred, Marine Drive may receive cashflow assistance through
COCC reserves to the extent available but would need to evaluate reductions in non-fixed costs.
The BMHA has budgeted $0 operating income in FY 2020-21. The cash impact is a loss of $0.2
million after paying $0.3 million in debt service and removing the $0.1 million non-cash OPEB
accrual. If losses incur, would receive cashflow assistance from the current year operations of
the COCC or through COCC reserves to the extent available. Reductions in non-fixed expenses
at the Marine Drive Apartments would need to be considered.
Section 8 Financial Plan Summary
The following are the highlights of the Section 8 Adopted Budget and Financial Plan.

Section 8 FY 2021-24 Financial Plan Summary
Description
Total Revenues
Total Expenses
Net Operating Income (Loss) before Debt Service
Debt Service - Principal Reduction
Net Income reduced for Debt Service - Principal Reduction
Cash Impact after Removal of the Non-cash OPEB Accrual)

2019-20 2020-21
2021-22 2022-23 2023-24
Adopted Adopted
Outyear 1 Outyear 2 Outyear 3
Budget
Budget
$7.2
6.9
0.3
0.0
0.3
$0.3

$7.4
7.3
0.1
0.0
0.1
$0.0

$7.6
7.4
0.2
0.0
0.2
$0.2

$ in Millions
$7.8
7.4
0.4
0.0
0.4
$0.4

$8.0
7.5
0.5
0.0
0.5
$0.5

Totals

$30.8
29.6
1.2
0.0
1.2
$1.1

The HUD Section 8 Voucher Program is the federal government's major program for assisting
very low-income families, the elderly, and the disabled to afford decent, safe, and sanitary
housing in the private market. Section 8 revenues account for $7.4 million, or 15.2% of total FY
2020-21 revenues. Section 8 expenses account for $7.3 million, or 15.6% of total FY 2020-21
expenses. As noted, the CARES Act has provided the Section 8 program with an additional
$1.25 billion in overall funding. The BMHA’s additional funding has not yet been quantified.
Any reported surplus or deficit is temporary in nature. The plan self-balances but is impacted by
the timing of grant funding. HUD calculates funding by reviewing usage as reported by PHAs
on a three to six-month lookback period.
Conclusions
The 2021-2024 Financial Plan of the Buffalo Municipal Housing Authority appears to be
reasonably developed. Expenses are increased based on estimated inflationary rates or other
known increases. All collective bargaining units and non-represented employees will be under
contract for the first three years of the Financial Plan with labor agreements with Local 264 and
Local 409 expiring June 30, 2023. BMHA has projected a reasonable increase in salaries for
collective bargaining in the final year of the Financial Plan, which is a more conservative and
reasonable approach compared to that in prior years.
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Revenues are reasonable as projected over the Financial Plan, although the budgeted and
projected increase of rental income may be overly optimistic given the current recession. Rental
receipts are nearly the sole form of operating revenue for the Marine Drive Apartments. Any
cash shortfall in the operations of Marine Drive would require cost reduction actions and
possibly a loan from COCC as Marine Drive does not have adequate cash reserves available.
Additional HUD Subsidy and Section 8 Voucher Grant funds will be received in FY 2020-21.
The additional HUD Subsidy expected pursuant to funding under the CARES Act of $2.8 million
has been incorporated within the Adopted Budget and Financial Plan.
On a consolidated basis, net income is projected annually over the financial plan. Cumulatively,
net income is projected at $11.2 million with a revised positive four-year cash flow of $8.3
million. The cash flow projection includes $5.1 million of non-cash accruals for OPEB which
are paid on a pay-as-you-go basis. BMHA has projected net income for Section 8, which
represents pass-through funding for which BMHA receives a small administration fee. The
combined financial plan includes a cumulative total of $1.1 million of Section 8 program income
which also is factored into the positive cash flow. It has been conveyed by BMHA management
that the Section 8 program ultimately balances overall with timing differences reflected in fiscal
year reporting. We recommend on a budgetary basis this program be budgeted as balances to
exclude temporary operational fluctuations from the combined financial plan.
Individually, the Central Office Cost Center has budgeted annual losses with a cumulative loss of
$1.3 million projected over the next four years.
BMHA has budgeted the HUD Operating Subsidy based on a 97% proration and a 95%
occupancy rate. As of March 31, 2020, the occupancy rate for units classified as HUD-rentable
units was 80.7%. A.D. Price Courts and Commodore Perry Homes have 444 units listed as
HUD-rentable units which are uninhabitable. When excluding these units, BMHA’s occupancy
rate approaches 95% at 91.7%. BMHA’s assumption of a 95% occupancy rate is predicated on
the assumption that HUD will allow these 444 units to be removed from the occupancy
calculation. The units will be removed from the calculation once revitalization plans are
approved for the properties. It is noted that BMHA has historically conservatively budgeted the
HUD Operating Subsidy. It is projected to have a favorable budgetary variance for FY 2019-20.
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Buffalo Urban Renewal Agency
Overview of the 2020-21 Adopted Budget and 2021 – 2024 Financial Plan
The following report is based on the 2020-21 Adopted Budget and 2021-2024 Financial Plan that
was submitted to the BFSA on May 1, 2020 by the Buffalo Urban Renewal Agency (“BURA”)
and was subsequently adopted by the BURA Board of Directors on May 28, 2020.
Grant revenues administered by BURA on behalf of the City of Buffalo are largely based on
funding received from federal allocations through HUD. Funding is approved by Congress; a
formula determines how such funds will be distributed to local communities. In addition to the
current grant awards, BURA also has the ability to draw down previously allocated funding that
has not been expended from previous grant awards for program and administrative costs incurred
in the current year. BURA’s financial plan addresses the current year allocations as well as
planned used of available prior year funds including: Community Development Block Grant
(“CDBG”) and Housing Opportunities Made Equal (“HOME”) Program Funds resources, in
addition to Emergency Shelter Grants (“ESG”) and Housing Opportunities for People with Aids
(“HOPWA”). Approximately 50 percent of the CDBG funds and the entirety of the ESG and
HOPWA grants are administered by the City of Buffalo. Collectively these four funding sources
are commonly referred to as Entitlement Funds, since they are an annual allocation to BURA
from HUD.
The Office of the City Comptroller’s Department of Audit and Control is responsible for several
functions related to program implementation of CDBG funds including review of subrecipient
submissions for the drawdown of grant proceeds, the issuance of payments to local service
providers under contract, monitoring contracts between BURA and its subrecipients, and the
auditing of payments and invoices. BURA has entered into a subrecipient agreement with the
City of Buffalo in accordance with the HUD directive; the subrecipient agreement is renewed on
an annual basis once the HUD entitlement is received by the City of Buffalo.
Three staff positions are maintained in the Office of the City Comptroller’s Department of Audit
and Control. These positions are funded by CDBG funds, subject to the administrative cost
limitations as per grant requirements, and all three positions are currently filled.
Population is a major factor used within the allocation formulas in determining the amount of
grant funding; it is noted the City had a population decrease of 31,338, or a decline of 10.7
percent, reported with the 2010 census results. The reduction in population had a negative
impact on the amount of funding provided by HUD since the results of the census were released.
Total entitlement funds have decreased by $4.3 million, or 18.3 percent, since the 2010-11 fiscal
year and is partially reflective of the 2010 census results. The 2020 census is currently being
conducted ongoing it is unknown what the impact of this will have on the future Entitlement
Funds awards.
The notice of funding from HUD for the 2020-21 fiscal year was received by the City on March
30, 2020. The notice indicated the City is to receive an increase in CDBG, HOME and HOPWA
entitlement funds and a decrease in ESG funds, for a net increase of $735,646 compared to the
2019-20 fiscal year. The BURA budget reflects the increase in CDBG and HOME funds through
an increase of available entitlement funds revenue. BURA’s assumption is that future allocations
of CDBG and HOME funds will be increased by HUD.
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The BURA Financial Plan does not include federal stimulus funding under the Coronavirus Aid,
Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act. The CARES Act provides relief to states and
local governments including additional CDBG funding; it’s unknown at this time how much, if
any, federal stimulus will be received by BURA.
The following is a three-year comparison of total HUD funding by major grants as awarded to
the City and BURA; the grant allocation is reflective of that year’s funding and does not include
any prior year awards.
Amount of Grant Award
2020-21
2019-20
$
$
Grant:
Community Development Block Grant
14,042,558
HOME
3,342,830
Emergency Shelter Grants
819,189
Housing Opportunities for Persons with Aids 1,204,344
19,408,921

13,706,335
3,007,593
1,160,583
798,764
18,673,275

Amount of Grant Award
2019-20
2018-19
$
$
Grant:
Community Development Block Grant
13,706,335
HOME
3,007,593
Emergency Shelter Grants
1,160,583
Housing Opportunities for Persons with Aids
798,764
18,673,275

13,677,706
3,255,279
1,123,496
720,135
18,776,616

Amount of Grant Award
2018-19
2017-18
$
$
Grant:
Community Development Block Grant
13,677,706
HOME
3,255,279
Emergency Shelter Grants
1,123,496
Housing Opportunities for Persons with Aids
720,135
18,776,616

12,480,174
2,307,774
1,129,225
635,722
16,552,895

Increase/
(Decrease)
$
%
336,223
335,237
(341,394)
405,580
735,646

2.5%
11.1%
-29.4%
50.8%
3.9%

Increase/
(Decrease)
$
%
28,629
(247,686)
37,087
78,629
(103,341)

0.2%
-7.6%
3.3%
10.9%
-0.6%

Increase/
(Decrease)
$
%
1,197,532
947,505
(5,729)
84,413
2,223,721

9.6%
41.1%
-0.5%
13.3%
13.4%

As per the schedule above, HUD funding to the City and BURA will increase $735,646, or 3.9
percent, compared to last year’s allocation. This allocation represents an increase of $2.9 million
since 2017-18, or 17.3 percent. BURA had been faced with annual reductions in entitlement
funding from 2011 to 2018. The increase in 2018-19 was the first significant increase to CDBG
and HOME funding since that time period.
Beginning with the 2017-18 fiscal year, BURA halted administering the HOPWA and ESG
programs as the City is be the primary administrator of those funds. HOPWA and ESG grants
are funds provided to subrecipients for programs at their facilities and it was determined that the
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funds did not need to pass through BURA but should be administered directly by the City.
Examples of several subrecipients include Jericho Road, Salvation Army and the City Mission.
BURA has budgeted total revenues and expenditures of $12.7 million for 2020-21; unused
entitlement funds will carry forward to future years. This represents an increase of $0.8 million
(7.2 percent) from the 2020 budgeted amount of $11.8 million.
Adopted
Proposed
Budget
Budget
2019-20
2020-21
Total Grant and Program Income
$ 11,807,060 $ 12,656,950
Total Program Costs
7,949,634
8,698,754
Total Administrative & Planning Costs
3,857,426
3,958,195
Total Expenditures
$ 11,807,060 $ 12,656,949

Variance
$
%
$

$

849,890
749,120
100,769
849,889

7.2%
9.4%
2.6%
7.2%

The following schedule provides a summary of the 2021–2024 Financial Plan which is
developed based on the grant year (October 1 – September 30), beginning with Program Year 46
(2020-21); BURA does operate on a July 1 – June 30 fiscal year. It is noted that BURA is
including prior year entitlement allocations as a current year resource, specifically for CDBG and
HOME funds. Administrative expenses are reflected in both program costs and administrative
and planning costs.
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The following schedule reflects only the funds that BURA manages, and not the entitlement
funds that are managed by the City.
2020-2021
Grant Revenues and Related Income
Community Development Block Grant (CDBG)
CDBG Interest/Rental Income
Housing Opportunities Made Equal (HOME) Investments Partnership Program
CDBG Program Income
HOME Program Income
Evans Fund
Cities Rise
Local Initiatives Support Corporation (LISC)
General Fund Revenues
Total Revenue
Expenditures
HOME Program Costs
CDBG Emergency Loan Program Costs
CDBG Program Delivery
HOME Community Housing Development Organization
Cities Rise
CDBG Crime Prevention
Evans Fund Program Costs
Local Initiatives Support Corporation Program Costs
HOME Program Delivery
Total Program Costs
Administrative & Planning Costs
CDBG Admin @20% cap (on total CDBG Award) including Program Income
HOME Admin Costs @10% cap including Program Income
General Fund Costs
Subtotal Administrative & Planning Costs
Total Expenditures

$

$

$

$

$

$
$

6,630,812 $
200,000
3,342,830
800,000
575,000
12,000
204,983
287,925
603,400
12,656,950 $

3,045,123 $
3,100,000
1,320,000
501,425
204,981
202,300
12,000
287,925
25,000
8,698,754 $

3,008,512 $
346,283
603,400
3,958,195 $
12,656,949 $

2021-22

2022-23

2023-24

6,834,067 $ 7,032,820 $ 7,032,820
200,000
200,000
200,000
3,443,115
3,546,408
3,546,408
800,000
800,000
800,000
150,000
150,000
150,000
15,000
15,000
15,000
754,000
100,545
603,400
603,400
603,400
12,900,127 $ 12,347,628 $ 12,347,628

2,667,336 $
3,193,000
1,340,000
516,467
754,000
202,300
15,000
100,545
50,000
8,838,648 $

2,719,806 $
3,288,790
1,350,000
531,961
202,300
15,000
75,000
8,182,857 $

2,719,806
3,288,790
1,350,000
531,961
202,300
15,000
75,000
8,182,857

3,098,767 $ 3,191,730 $ 3,191,730
359,311
369,641
369,641
603,401
603,400
603,400
4,061,479 $ 4,164,771 $ 4,164,771
12,900,127 $ 12,347,628 $ 12,347,628

Over the four years of the Financial Plan as presented, total grant revenues and expenditures are
projected to decrease by $0.3 million, or 2.4 percent. BURA has increased total estimated
revenues in the first out-year by 1.9 percent, or $0.2 million, and then decreases estimated
revenues by 4.3%, or $0.6 million, in the second out-year and maintains that level in the third
out-year of the Financial Plan. The estimated decrease in grant revenues in year three and four
of the Financial Plan is reflective of the decrease in outside grants that BURA has budgeted for
in FY 2021 and FY 2022.
In addition to the estimated reduction in outside grants, BURA continues to spend down
available funds from prior awards; this amount fluctuates annually. As BURA spends the
remaining balances of prior year allocations, the resource is no longer available, and eventually
all remaining balances will be fully disbursed. As the prior year allotments are reduced, new
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entitlement funds become the primary funding source for BURA and will limit the programmatic
spending that can be performed.
BURA included 2 percent increases in Entitlement Funds in years 2020-21 through 2022-23,
with no increases for fiscal year 2023-24. The revenue categories and related projections over
the financial plan are as follows:
•

Community Development Block Grant (“CDBG”) – CDBG funds represent the
most significant revenue source to BURA and includes the current year award and
an estimate of prior year grant awards to be expended during 2020-21 for a total
estimated revenue balance of $6.6 million. It comprises 52.4 percent of the
proposed budget and increases to 57.0 percent of total estimated grant revenue in
2023-24. As previously noted, current year entitlement CDBG funding is
increasing by $0.3 million (2.5 percent) in 2020-21 compared to the prior year and
is estimated to increase by 3.1 percent in 2021-22, 2.9 percent in 2022-23 and held
flat in 2023-24. The projected increase of CDBG funds in the outyears is a
combination of the estimated 2 percent annual increase in Entitlement Funds
awarded by the federal government and the use of prior-year unspent allotments.
The total estimated increase is $0.4 million over the Financial Plan, or 6.1 percent.
This will impact the program delivery within the City of Buffalo as additional
funding will be available for various programs, as well as impact the available
funding for administrative and planning costs.
Administrative costs are limited to a maximum allowable percentage of each grant
award and the total amount that could be spent on such costs is impacted by
reductions to such grants awards. Prior year amounts are estimated to be between
$3.3-$3.6 million at June 30, 2020.

•

Housing Opportunities Made Equal (“HOME”) Program Funds – The annual
award of this amount from HUD is estimated to increase by $0.3 million, or 11.1
percent, to $3.3 million in 2020-21. BURA has included both a current year
allotment in addition to an amount for the use of prior-year unspent HOME funds.
HOME funding is projected to be stable over the Financial Plan and total
combined available funding is estimated at $3.3 million in 2020-21, $3.4 million
2021-22 and $3.5 million in the two remaining out-years of the Financial Plan.
The increase of approximately $1.0 million in the 2018-19 award was the first
significant increase since 2009-10 when the HOME award was $5.0 million. The
$3.3 million awarded for the upcoming year is $1.7 million, or 34 percent, less
than what was provided in 2009-10. HOME funds are projected to increase over
the Financial Plan by approximately $0.2 million, or 6.1 percent. The increase of
CDBG funds in the out-years is a combination of the estimated 2 percent annual
increase of Entitlement Funds awarded by the federal government and the use of
prior-year allotments. HOME funds represent 26 to 29 percent of total BURA
revenue over the course of the Financial Plan. Prior year amounts are estimated to
be between $5.0 - $5.2 million at June 30, 2020.
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•

BURA generates program income from the CDBG and HOME programs which
must be used for program eligible expenditures. In addition to program-generated
revenue such as the repayment of loans, program income also includes
transactions such as the sale of real estate. BURA management has projected
program income based on expectations of receipts as well as other transactions
including the sale of real estate.
CDBG program income is budgeted at $800,000 in 2020-21 and is held flat at that
amount over the Financial Plan. CDBG interest/rental income is also projected to
remain flat over the Financial Plan at $200,000, for a total of $1.0 million each
year.
HOME program income is budgeted at $575,000 in 2020-21 and is reduced to
$150,000 in the three out-years years of the Financial Plan.

•

Other revenues include General Fund revenues, the Evans Fund grant, the
Enterprise New York’s Cities for Responsible Investment and Strategic
Enforcement (“Cities RISE”) program and the Local Initiatives Support
Corporation (“LISC”) grant. General fund revenues represent property rentals,
parking and other smaller revenues and are budgeted at approximately $0.6
million in 2020-21. These revenues are projected to be held flat over the financial
plan.
The Cities RISE program grant funds are to be used to target development in
neighborhoods through “Love Your Block” mini-grants, to provide funding for
code enforcement officers, and to address abandoned properties. The Love Your
Block mini-grants are to provide funding to block clubs and community-based
organizations to assist in the improvement of their neighborhoods through creation
of community gardens and playgrounds. The initial planning stages of this
program began in 2019-20. The budget includes approximately $205,000 in 202021 and an additional $754,000 in 2021-22 with the grant expected to be fully
expenses in outyear 2.
Portions of the Evans Fund grant were incorporated in a revolving fund. As
borrowers pay back loans, the proceeds are reinvested in the program. The
Financial Plan includes an estimated $12,000 in 2020-21 and this increases to
$15,000 in each of the three remaining years of the Financial Plan. Evans Bank
had committed the funds to be used for various programs including programs such
as weatherization assistance, homebuyer education workshops, and a downpayment closing cost assistance program.
In addition, BURA was previously awarded a grant from the Local Initiatives
Support Corporation, which is dedicated to assisting nonprofit community
development organizations transform distressed neighborhoods into healthy and
sustainable communities of choice and opportunity. The original award amount
from LISC was $175,000 and BURA received a second award in the amount of
$472,150 in January 2020. BURA has planned to use the funds to continue an
initiative to improve data management of various distressed properties across the
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City in order to provide information related to land use and rezoning, property
sales, building permits, and code violations. Additionally, the intent is to assist
the City Real Estate Division with tracking and marketing city-owned properties.
Approximately $288,000 is included in the 2020-21 budget and an additional
$100,545 is included in fiscal year 2021-22.
•

As was previously mentioned, beginning in 2017-18, Housing Opportunities for
Persons with AIDS (“HOPWA”) and Emergency Solutions Grants (“ESG”) are no
longer administered by BURA and are administered by the City; as such these
programs are not reflected within the BURA operating budget.
It is noted that the funding to the City for HOPWA increased by $405,600 and
ESG funding was decreased by $341,400 for a net increase of $64,200. This
revenue represents pass-through dollars provided directly to subrecipients. In the
City’s budget, these funds are estimated to be reduced in the three out-years of the
City’s 2021-2024 financial plan by 2 percent, 2.5 percent and 3 percent,
respectively.

The 2021-2024 Financial Plan is stable over the four-years, being reduced by $0.3 million, or 2.4
percent. Historically BURA has been under budget at year-end when compared to the Adopted
Budget.
BURA is able to roll grant funds not expended in the current year to future years. There likely
will be additional proceeds available for future years, and as previously indicated such funding is
non-recurring as it reflects all prior year available dollars. It is anticipated that amounts not
expended from the 2019-20 budget will roll forward into the 2020-21 Adopted Budget as the use
of these funds have been planned.
Management at BURA is continuously attempting to identify potential new revenues. Future
entitlement fund allocations are unknown at this time, however if there are reductions in
entitlement funds the organization will need to construct an approach to program delivery within
the confines of the available revenues at that time.
Expenditures include both program costs and the administrative and planning costs incurred in
implementing these programs. Administrative and Planning costs are capped at various levels as
predetermined and communicated by the authorizing body. The cap for CDBG is 20 percent of
the total grant with a 15 percent cap on the public service cost, plus any program income
generated; the cap for the HOME program is 10 percent of the grant award plus any program
income that is collected. If BURA does not spend resources up to the cap amount, those
resources may be utilized for future administrative costs but are still constrained by the cap
limits. Administrative costs as included in the Financial Plan are limited to these amounts. The
Financial Plan includes 39 funded positions with salaries and fringe benefits of approximately
$3.0 million increasing to $3.1 million over the course of the Financial Plan. This number of
positions is held constant over the Financial Plan. Currently 30 of the 39 positions are filled.
From 2013-14 to 2016-17, BURA had 43 funded positions, which has subsequently been
reduced to 39 positions in 2019-20 Adopted Budget. Staffing levels are maintained at 39 full
time equivalents over the course of the Financial Plan. That is a reduction of four funded
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positions over the last five fiscal years. The decrease in the number of positions is largely
reflective of reduced federal funding combined with management’s decision not to fill a position
when such position became vacant. There are no projected savings from not filling vacancies as
funds are only drawn down and utilized if the position is filled.
BURA’s employees are covered by one collective bargaining unit, the Civil Service Employees
Association, Local 815. The current labor agreement was ratified and approved by BURA
management in April 2018 and expires June 30, 2020. In addition to the covered employees,
BURA management has historically provided the same collective bargaining agreement (“CBA”)
provisions to exempt employees, including health insurance benefits. There are thirty-one
budgeted classified employees and eight exempt employees within the 2021-2024 Financial Plan.
The budget and financial plan as it is presented includes estimated increases the first three years
of the Financial Plan with the final year held flat. BURA has identified resources to potentially
fund increases associated with a new CBA.
The current financial plan provided by BURA has demonstrated that it has adequate resources
available to pay for projected salary and related fringe benefit increases. Future allocations of
entitlement funds will determine how much funding will be available within the administrative
caps. BURA anticipates some attrition through retirement and will reevaluate filling any open
positions at that time; attrition is not reflected in the budget.
As previously noted, there are three positions located in the City Comptroller’s Office
Department of Audit and Control which are responsible for certain financial transactions of the
CDBG program and the administration of both the HOPWA and ESG programs. These positions
are not included in BURA’s staffing plan but are accounted for in regards to staying within the
administrative cost cap restrictions.
CDBG has been budgeted in the amount of $7.6 million as follows:
• $4.6 million allocated to CDBG program delivery
o $3.1 million for emergency loan program
o $1.3 million for program delivery costs (personnel service costs) for
employees working on housing rehabilitation, demolitions and capital
improvements or repairs at public facilities including parks, street repair
and community centers
o $0.2 million for crime prevention program delivery
• $3.0 million for administrative costs
HOME has been budgeted in the amount of $3.9 million as follows:
• $3.6 million is allocated for HOME program delivery and housing activities
o $3.0 million for rehabilitation and new construction
o $0.5 million for community housing development organizations
o $0.1 million for HOME program delivery
• $0.3 million for administrative costs
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Other notable items include:
▪ BURA does not participate in the City of Buffalo’s self-funding of health
insurance and continues to maintain coverage through Blue Cross Blue Shield.
BURA has included an annual increase of 7.0 percent over the Financial Plan for
health insurance costs.
▪

BURA management has indicated that it intends to continue in its efforts to
strategically assess the real property portfolio and sell properties to reduce overall
maintenance and management costs. BURA holds approximately 36 properties
valued at approximately $3.2 million which are held for redevelopment in
accordance with grant regulations.

Conclusion:
BURA has submitted a balanced 2021-2024 Financial Plan. The level of grant funding will be
monitored by BURA and City personnel on an ongoing basis. BFSA recommends that the
Budget and Financial Plan be monitored as any future revenue decreases would place additional
pressure on BURA and may require budget reductions. As expenditures are limited to revenues,
BURA management will need to monitor future entitlement awards and plan for the potential
reduction of awards by prioritizing projects and projecting staffing needs based on the available
funding.
The 2021-2024 Financial Plan reflects the amount awarded to BURA for the 2020-21 fiscal year.
Each year of the Financial Plan provides adjustments to estimated revenues and related
expenditures for expected changes to annual awards and expected use of prior year funding.
BURA assumes that the annual award of federal Entitlement Funds will increase 2 percent
annually in years two and three of the Financial Plan and has projected a flat revenue in the final
year. It is yet unknown how the results of the 2020 census will impact BURA and this is a
matter to be addressed when such information is available. In the event available funding
resources are reduced, BURA’s ability to complete its mission may be compromised. The larger
social and city-wide issues are challenging and are driven by policy as implemented by BURA’s
Board of Directors.
BURA has excluded federal stimulus dollars from the Financial Plan as provided for in the
CARES Act and it is unknown at this time if BURA will be receiving stimulus. The business
activities of the organization have not been greatly impacted at this time as the services are
deemed essential under the New York State Pause Order and construction has been continuing.
The extenuating circumstances of the pandemic could impact the timetable and plans for projects
as time progresses.
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